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(87) PCT Publication data 
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111 Registration number 
180 Expiry Date 
210 Application number 
220 Filing date of application 
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442 Date of advertisement 
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526 Disclaimer 
540 Reproduction of the Mark 
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1.0 Patent Applications published under Section 42 and Regulation 35. 

1.1 National Application 
 
(21) Application no.: KE/P/2020/3611 (22) Filing Date: 27/02/2020 
(30) Priority: 102020000000316  10/01/2020  IT  
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01 B 21B 37/00, B 21B 37/20, B 21B 39/08, B 21B 37/50, B 21B 37/24 
(54) Title: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING FLAT METAL PRODUCTS 
(72) Inventors: MARTINIS, Stefano and BOBIG, Paolo 
(73) Applicant(s): Danieli & C. Officine Meccaniche S.p.A Via Nazionale, 41 - 33042 Buttrio (UD), Italy  
(74) Agent: COULSON HARNEY ADVOCATES, P.O. BOX 10643-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya 
(57)  
Method for the production of flat metal products, in particular coils of strip, in endless and/or semi-endless 
mode, in which a metal product is continuously fed to a rolling mill consisting overall of at least 4 stands, in 
which the rolling stands are, in sequence, roughing stands (l8a, 18b, 18c), and finishing stands (21 a, 21 b, 21 
c, 21 d, 21 e), wherein it is provided to perform a flying gauge change, namely a change of thickness without 
interrupting the rolling process, of the metal product exiting from the rolling mill. At least the rotation speed 
of the rollers of the first stand (l8a) of the rolling mill and their gap are not modified during the flying gauge 
change of the strip. The transition from the current thickness to the subsequent thickness occurs by applying a 
new set-up of parameters, for example gap between the rollers, speed of the rollers and inter-stand tension, 
to all the rolling stands involved in the flying gauge change. The number 'of stands involved in the flying gauge 
change, starting from the last stand (21 e) of the finishing stands, is obtained taking into account the 
distribution of the rolling force of each stand, so that the new distribution of forces due to the 
thickness change does not cause the value of the rolling force of any stand whatsoever to exit from an 
acceptable tolerance range. 
………………………………………….. 

 
1.2   PCT National Phase Applications 

 
(21) KE/23/04650 (PCT/CN2021/123301)  
(22) 12/10/2021  
(54) COMPOSITE CROSS ARM AND POWER 
TRANSMISSION TOWER  
(71) JIANGSU SHEMAR ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
(85) 25/07/2023 
……………………… 
 
(21) KE/23/04651 (PCT/CN2021/121374)  
(22) 28/09/2021  
(54) COMPOSITE CROSS ARM AND POWER 
TRANSMISSION TOWER  
(71) JIANGSU SHEMAR ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 
(85) 25/07/2023 
……………………… 
 
(21) KE/23/04652 (PCT/US2022/070409)  
(22) 28/01/2022  
(54) CDK2 INHIBITORS AND METHODS OF USING THE 
SAME  
(71) CEDILLA THERAPEUTICS, INC. 
(85) 27/07/2023 
……………………… 
 
(21) KE/23/04654 (PCT/EP2022/052170)  
(22) 31/01/2022  
(54) MULTIMERIC CHELATOR COMPOUNDS FOR USE 
IN TARGETED RADIOTHERAPY  

(71) BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFTBAYER AS 
(85) 31/07/2023 
……………………… 
 
(21) KE/23/04668 (PCT/US2022/015964)  
(22) 10/02/2022  
(54) ADAPTIVE RFID INVENTORY SYSTEM  
(71) VENARESOURCES, INC. 
(85) 11/08/2023 
……………………… 
 
(21) KE/23/04669 (PCT/JP2022/007569)  
(22) 24/02/2022  
(54) METHOD FOR REMOVING SCALE FROM 
GEOTHERMAL TURBINE BLADE AND METHOD FOR 
GEOTHERMAL POWER GENERATION  
(71) JAPAN METALS AND CHEMICALS CO., LTD. 
(85) 11/08/2023 
……………………… 
 
(21) KE/23/04671 (PCT/JP2022/007101)  
(22) 22/02/2022  
(54) ABNORMALITY FACTOR ESTIMATION METHOD 
FOR POWER PLANT  
(71) MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, 
LTD.MITSUBISHI POWER, LTD. 
(85) 14/08/2023 
………………………
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2.0  Patents Granted under Section 45  

2.1 National Patents 
 
(11) Patent Number: KE 984 date of grant: 02/08/2023 
(21) Application Number: KE/P/2021/3853 (22) Filing Date: 17/06/2021   
(73) Owner(s):  UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI of  P.O. BOX 30197-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya and UNIVERSITY OF 
KABIANGA of  P . O . BOX 2030-20200 KERICHO, Kenya   
(72) Inventor(s) WYCLIFFE CHISUTIA WANYONYI; PAUL MWANZA SHIUNDU; JOHN MMARI ONYARI; FRANCIS 
JACKIM MULAA; MWAKAZI EVA DAMA and FAITH MOIM CHEMTAI 
(74) Agent/address for correspondence: WYCLIFFE CHISUTIA WANYOYI, Department Mathematis, Actuarial and 
Physical science, School of Science & Technology, University of Kabianga, P. O. BOX 2030-20200 KERICHO, 
Kenya  
(54) Title: Eco-Friendly Method of hydrolyzing Keratinaceous Material by Employing Crude Alkaline Protease 
from Bacillus Cereus Strain wwcp1 for formulation of animal feeds. 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: C 12N 9/54, C 12P 21/06, C 12R 1/085  
(57) Abstract: The present invention discloses an eco-friendly manufacturing method in which a crude alkaline 
protease is used for hydrolyzing and preparing feather protein concentrate powder by employing novel enzyme 
from Bacillus Cereus Strain wwcp 1. The method comprises the steps: (1) shredding/cutting the feathers into 
smal1 sizes to increase surface area; (2) rigorous feathers cleaning to eliminate dirt and impurities; (3) 
Manufacturing Crude alkaline protease from Bacillus Cereus Strain wwcpl; (4) use of the manufactured enzyme 
to performing enzymatic feather hydrolysis to obtain feather solution; (5) Concentrating feather solution by 
drying to obtain protein feather powder; (6) use of obtained protein feather powder to fortify animal feeds. 
The technology is simplified, suitable for large scale industrial application and carried out at ambient 
environmental conditions of temperature, pressure and pH. The enzymatically solubilized feathers contain high 
protein concentration and essential minerals. The hydrolysate contains over 16 amino acids with high content 
of essential amino acids including histidine, isoleucine, leucine, lysine, methionine, phenylalanine, threonine, 
and valine. The soluble feather powder can be used as a source of protein, mineral salt and amino acid for 
feeds fortification. Generally, this invention is in part a green chemistry and environmentally friendly process 
of solid waste management and recycling to eliminate environmental pollution. 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: KE 985 date of grant: 01/08/2023 
(21) Application Number: KE/P/2023/4532 (22) Filing Date: 10/05/2023   
(73) Owner(s):  SILK ORIGIN LIMITED of  P.O. BOX 12263-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72) Inventor(s) PETER MUINDI MUNGUTI and ANTHONY GICHURU GICHURU 
(74) Agent/address for correspondence: NGERI, OMITI & BUSH ADVOCATES LLP, P. O BOX 12263-00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya  
(54) Title: EXTRACTION PROCESS AND METHOD OF MAKING HYDROLYSED SILK SERICIN SOAP 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: C 11D 9/00(2006.01)  
(57) Abstract: This invention discloses soap formulation that produces a thick lather in both soft and hard 
water. The main component of the soap is hydrolyzed silk sericin protein from silkworm, which is blended with 
diverse food-grade components during mass production. The suppleness and plasticity of silk sericin soap are to 
some extent present. When used, the current products help hydrate the skin and make it softer and smoother. 
They can be used without risk. The product, which does not irritate skin, is suitable for use by people 
.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: KE 986 date of grant: 01/08/2023 
(21) Application Number: KE/P/2023/4426 (22) Filing Date: 21/03/2023   
(73) Owner(s): AFRIWELL LIMITED of  P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72) Inventor(s) PATEL UDAYKUMAR DILIPKUMAR 
(74) Agent/address for correspondence: 
(54) Title: ADJUSTABLE CLIPPING SYSTEM FOR GUTTER DRAINAGE 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: E 04D 13/00 
(57) Abstract: A gutter system with adjustable clips comprising of Gutter Extrusion, Downpipe Extrusion, 
Gutter Retaining Clip, Running Outlet, Joint Union, Corner Without Outlet, 65 Elbow, Downpipe Bracket, 
Gutter Support Bracket, Downpipe Reducer, Downpipe Increaser, Stop End, Stop End Insert, Gutter Seal and 
Gutter Collection Box and that the said guttering system is capable of aiding the flow of water around the 
gutter system. The system comprises of Gutter Retaining Clips which are inserted into the running outlet, joint 
union, corner without outlet and stop end and that the said clips are used to connect the gutter extrusions to 
the aforementioned components and that the clips adjustment to the fit can be made by pushing the clips 
further into the apertures to create a tighter fit or released to loosen. 
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.............................. 
 
(11): KE 987 (45): 07/08/2023 (21):2014/2130 (22):10/05/2013 (30):  
(73): SHINDENGEN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.  of   2-1, Ohtemachi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100 
0004, Japan  
(72):  HOSHINO Yuki and TAKASHIMA Toyotaka  
(74): J.K. MUCHAE & COMPANY ADVOCATES, P. O. BOX 60664-00200 NAIROBI, KENYA 
(54): BATTERY CHARGE APPARATUS AND BATTERY CHARGE CONTROL METHOD 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: H 02J 7/14, H 02P 9/04 
(57): Abstract: Provided are a battery charge apparatus and a battery charge control method, wherein battery 
voltage fluctuation due to intermittent charging in a nearly fully charged state can be suppressed, and the 
battery voltage fluctuation can be also suppressed even in the cases where rapid load fluctuation is generated. 
In the present invention, a power generator generates a first output, and a second output that is lower than 
the first output. A thyristor as a first switch supplies the first output to a battery in the cases where the 
voltage of the battery becomes lower than a predetermined first threshold voltage that is lower than a target 
voltage of the battery. A thyristor as a second switch supplies the second output to the battery in the cases 
where the voltage of the battery becomes lower than a predetermined second threshold voltage corresponding 
to the target voltage. A constant voltage circuit sets the first threshold voltage and the second threshold 
voltage. 

.............................. 
 

(11): KE 988 (45): 11/08/2023 (21):2017/2660 (22):01/06/2015 (30):  
(73): GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD of  No.18, Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang'an 
Dongguan City, Guangdong 523860, China  
(72):  ZHANG, Jialiang 
(74): COULSON HARNEY ADVOCATES, P.O. BOX 10643-00100, NAIROBI, KENYA 
(54): CHARGING CIRCUIT AND MOBILE TERMINAL 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: H 02J 7/02, H 02J 7/00   
(57): Abstract: A charging circuit (30) and a mobile terminal, the charging circuit comprising: a first circuit 
(31), connected to a charging interface (10), receiving, via the charging interface (10), a direct current used 
for charging, and converting the direct current provided by the charging interface (10) into an alternating 
current; a second circuit (32), connected to a battery (20), receiving the alternating current outputted by the 
first circuit (31), and converting the alternating current provided by the first circuit (31) into a direct current 
for charging the battery (20); a capacitive coupling element (33), located between the first circuit (31) and the 
second circuit (32). A direct current path of the charging circuit is separated by the capacitive coupling 
element (33). In other words, a direct current path is not present on the charging circuit (30), so that when 
the first circuit (31) fails, direct current outputted by the charging interface (10) is not directly outputted to 
the second circuit (32) and the battery (20), thereby improving the reliability of the charging circuit (30). 

.............................. 
 

(11): KE 989 (45): 23/08/2023 (21):2019/3375 (22):26/04/2018 (30):62/491,504  28/04/2017  US and 
62/558,814  14/09/2017  US  
(73): THE BRIGHAM AND WOMEN'S HOSPITAL, INC.  of  75 Francis Street, Boston, Massachusetts, 02115 , U.S.A. 
(72):  WELLMAN, D. Andrew and TARANTO-MONTEMURRO, Luigi  
(74): MWALE & COMPANY ADVOCATES, P.O. BOX 36729-00200, NAIROBI, KENYA 
(54): METHODS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR TREATING SLEEP APNEA 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01:  A 61K 31/137, A 61K 31/42, A 61K 45/06, A 61K 31/551, A 61K 31/7008, A 61K 31/506 
(57): Abstract: Methods and compositions for the treatment of conditions associated with pharyngeal airway 
muscle collapse while the subject is in a non-fully conscious state, e.g., sleep apnea and snoring, comprising 
administration of a norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (NRI) and a muscarinic receptor antagonist. 

.............................. 
 

(11) Patent Number: KE 990 date of grant: 24/08/2023 
(21) Application Number: KE/P/2020/3715 (22) Filing Date: 27/08/2020   
(73) Owner(s):  MAURICE VINCENT OMOLO of  P.O. BOX 237-50100, Kakamega, Kenya and MASINDE MULIRO 
UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY  of  Centre for African Medicinal and Nutritional Flora and Fauna 
(CAMNFF), P. O. BOX 190-50100, Kakamega, Kenya   
(72) Inventor(s) Maurice Vincent Omolo; Vitman Mulicha Wafula; Joseph Odero Owino and Reu Elondanga 
Andati 
(74) Agent/address for correspondence: FREDRICK O. OTSWONG'O, FRED OTSWONG'O & IP ASSOCIATES, P.O. 
BOX 54708-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya 
(54) Title: Bio- Pesticide Composition for killing Jiggers and other Blood Feeding Insects and Arachnid Pests. 
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(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: A 01N 43/00, A 61K 36/00, A 61K 31/00  
(57) Abstract: The invention discloses a composition for treating jigger infestation, comprising nicotine 
and related compounds present in Nicotiana tobaccum as bio-pesticides and anti-tungiasis of the jigger flea, 
Tunga penetrans. A single application of 10% formulation of  Nicotine, Nornicotine, Anabasine, Anatabine, 
Continine and Myosmine in the ratio of 85: 2: 4: 7: 1: 1 respectively in petroleum jelly base of 90% and lemon 
Eucalyptus oil of 1 g on a jigger (6) infested victim's feet (6) gives 100% pesticide activity within 5-7 days as 
demonstrated by recovered foot (2B) and jigger scars (8) as shown in Fig. 3 below. The said bio-
chemicals, alone or in combination with one another and/or other natural or synthetic pesticides 
exhibit activity against the jigger flea among other blood feeding insect & arachnid pests of humans and 
animals. Also disclosed is a method of formulating the bio-pesticide composition consisting of Nicotine and 
other bio-molecules extracts from Nicotiana tobaccum.  

 

.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: KE 991 date of grant: 28/08/2023 
(21) Application Number: KE/P/2018/2976 (22) Filing Date: 20/07/2018   
(73) Owner(s):  JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY (JKUAT) of  P. O. BOX 
62000-00200 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72) Inventor(s) LUCY KANANU MURUNGI 
(74) Agent/address for correspondence: DIRECTORATE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND 
UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY LIAISON JKUAT, P. O. BOX 62000 - 00200 NAIROBI, Kenya  
(54) Title: Biofumigants of Tagetes minuta and Tithonia diversifolia in biodegradable filter bags. 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: A 01N 43/00  
(57) Abstract: The current invention is discloses a biodegradable filter bag comprising biofumigants from crude 
extracts of Tagetes minuta and Tithonia diversifolia at the ratio of 50:50. The said biofumigants are extracted 
from all parts of African marigold, Tagetes minuta and Mexican sunflower,Tithonia diversifolia. The disclosed 
biofumigants are extracted as powder and formulated into dusts, pellets, granules and tablets for controlling 
tomato root-knot nematodes and promoting plant growth and yield in Tomato, Meloidogyne incognita in 
greenhouses. The said powder is transferred to the pests' site by biodegradable filter bags comprising draw 
string with two knots at the end. The invention further discloses a series of processes comprising extracting 
biofumigants from the plant material, transferring biofumigants to the pest site, making of a filter bag made 
from biodegradable material.  

............................. 
 

2.2 ARIPO granted Patents 
 

(11) Patent Number: 6781 date of grant: 03/08/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13100 (22) Filing Date: 15/10/2019   
(30) Priority: 62/748,838  22/10/2018  US and 62/791,061  11/01/2019  US  
(73) Owner(s): ELI LILLY AND COMPANY of  Lilly Corporate Center, Indianapolis, IN 46285, United States of 
America 
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ADAMS AND ADAMS MOZAMBIQUE, Rua EstevÃ£o AtaÃde, #20, R/C Bairro da 
Sommerschield, Maputo, Mozambique 
(54) Title: PAN-ELR+ CXC CHEMOKINE ANTIBODIES FOR THE TREATMENT OF HIDRADENITIS SUPPURATIVA 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: C 07K 16/24, A 61P 17/00, A 61P 37/00  
(57) Abstract: Provided herein are methods and uses of antibodies against ELR+ CXC chemokines for the 
treatment of hidradenitis suppurativa. Also provided are doses and dosing regimens for the methods and uses 
of antibodies against ELR+ CXC chemokines for the treatment of hidradenitis suppurativa. 
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.............................. 
 
(11) Patent Number: 6831 date of grant: 13/06/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2018/10918 / (22) Filing Date: 31/05/2016   
(30) Priority: 15/018,800  08/02/2016  US and 62/276,817  08/01/2016  US  
(73) Owner(s): Sisu Global Health, Inc. of  2720 Sisson St., Baltimore, MD 21211, United States of America 
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service:  
(54) Title: BLOOD FILTERING COMPONENT, APPARATUS, AND METHOD 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: A 61M 1/34  
(57) Abstract: Am apparatus including a hollow body, an inlet, fhiidty coupled to the hollow body, a piston 
siidably engaged within the hollow body, and a filter module arranged within, the hollow body between the 
inlet and piston. The piston and hollow body cooperatively generate a negative pressure, relative to ambient, 
within the hollow body during distal piston translation from a first position to a second position, thereby 
drawing a fluid, such as blood, through the filter module into the hollow body. The piston and hollow body 
cooperatively generate a positive pressure, relative to ambient, within the hollow body during piston 
translation from the second position to the first position to egress the filtered fluid from the lioi!ow body. The 
filter module may include a filter housing, a filter medium disposed within the housing, and a 'body valve 
configured to seal an open distal face of the filter housing 

............................... 
 
(11) Patent Number: 6834 date of grant: 14/06/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2020/12581 (22) Filing Date: 31/01/2019   
(30) Priority: 62/626,350  05/02/2018  US  
(73) Owner(s): CROP MICROCLIMATE MANAGEMENT INC. of  210 Royal Kings Lane, Raleigh, North Carolina 
27615, United States of America 
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, 
P. O. Box 91198, Windhoek, Namibia 
(54) Title: METHODS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR INCREASING TOLERANCE TO ABIOTIC STRESS IN PLANTS 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: A 01G 7/06, A 01N 37/10, A 01N 37/04  
(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to compositions and methods for increasing tolerance to abiotic 
stress and/or for reducing the consequence of abiotic stress in a plant and/or part thereof. In some aspects, 
the method comprises contacting a plant and/or part thereof with a first composition comprising one or more 
of aminoguanidine, L-nitroarginine, L-nitroarginine methyl ester, 2,2'-bipyridine, 4-methylpyrazole, 8-
hydroxyquiniline, caprylic acid, pyrazole, naringenin, kaempferol, quercetin, dodecanoic acid, and/or 
undecanoic acid, and/or a salt thereof; and a second composition comprising at least one dicarboxylic acid 
and/or a salt thereof. 

.............................. 
 

(11) Patent Number: 6835 date of grant: 14/06/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2019/11741 (22) Filing Date: 12/01/2018   
(30) Priority: 2017/00296  13/01/2017  ZA  
(73) Owner(s): INNOVATIVE MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (PTY) LTD of  1 Hanover Road, Fresnaye, 8005, South Africa 
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: ROLAND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONSULTANTS, 3 Maritz Street, Windhoek, 
P. O. Box 91198, WINDHOEK,  Namibia 
(54) Title: CIRCUMCISION DEVICE 
(51) Int.Cl.:   
(57) Abstract: A circumcision device is provided by the present invention and includes a body and a glans penis 
locating and protecting member permanently or releasably associated with the body. The body and glans penis 
locating member between them support a foreskin crushing assembly that includes a crushing surface that 
includes an axis extending in the general direction of a penis being circumcised in use, a cooperating crushing 
member, and a mechanism for operating the foreskin crushing assembly. A cutting assembly is also provided 
that is rotatable about said axis relative to the crushing surface so as to be capable of severing a foreskin 
adjacent the foreskin crushing assembly. The cutting assembly includes a cutting blade movable between a 
withdrawn position and an operative extended condition in which the blade may be rotated about said axis to 
cooperate with the crushing surface or a foreskin located thereon. 

.............................. 
 

(11) Patent Number: 6836 date of grant: 14/06/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2018/11238 (22) Filing Date: 13/07/2017   
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(30) Priority:1612190.7  13/07/2016  GB; 1616016.0  20/09/2016  GB; 1616018.6  20/09/2016  GB; 1703548.6  
06/03/2017  GB and 1703552.8  06/03/2017  GB  
(73) Owner(s): 4D Pharma PLC of  Third Floor, 9 Bond Court, Leeds LS1 2JZ, United Kingdom 
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: FISHER CORMACK & BOTHA, P. O. Box 74, Blantyre, Malawi 
(54) Title: COMPOSITIONS COMPRISING BACTERIAL STRAINS 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: A 61K 9/19, A 61K 35/74  
(57) Abstract: The invention provides compositions comprising one or more bacterial strains for treating 
preventing diarrhea and/or constipation. 

.............................. 
 

(11) Patent Number: 6839 date of grant: 28/08/2023 
(21) Application Number: 2021/13537 (22) Filing Date: 28/01/2019   
(30) Priority: 2018-011632  26/01/2018  JP  
(73) Owner(s): OUI INC of  3F Shinjuku Hayama Building 7, 1-36-2,Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo 1600022, Japan  
(72) Inventor(s)  
(74) Agent/Address for service: HUSSEIN RANCHHOD & CO, Ground Floor, Block 1 Arundel Office Park, Norfolk 
Road, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe 
(54) Title: CLOSE-UP IMAGING DEVICE 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: A 61B 3/13, A 61B 3/12  
(57) Abstract: To provide a close-up imaging device whereby both imaging of an anterior eye and imaging of an 
eye ground can easily be performed by attaching the device to a mobile terminal such as a smartphone. The 
above-described problem is solved by a close-up imaging device (1B) detachably mounted to a mobile terminal 
(9) equipped with a light source (92) and a camera lens (91) for imaging, comprising a color filter member (97) 
detachably provided above the light source (92), and a convex lens member (93) detachably provided above 
the camera lens (91). Imaging of an anterior eye is performed by removing the color filter member (97) and 
attaching the convex lens member (93), and observation of an injury of the anterior eye is performed by 
attaching the color filter member (97) and the convex lens member (93). The close-up imaging device (1B) may 
further detachably comprise a slit light forming member that forms light from the light source (92) into slit 
light by a cylindrical lens, and a tubular member including a convex lens at a tip end thereof 

 
.............................. 

 

3.0 Patents Renewed under Section 61  

3.1   National Patents 
 
(11)/(21) 429(KE/P/2008/720) 
(71) UNILEVER PLC   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
17/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 312(KE/P/2008/727) 
(71) Nokia Technologies 0y   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
26/9/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 316(KE/P/2008/728) 
(71) Nokia Technologies 0y   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
28/9/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 597(KE/P/2009/863) 
(71) REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
7/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 468(KE/P/2010/1043) 

(71) REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
8/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 482(KE/P/2010/1052) 
(71) NIPPON SODA CO., LTD.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
25/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 708(KE/P/2010/1057) 
(71) PURDUE PHARMA L.P.SHIONOGI & CO, LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
29/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 595(KE/P/2011/1264) 
(71) BAYER PHARMA AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
27/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 645(KE/P/2012/1656) 
(71) Anand, Ashish   
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(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
01/09/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 714(KE/P/2013/1766) 
(71) SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
17/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 819(KE/P/2014/2027) 
(71) NEC CORPORATION   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
28/9/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2015/2208) 
(71) TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET LM ERICSSON(PUBL)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
2/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 772(KE/P/2016/2388) 
(71) NEC CORPORATION   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
28/9/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 925(KE/P/2016/2407) 
(71) SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
17/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 809(KE/P/2017/2597) 
(71) Unilever PLC   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
18/08/2024 
………………………… 
(11)/(21) 822(KE/P/2018/3007) 
(71) LIVENTUS  S.A.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
03/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2019/3075) 
(71) BANA, Hafeez   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
18/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2019/3076) 
(71) BANA, Hafeez   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
18/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2019/3247) 
(71) UNILEVER PLCUNILEVER N.V.CONOPCO, INC., 
d/b/a UNILEVER   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
19/9/2024 

………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 955(KE/P/2020/3613) 
(71) TBM CO., LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
19/09/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2020/3771) 
(71) MCBAY, David Alan   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
20/6/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2022/3990) 
(71) BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFTBAYER PHARMA 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFTDEUTSCHES 
KREBSFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
10/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2022/3997) 
(71) LOHIA CORP LIMITED   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
19/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2022/3999) 
(71) ETH ZURICH   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
26/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2022/4003) 
(71) 12771888 CANADA INC.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
08/09/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2022/4391) 
(71) CRRC QIQIHAR ROLLING STOCK CO., LTD.   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
10/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4401) 
(71) BAYER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
10/8/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4421) 
(71) BRITISH AMERICAN TOBACCO EXPORTS LIMITED   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
14/9/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4575) 
(71) EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/05/2023 
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………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4575) 
(71) EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/05/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4575) 
(71) EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/05/2022 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4576) 
(71) EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/05/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4576) 
(71) EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/05/2023 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2023/4576) 
(71) EISAI R&D MANAGEMENT CO., LTD   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
31/05/2022 
………………………… 
(11)/(21) 648(KE/P/2012/1602) 
(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
& TECHNOLOGY   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
06/07/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 738(KE/P/2013/1819) 
(71) JULIE ADHIAMBO ODHIAMBO   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
08/05/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 769(KE/P/2014/2127) 
(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGY   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
14/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 773(KE/P/2014/2128) 

(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGY   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
14/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2019/3342) 
(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGY,   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
27/08/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2020/3691) 
(71) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE 
AND TECHNOLOGY (JKUAT)PAN AFRICA UNIVERSITY 
INSTITUTE OF BASISI SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND 
INNOVATION (PAUSTI)   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
23/07/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2021/3805) 
(71) SHAREHUB NOMINEES LIMITED   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
19/02/2023 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2021/3831) 
(71) ISA & PARTNERS CONSULTING SERVICES 
LIMITED   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
23/4/2023 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) (KE/P/2021/3831) 
(71) ISA & PARTNERS CONSULTING SERVICES 
LIMITED   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
23/4/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 916(KE/P/2021/3857) 
(71) JOSEPH MAINA KIGO   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
22/6/2024 
………………………… 
 
(11)/(21) 916(KE/P/2021/3857) 
(71) JOSEPH MAINA KIGO   
(24) Registration/application extended up to: 
22/6/2023 
…………………………

4.0 Change of Name 
 
Application No.KE/P/2022/4301/Registration No.:    
Old Owner Name & Address:  SATADSL SA, Avenue Herrmann-Debroux 54, 1160 AUDERGHEM, BELGIUM  
New Owner Name & Address:  NEXAT SA of  Avenue Herrmann-Debroux 54, 1160 AUDERGHEM, Belgium  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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5.0 Change of Address 
 
Application No.  KE/P/2023/004600 /Registration No.:    
Old Owner Name & Address:  EVA GATWIRI MUTHAMIA, DONALDSON COURT, GEORGE PADMORE ROAD, P.O. BOX 
55645 - 0200 NAIROBI, KENYA  
New Owner Name & Address:  EVA GATWIRI MUTHAMIA of  P.O. BOX 39878-00623 - 0200 NAIROBI, Kenya  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6.0 Corrigenda 
  
The Patent abstract to appear as below; 
 
(11): KE 891 (45): 25/08/2021 (21):2019/3338 (22):08/02/2018 (30):20-2017-0000837  20/02/2017 KR  
(73): SONG, Sung Myon, 108dong 402ho (Sejong e-Pyeonhansesang APT) 59, Seopgol-gil Jochiwon-eup Sejong 
30016, Rep. of Korea (72): SONG, Sung Myon 

(74): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews, P. O. Box 30333-00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(54): DOOR STRIKER FOR PREVENTING DOOR MOVEMENT 

(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: E 05B 17/00, E 05B 15/02 
(57): Abstract: The present invention improves the cross-sectional shape of a striker so that a latch can be 
maintained in close contact with a striker while the latch is fitted to the striker without back-and-forth 
clearance, in order to solve the problem of a conventional striker, in which a door is shaken to make noise due 
to application of various external forces including changes in indoor and outdoor air pressure while a latch 
installed on the door is caught by a door striker installed on a door frame. The present invention comprises: a 
latch assembly provided on a side surface of a door (30), which is connected to and operated by a handle 
member; and a striker (10), to which a latch (20) of the latch assembly is fitted, installed on a door frame 
(40), wherein the striker (10) has a front latching protrusion (12) for latching a front surface (22) of the latch 
(20) and a rear latching protrusion (14) for latching a rear surface (24) of the latch (20), wherein the front 
latching protrusion (12) is composed of a right-angled surface (12a) of a front end thereof and an inclined 
surface (12b) the inside thereof. 

.............................. 

7.0 Utility Model Applications Published under Section 42 and Regulation 35 

7.1 National Application 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2028 (22) 03/03/2023   
(30) Priority: KE/P/2015/2386  21/12/2015  KE  
(73) JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY of  P. O. BOX 62000-00200, NAIROBI, 
Kenya   
(72)  Thomas Karatai; James Wambua Kaluli; George Thiong'o  and Charles Kabubo 
(74) DIRECTORATE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY LIAISON  JOMO 
KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY, P.O. BOX 62000-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya 
(54) Stabilization of Expansive Clay Soil using Plant-Based Ashes for Subgrade Class S2 in Pavement 
Construction. 
(51) E 01C 3/04(2006.01), E 01C 7/36(2006.01), C 09K 17/06(2006.01), C 09K 17/40(2006.01)  
(57) The present invention discloses a methodology for the stabilization of expansive clay soil using plant-based 
ashes for Subgrade Class S2 in Pavement Construction. The invention comprises addition of about 20% by 
weight of plant based ashes (including but not limited to rice husk ash, RHA) and about 2% by weight of lime, 
and mixing of the top 1200 mm of the soil with the stabilizer using pulverizing equipment. The invention 
improves the California bearing (CBR) ratio by 900%, reduces the soil plasticity by about 905 and decreases free 
swell by about 70%. Use of the plant-based stabilizer is not only an affordable green technology, but also gives 
expansive clays the minimum strength and swell characteristics specified in Kenya's Road Design Manual. 
.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2199 (22) 07/06/2023   
(30) Priority: 2022/1921  16/06/2022  KE  
(73) MASINDE MULIRO UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY of  P.O. BOX 50100-190, KAKAMEGA, Kenya 
and STEPHEN ONYANGO ODEBERO of  P.O. BOX 190-50100 KAKAMEGA, Kenya   
(72)  STEPHEN ONYANGO ODEBERO 
(74) FREDRICK O. OTSWONG'O, FRED OTSWONG'O &IP ASSOCIATES, P. O. BOX 54708-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya 
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(54) TOOL FOR MEANS TESTING FOR EQUITABLE TARGETING OF NEEDY STUDENTS THROUGH AN ONLINE 
COMPUTER APPLICATION 
(51) 2018.01: G 06Q 40/00  
(57) The present invention discloses a tool for equitable targeting of needy students through an online 
computer application. The tool comprises a loan application online app and means testing App with clear sign-
up/login credentials, overview of information by applicants and services available by the app The said 
information/forms are captured, automated evaluation of their differentiated levels of need. The automated 
response of amount qualified for or rejected application. The app is uploaded to play store or Android or any 
other portal or USD code by service providers. The App can be used to market other products by the user. 
.............................. 
 
(21) KE/U/2023/2256 (22) 25/07/2023   
(30) Priority:  
(73) PATVENTION LTD of  P. O. BOX 694-10100 MERU, Kenya   
(72)  PATRICE MURUGI WACHIRA, P. O. BOX 694-10100 MERU, Kenya   
(74) FREDRICK O. OTSWONG'O, FRED OTSWONG'O &IP ASSOCIATES, P. O. BOX 54708-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya 
(54) BEE VENOM COLLECTING DEVICE 
(51)   
(57) The present invention discloses a device that facilitates the collection of venom from bees without 
harming the bee or the bee causing harm to the collector to minimize contamination and maintain the potency 
and purity of the venom. The device comprises a lighting in the screen; an adjustable frequency; an 
expandable panel system, and an extended battery life. The collector is typically placed at the entrance or 
exit of a beehive, where the bees come and go. As a bee lands on the collector, it receives a harmless 
electrical stimulus, triggering it to sting the collector. The venom is released into a glass or plastic plate, 
which can be easily removed and processed to extract the venom. 
.............................. 

8.0 Utility Models Registered   

8.1  National Utility Models 
 
(11) Registration no.: 445 (45) Date of grant: 07/08/2023 
(21) Application no.: KE/23/02078 (22) Filing Date: 03/05/2023 
(73) Applicant(s): TWIGA HILL APARTMENTS, P. O. BOX 104070-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: ONESMUS MUCIRI KIMANI, P. O. BOX 104070-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya 
(74) Agent: FRED OTSWONG'O & INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSOCIATES, P.O. BOX 54708-00200, NAIROBI, KENYA 
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: G 06K 17/00, G 06Q 30/00 
(54) Title: Method for Product Information Retrieval and Payment Functionality using Quick Response Code 
(57) The present invention discloses a method, system and device for product information retrieval and 
payment functionality using high powered search technology prior to making a purchase from local vendors. 
The invention provides a product information retrieval and payment systems using a super app that utilizes QR, 
Near Field Communication, and Radio-Frequency Identification technologies for fast product retrieval, 
payment through a mobile app running on the cloud and incorporating Artificial Intelligence models and 
express parcel delivery for local vendors. The system comprises a portable communication device linked to a 
display; transmitter; processor and receiver. Also disclosed is a method of launching the cloud-based mobile 
application, scanning the QR code, RFID tag, or NFC chip of the product of interest, retrieving the product 
information from the database linked to QR code, RFID tag or NFC chip and making a payment through the 
mobile application for the selected product. 
……………………… 
 
(11) Registration no.: 446 (45) Date of grant: 10/08/2023 
(21) Application no.: KE/23/02160 (22) Filing Date: 07/06/2023 
(73) Applicant(s): ALEX KIPCHIRCHIR CHERUIYOT, P.O. BOX 7334 - 00300 NAIROBI,  
Kenya; DENNIS KIMTAI TOO, P.O. BOX 7334 - 00300 NAIROBI, Kenya   
(72) Inventors: ALEX KIPCHIRCHIR CHERUIYOT and DENNIS KIMTAI TOO 
(74) Agent:  
(51) Int.Cl.2018.01: G 06Q 30/00, G 06Q 20/00 
(54) Title: INTEGRATED AUTOMATIC PROCESS OF UPDATING OF FUNDRAISING CONTRIBUTION LIST 
(57) The integrated automatic process of updating fundraising contribution list is characterized in that the 
process commences with the administrator creating their account on a platform such that once the account 
setup is successfully completed, the administrator receives a unique and secured link that is delivered to the 
email address or cell phone number provided during account registration. The link is shared with the 
designated WhatsApp group or any other preferred platform where updates are shared. The integrated 
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automatic updating of fundraising contribution list is further characterized in that, desired destination of the 
funds contributed is either the admin’s / preferred cell phone number, till number, or bank account 
number. The  application generates a unique and highly secure link that is delivered to the email address or 
cell phone number provided during account registration and  the unique link is shared within the fundraiser 
group/platform to facilitate access for all relevant participants, where the administrator gains access to an 
intuitive and user-friendly dashboard that effectively manages multiple fundraisers, such that the with the 
dashboard, the administrator enjoys various functionalities that enhance the efficiency and convenience of 
fundraising management. 
……………………… 
 
(11) Registration no.: 447 (45) Date of grant: 21/08/2023 
(21) Application no.: KE/23/02028 (22) Filing Date: 21/12/2015 
(73) Applicant(s): JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, 
 P. O. BOX 62000-00200, NAIROBI, Kenya  
(72) Inventors: Thomas Karatai; James Wambua Kaluli; George Thiong'o  and Charles Kabubo 
(74) Agent: DIRECTORATE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AND UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY LIAISON, 
JOMO KENYATTA UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY, P.O. BOX 62000-00200, NAIROBI, 
KENYA 
(51) Int.Cl.2016.01: E 01C 3/04, E 01C 7/36, C 09K 17/06, C 09K 17/40 
(54) Title: Stabilization of Expansive Clay Soil using Plant-Based Ashes for Subgrade Class S2 in Pavement 
Construction. 
(57) The present invention discloses a methodology for the stabilization of expansive clay soil using plant-based 
ashes for Subgrade Class S2 in Pavement Construction. The invention comprises addition of about 20% by 
weight of plant based ashes (including but not limited to rice husk ash, RHA) and about 2% by weight of lime, 
and mixing of the top 1200 mm of the soil with the stabilizer using pulverizing equipment. The invention 
improves the California bearing (CBR) ratio by 900%, reduces the soil plasticity by about 905 and decreases free 
swell by about 70%. Use of the plant-based stabilizer is not only an affordable green technology, but also gives 
expansive clays the minimum strength and swell characteristics specified in Kenya's Road Design Manual. 
……………………… 

9.0 Utility Model Change of Name 

 
Application No. KE/U/2023/002259 /Registration No.:    
Old Owner Name & Address:  DREAM DOERS INVESTMENT, P.O. BOX 832, KILIFI, KENYA  
New Owner Name & Address: DREAM DOERS INVESTMENTS LIMITED of  P.O. BOX 832, KILIFI, Kenya  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

10.0 Industrial Design Applications Published Under Section 87 and Regulation 48 

 
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the Industrial 
designs published herein may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge a notice of opposition 
on form IP 36 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5,000/= (local opponent) or US$ 250 (foreign opponent). 
 
The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the Managing Director as he deems fit and 
upon such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be made to the Managing Director to 
reach him before the expiry of the period allowed. 
 
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after reasonable notice has been given in writing to the applicant 
to afford him an opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of preparing the notice of 
opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in considering any application by 
an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the applicant.Representations and 
samples of the designs advertised herein can be seen at the Patent Registry, Kenya Industrial Property 
Institute, KIPI Centre, 17 Kabarsiran Avenue, Off Waiyaki Way, Lavington, Nairobi. 

 
10.1  National Applications 
 
(21):2023/2755 (22): 04/08/2023 (30): None  
(73): SHANDY SHELTERS LIMITED P. O. BOX 604-00606 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 09-03 (54): PACKAGING BOX 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, configuration, ornamentation 
and the pattern of the packaging box as shown in the representation. 
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All wordings appearing on the design/packaging and the icons on the design are disclaimed 

 
………………………………………………. 

 
(21):2023/2756 (22): 04/08/2023 (30): None  
(73): SHANDY SHELTERS LIMITED, P. O. BOX 604-00606 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
(51) International Class (Loc (6)): 09-03 (54): PACKAGING BOX 
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, configuration, ornamentation 
and the pattern of the packagingas as shown in the representations. 

All wordings appearing on the design/packaging and the icons on the design are disclaimed 

 

………………………………………………. 
 
 

10.2. ARIPO Applications Designating Kenya  
 

11.0 Registered Industrial Designs  

11.1   National Industrial Designs  
 
(11): 1620 (45): 03/08/2023 (21): 2022/2672 (22): 22/12/2022 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):09-04 (54): CRATE  
(73): KENSTAR PLASTIC INDUSTRIES LIMITED, P. O. BOX 39926 00623, NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are the shape, configuration and pattern as shown in 
the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1621 (45): 03/08/2023 (21): 2023/2688 (22): 01/02/2023 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):09-07  
(54): TAMPER PROOF NIP-CAP (73): DHRUV AGARWAL, P. O. BOX 78808-00507 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
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The novelty of the design resides in the shape of the cap as shown in the design representation. 
 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1622 (45): 03/08/2023 (21): 2022/2607 (22): 13/07/2022 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):07-02  
(54): CONTAINER(WITH LID & HANDLE) (73): DHRUV AGARWA, P. O. BOX 78808-00507 VIWANDANI, Kenya (74):  
The novelty of the design resides in the shape of the container as shown in the representation. 
 
All wordings appearing on the design are disclaimed. 
 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1623 (45): 03/08/2023 (21): 2022/2608 (22): 13/07/2022 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):07-02 (54): CONTAINER 
(WITH LID & HANDLE) (73): DHRUV AGARWAL, P. O. BOX 78808-00507 VIWANDANI, Kenya (74):  
The novelty of the design resides in the shape of the container as shown in the representations.  
 
All wordings appearing on the design are disclaimed.  
 

 
……………………………….. 

(11): 1624 (45): 03/08/2023 (21): 2022/2609 (22): 13/07/2022 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):07-02 (54): PLASTIC 
CONTAINER (WITH LID & HANDLE) (73): DHRUV AGARWAL, P. O. BOX 78808-00507 VIWANDANI, Kenya (74):  
The novelty of the design resides in the shape of the container as shown in the representation.  
 
All wordings appearing on the design are disclaimed. 

 
……………………………….. 
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(11): 1625 (45): 03/08/2023 (21): 2023/2710 (22): 21/03/2023 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): STOP END 
INSERT FOR GUTTERS (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape and configuration of the design as 
shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1626 (45): 03/08/2023 (21): 2023/2711 (22): 21/03/2023 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): ELBOW FOR 
GUTTERS (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape and configuration of the design as 
shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1627 (45): 04/08/2023 (21): 2023/2712 (22): 21/03/2023 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): DOWNPIPE 
REDUCER FOR GUTTERS (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape and configuration of the design as 
shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1628 (45): 04/08/2023 (21): 2023/2713 (22): 21/03/2023 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): GUTTER 
EXTRUSION FOR GUTTERS (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, carvings and protrusions of the design 
of the gutter extrusion for gutters as shown in the representations. 
 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1629 (45): 07/08/2023 (21): 2023/2714 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): STOP END FOR 
GUTTERS (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, carvings and protrusions of the design 
of the Stop End for gutters as shown in the representations. 
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……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1630 (45): 07/08/2023 (21): 2023/2715 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): DOWNPIPE 
EXTRUSION FOR GUTTERS  
(73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, carvings and protrusions of the design 
of the downpipe Increaser for gutters as shown in the representations. 
 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1631 (45): 07/08/2023 (21): 2023/2716 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): JOINT UNION 
FOR GUTTERS (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, carvings and protrusions of the design 
of the Joint Union for gutters as shown in the representations. 
 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1632 (45): 07/08/2023 (21): 2023/2717 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): RUNNING 
OUTLET FOR GUTTERS (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O.BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, carvings and protrusions of the design of 
the running outlet for gutters as shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1633 (45): 08/08/2023 (21): 2023/2701 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): DOWNPIPE 
INCREASER FOR GUTTER (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, carvings and protrusions of the design 
of the downpipe Increaser for gutter as shown in the representations. 
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……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1634 (45): 08/08/2023 (21): 2023/2702 (22): 21/03/2023  (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): DOWNPIPE 
BRACKET FOR GUTTER (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape and configuration of the design as 
shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

(11): 1635 (45): 08/08/2023 (21): 2023/2703 (22): 21/03/2023 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): DOWNPIPE 
CONNECTOR FOR GUTTER (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, carvings and protrusions of the design 
of the downpipe connector for gutter as shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1636 (45): 08/08/2023 (21): 2023/2704 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):08-08 (54): GUTTER 
SUPPORT BRACKET (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, carvings and protrusions of the design 
of the gutter support Bracket as shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1637 (45): 08/08/2023 (21): 2023/2705 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): CORNER 
WITHOUT OUTLET FOR GUTTER (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O.BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape and configuration of the design as 
shown in the representations. 
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……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1638 (45): 09/08/2023 (21): 2023/2706 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): CORNER WITH 
OUTLET FOR GUTTER (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features for which novelty is claimed are in the general shape, carvings and protrusions of the design 
of the corner with outlet for gutter as shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1639 (45): 09/08/2023 (21): 2023/2707 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): GUTTER 
COLLECTION BOX (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape and configuration of the design as 
shown in the representations. 
 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1640 (45): 09/08/2023 (21): 2023/2708 (22): 21/03/2023 (30):  (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): GUTTER 
REATAINING CLIP (73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape and configuration of the design as 
shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1641 (45): 09/08/2023 (21): 2023/2709 (22): 21/03/2023 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):23-01 (54): GUTTER SEAL  
(73): AFRIWELL LIMITED, P.O. BOX 66840-00800 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
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The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are in the shape and configuration of the design as 
shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 
(11): 1642 (45): 09/08/2023 (21): 2022/2669 (22): 20/12/2022 (30): (51): (Loc (6)):07-07  
(54): EURO DESIGN BUCKET (73): NILESH D J DODHIA, P.O. BOX 48158-00100 NAIROBI, Kenya (74):  
The features of the design for which novelty is claimed are the shape and the configuration of the article as 
shown in the representations. 

 
……………………………….. 

 

12.0 Renewed Industrial Designs  

12.1 National Designs 
 

(11) Design Number: 1078                  
(22) Filing Date: 10/05/2018 
(51) International Class. (Loc (6)):07-07 
(54) Title: TRAY 
(73) Owner(s): KENSTAR PLASTIC INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED P.O. BOX 39926-00623, NAIROBI, Kenya 
(24) Registration extended up to: 10/05/2028 
…………………………………….. 

(11) Design Number: 1128                  
(22) Filing Date: 25/10/2018 
(51) International Class. (Loc (6)):02-04 
(54) Title: SHOE SOLE 
(73) Owner(s): UMOJA  SHOE COMPANY LIMITED P. 
O. BOX 452-80109 MTWAPA , Kenya 
(24) Registration extended up to: 25/10/2028 
……………………………………..

 

13.0 Industrial Designs change of Name 

 
Application No. KE/D/2018/1977 /Registration No.: D 1128  
Former owner:  UMOJA RUBBER PRODUCTS LIMITED, P. O. BOX 452-80109 MTWAPA, Kenya   
New owner:  UMOJA  SHOE COMPANY LIMITED of  P. O. BOX 452-80109 MTWAPA, Kenya  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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14.0 Trade Marks 
  
14.1 Applications accepted for registration 
  
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the trade marks 
advertised herein according to these classes may within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal, lodge a 
notice of opposition on form TM. No. 6 (in duplicate) together with a fee of Ksh.5,000/= (local opponent) or 
US$ 250 (foreign opponent). The period of lodging the notice of opposition may be extended by the Registrar 
as he deems fit and upon such terms as he may direct. Any request for such extension should be made to the 
Registrar to reach him before the expiry of the period allowed.  
 
Formal opposition should not be lodged until after a reasonable notice has been given in writing to the 
applicant for registration to afford him any opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of 
preparing the notice of opposition is incurred. Failure to give such notice will be taken into account in 
considering any application by an opponent for an order for costs if the opposition is uncontested by the 
applicant. 
 
Representations of the marks advertised herein can be seen at the Trade Marks Registry, Kenya Industrial 
Property Institute, KIPI Centre, Kabarsiran Avenue Off Waiyaki Way, Lavington, Nairobi. 
 

(210): 48239 (220): 26/11/1998  
(300): None (511): 4(Lubricating oils and greases) (526): None 
(730): CHEVRON CORPORATION, a State of Delaware, United States 
of America of 575 Market Stret, San Francisco California 94105, 
United States of America (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. 
Box 40111 -00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

GST  
 

(210): 66909 (220): 20/11/2009  
(300): None (511): 45(Legal Services; security services for the 
protection of property and individuals; personal and social services 
rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.) (526): None 
(730): Musyimi & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 12502 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MUSYIMI & 

COMPANY  
 

(210): 66942 (220): 25/11/2009  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical drug) (526): None (730): 
UNIVERSAL CORPORATION LTD. of P.O. Box 1748 - 00902, Kikuyu, 
Kenya (740):  None 

THROZA  
 

(210): 71394 (220): 24/05/2011  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "ANTACID", 
"LEMON" and ''RELAX'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): AMINA LIMITED of Solar House, 4th Floor, Moi Avenue 
/Aga Khan Walk, P.O. Box 7525 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Simba 
& Simba Advocates of P. O. Box 10312 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 81050 (220): 11/12/2013  
(300): None (511): 32(Non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated 
waters; fruit drinks ad fruit drinks juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages.) (526): None (730): RANI 
REFRESHMENTS FZCO of Office No. LB191306 Jebel Ali Dubai, United 
Arab Emirates (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of 
P.O. Box 30333 - 00100 Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 81051 (220): 11/12/2013  
(300): None (511): 32(Non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and 
aerated waters; fruit drinks ad fruit drinks juices; syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"FLOAT" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
mark is restricted to the colours white and blue. (730): RANI 
REFRESHMENTS FZCO of Office No. LB191306 Jebel Ali Dubai, 
United Arab Emirates (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews 
Advocates of P.O. Box 30333 - 00100 Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 85148 (220): 30/10/2014  
(300): None (511): 30(Cocoa, chocolate, pastry and 
confectionery products, any of these goods containing chocolate 
or cocoa flavouring. (526): None (730): NUTRANTI KENYA 
LIMITED, a limited liability company incorporated in Kenya under 
registration No. PVT-8LUDQY7 of P.O. Box 24734 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 
11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

ENERQUICK  
 

(210): 85274 (220): 11/11/2014  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry/ biological nutrient/ botanical organic foliar 
fetiliser/soil conditioner/ trace element fertiliser/agricultural 
wetter.) (526): Registration of this Mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'SEA' and 'ZYME' other than as written 
above and as a prefix and as suffix to another word each 
separately and apart from the Mark as a whole. (730): EAST 
AFRICA BUSINESS CO. LIMITED of P.O. Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

SEAZYME  
 

 

(210): 85356 (220): 17/11/2014  
(300): None (511): (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the symbol '#' and the word 'SAFEBOX' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SAFEBOX LIMITED of P.O. Box 42131 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): L. Kimondo & Co. Adv. of P. O. Box 565 - 00518, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

#SAFEBOXiT  
 

(210): 90737 (220): 26/01/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Air analysis apparatus; alarm bells, electric; 
amplifiers; answering machines; antennas; camcorders; 
cinematographic cameras; photography cameras; cassettes 
players; compact discs players, compact discs (audio-video); 
compact discs (read-only memory); computer keyboards; 
computer memories; computer peripheral devices; computers; 
printers for use with computers; DVD players; facsimile machines; 
flat irons, electric, headphones; intercommunication apparatus; 
MP3 players; notebook computers; photocopiers (photographic, 
electrostatic, thermic); pocket calculators; projection apparatus; 
audio receivers; video receivers; slide projectors; sound 
recording apparatus; sound recording carriers; sound recording 
disc; sound reproduction apparatus; sound transmitting 
apparatus; tape recorders; television apparatus; video recorders; 
walkie-talkies; all included in class 9) (526): None (730): NGOI 
MEI LAN A citizen of Malaysia working for gain in Singapore of 
Ngoi Mei Lan 1805, Geylang Bahru #01-01, 339711, Kallang 
Distripark, Singapore (740): Simba & Simba Advocates of P. O. 
Box 10312 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 91949 (220): 26/04/2016  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
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reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus), 35(Advertising; 
business management; business administration; office functions.), 
36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate 
affairs.), 38(Telecommunications), 41(Education; providing of 
training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) and 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design 
and development of computer hardware and software) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "c", "m", "r" and "s" and the device of "cloud" per se 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
RANCARD KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 43170 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Triple Law Advocates of P. O. Box 49403 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya  

 

 

(210): 92287 (220): 19/05/2016  
(300): None (511): 11(Water Pipes for sanitary Installations, 
Toilet Bowls, Valves (Level controlling in Tanks), Sanitary 
Apparatus and Installations, Showers, Regulating Accessories for 
water or gas apparatus and pipes, Bath Fittings / Bath Plumbing 
Fixtures) (526): None (730): MEMON ABDUL AZIZ TRADING CO. 
LLC of P. O. Box 14178, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (740): 
Gichahi & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 79659 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 103521 (220): 10/08/2018  
(300): None (511): 11(Solar panels, namely, solar panels for the 
production of potable water, electricity, heat, and wired and 
wireless data; tap water faucets for use with a water from air 
system using solar panels and a desiccant to extract water from 
air; apparatus for filtering drinking water produced by a water 
from air system using solar panels and a desiccant to extract 
water from air; filtering units for producing potable water for 
domestic use, namely, filtering units for a water from air system 
using solar panels and a desiccant to extract water from air; 
systems for extracting potable water from air using solar panels 
and a desiccant.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word ''ZERO'' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ZERO MASS WATER, INC. 
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of Delaware 
of 6500 E. McDowell Road, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257, United 
States of America (740): Coulson Harney of P. O. Box 10643 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

ZERO MASS  
 

(210): 105891 (220): 08/02/2019  
(300): None (511): 9(Smartphones: Mobile phones: Computer 
software, recorded: Mobile phone software applications, 
downloadable: Computer programs, downloadable: Data cables: 
USB cables: Power adapters; Batteries, electric: Battery chargers: 
Mobile power banks [rechargeable batteries]: Wireless chargers: 
Wireless chargers for smartphones: USB chargers: Battery charger 
for mobile phones: Charging appliances for rechargeable 
equipment: Rechargeable batteries: Headphones: Cabinets for 
loudspeakers; GPS navigation device AND Wearable computers.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Flash' and 'Charge' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole (730): VIVO MOBILE 
COMMUNICATION CO., LTD., an Organization duly organized under 
the existing Laws of China of 283#, BBK Road, Wusha, Chang'An, 
Dongguan, Guangdong, China (740): Simba & Simba & Co. 
Advocates of P. O. Box 10312, 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 111059 (220): 14/02/2020  
(300): None (511): 1(Fertilizers and chemicals for use in 
Agriculture, horticulture and forestry.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Foliar' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): SIMETON 
AGRICULTURE LIMITED of P. O. Box 9 - 20400, Bomet, Kenya 
(740):  None 

Lush Foliar  
 

(210): 113634 (220): 01/09/2020  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
SIGNATURE HEALTHCARE LTD. of P.O. Box 66172 - 00800, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

PROTANID  
 

(210): 113636 (220): 01/09/2020  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
SIGNATURE HEALTHCARE LTD. of P.O. Box 66172 - 00800, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

HEXIBACT  
 

(210): 114174 (220): 05/10/2020  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; 
entertainment; providing of training; sporting & cultural 
activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word 'RHYTHIM' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): ROYAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 7468 - 00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

RYTHM JUNCTION  
 

(210): 114177 (220): 05/10/2020  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; 
entertainment; providing of training; sporting & cultural 
activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word 'COUNTRY' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): ROYAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 7468 - 00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SMOKIN COUNTRY  
 

(210): 114576 (220): 05/11/2020  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer charging cable, Intelligent 
bracelet dashcam USB cable) and 11(Apparatus and installations 
for lighting, heating, cooling, steam generating, cooking, drying, 
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters 'U', 'O' and 'H' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): FOC (KENYA) SUPPLY CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT LIMITED of P. O. Box 21392 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 114661 (220): 12/11/2020  
(300): None (511): 16(Stationery) (526): None (730): MACRIFAS 
TRADING COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 85122 - 80100, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 115237 (220): 18/12/2020  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'AFRICA', 'HEALTH', 'AGENDA', 'INTERNATIONAL', 
'CONFERENCE' and the device of a 'map of Africa' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AMREF HEALTH 
AFRICA of P. O. Box 27691 - 00506, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 115448 (220): 12/01/2021  
(300): None (511): 34(Electronic cigarettes, oral vaporizers for 
smokers, cigarettes, cigarette tips, ashtrays for smokers, 
cigarette filters, lighters for smokers, tobacco pipes, cigarette 
cases and flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco.) 
(526): ‘YAKI’ is a coined word with no meaning at all (730): YIWU 
JINMIN ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD. of Floor 2, Building 6, Two 
District, Yian Houzhai Street, Yiwu, Zhejiang, China (740): O&M 
Law of P. O. Box 49393 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 115467 (220): 13/01/2021  
(300): None (511): 30(Maize flour) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''Laini', 
'Kitu Nyororo'', "Premium", "Sifted", "Maize", "Meal", and the 
device of a ‘pocket’ each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili words 'Laini’ 
and ‘Kitu nyororo’ is 'smooth’ and ‘Soft’ respectively. (730): 
POSTERITY MILLERS LTD of P.O. Box 5128 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None   
(210): 116670 (220): 07/04/2021  
(300): None (511): 9(connections for electric lines; Wire 
extension cord; Wire with plastic coating; Wire with rubber 
coating; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; electric 
wire harnesses for automobiles; Telecommunication cables; 
Mineral insulated electric cables; wire connectors r electricity]; 
coils, electric; time clocks [time recording devices]; Automatic 
measuring instruments; measures; fiber optic cables; 
pedometers; radios; batteries, electric; semi-conductors; fuse 
wire; copper wire, insulated; coaxial cables; magnetic wires; 
sheaths for electric cables; junction sleeves for electric cables; 
electric wire harnesses for automobiles.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter "Y" 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): ZHEJIANG 
PERMANENT CABLE CO., LTD of No.2777, Yediyang Road, Zhili 
Town, Wuxing District, Huzhou City, Zhejiang Province, China 
(740): Gitahi Munyi & Associates of P.O. Box 19785 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 117673 (220): 07/06/2021  
(300): None (511): 35(Business risk assessment consulting 
services; Business risk management consulting services; Business 
consultancy; Human resources consultancy; Insurance lead 
collection and matching services, namely, matching consumer 
requests for insurance policy quotes collected over the internet 
to pre-qualified insurance brokers, agents and agencies 
interested in those requests; Business risk management services.) 
and 36(Insurance brokerage; Insurance underwriting for all types 
of insurance; Insurance consultancy; Insurance information; 
Financial management; Financial analysis; Financial consultancy; 
Financial information; Financial research; Surety services; 
Insurance agency services; Insurance administration; Insurance 
claims administration; Actuarial services; Financial risk 
management services; Financial guarantee services; Financial 
planning; Financial retirement plan consulting services; 
Administration of and consulting on employee benefit plans 
concerning insurance and finance; Insurance services in the 
nature of loss control management for others; insurance risk 
management.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letter ''A'' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): ACRISURE, LLC of 100 Ottawa 
Avenue SW, Grand Rapids, MI 49503, United States of America 
(740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 117674 (220): 07/06/2021  
(300): None (511): 35(Business risk assessment consulting 
services; Business risk management consulting services; Business 
consultancy; Human resources consultancy; Insurance lead 
collection and matching services, namely, matching consumer 
requests for insurance policy quotes collected over the internet 
to pre-qualified insurance brokers, agents and agencies 
interested in those requests; Business risk management services.) 
and 36(Insurance brokerage; Insurance underwriting for all types 
of insurance; Insurance consultancy; Insurance information; 

POWERED BY 

EXCEPTIONAL 

PATNERSHIPS AND 

TECHNOLOGY 
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Financial management; Financial analysis; Financial consultancy; 
Financial information; Financial research; Surety services; 
Insurance agency services; Insurance administration; Insurance 
claims administration; Actuarial services; Financial risk 
management services; Financial guarantee services; Financial 
planning; Financial retirement plan consulting services; 
Administration of and consulting on employee benefit plans 
concerning insurance and finance; Insurance services in the 
nature of loss control management for others; insurance risk 
management.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words ''PARTNERSHIPS'' and 
''TECHNOLOGY'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): ACRISURE, LLC of 100 Ottawa Avenue SW, Grand 
Rapids, MI 49503, United States of America (740): Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P.O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 117676 (220): 07/06/2021  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): None (730): ATLANTIS 
LIFE SCIENCE LIMITED of P.O. Box 33035 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

NILFLY  
 

(210): 118376 (220): 23/07/2021  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.) (526): None (730): JUANCO 
GROUP LIMITED of P. O. Box 381 - 00502, Karen, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 118485 (220): 30/07/2021  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer peripherals tablet PC Intercom 
device mobile hone Wire identification cladding, USB line, 
Glasses, Portable media player, Video display screen) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letter 'K' and the word 'MAX' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): SHENZHEN KEP TECHNOLOGY 
CO. LTD of P.O. Box 18945 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 118521 (220): 30/07/2021  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer peripherals tablet PC Intercom 
device mobile hone Wire identification cladding, USB line, 
Glasses, Portable media player, Video display screen) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letter 'K' per se separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): SHENZHEN KEP TECHNOLOGY CO. LTD of P.O. Box 
18945 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 118522 (220): 30/07/2021  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'GAME' and 
'WIN' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 'Wina' 
is a coined word (730): GAME STREAM LIMITED of P. O. Box 13197 
- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 118645 (220): 09/08/2021  
(300): None (511): 30(Tea, Coffee) (526): None (730): KCT 
INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT COMPANY of P. O. Box 31519 - 
00100, Galana Plaza, Galana Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

KCT INVESTMENT 

DEVELOPMENT 

COMPANY  
(210): 118679 (220): 11/08/2021  
(300): None (511): 45(Legal services.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"KOTONYA", "NJOROGE" and the letters "L" and "P" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KOTONYA 
NJOROGE LLP. of P.O. Box 59876 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 
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(210): 118706 (220): 13/08/2021  
(300): None (511): 5(Preparations for destroying vermin; 
Fungicides, herbicides.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words "DUDU" and "DUST" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. "DUDU" is a 
Swahili word meaning "Insect" in English (730): ATLANTIS LIFE 
SCIENCE LIMITED of P. O. Box 33035 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

TEFURAN DUDU DUST  
 

(210): 118906 (220): 26/08/2021  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal and pharmaceutical 
preparations.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words ''TEAR'' and ''DROP'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SUN 
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED of Sun House, Plot No. 201 
B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon (E), Mumbai - 400 063, 
Maharashtra, India (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

TEAR DROP  
 

(210): 119236 (220): 14/09/2021  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial services) (526): Registration of 
this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
''FOUNDATION'' and the letters ''C'', ''F'' and ''P'' each separately 
from the mark as a whole. (730): CPF FINANCIAL SERVICES of 
P.O. Box 28938 - 00200, CPF House, 6th Floor, Haile Sellasie 
Avenue, Nairobi, Kenya (740): C & K Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 
20218 - 00100 Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 119304 (220): 21/09/2021  
(300): None (511): 7(Food preparation machines, 
electromechanical beverage preparation machines, 
electromechanical food processors, electric blenders for 
household purposes, electric fruit presses, for household 
purposes, kitchen machines, electric washing machines [laundry], 
electric whisks for household purposes, machines and apparatus 
for cleaning and electric coffee arinders, other than hand-
operated.) and 8(Hand tools, hand-operated beard clippers, 
manicure sets, table cuHery [knives, forks and spoons], flat irons, 
vegetable slicers, hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-
electric scissors, knives and hand-operated agricultural 
implements.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the device of the 'STAR' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): Yiwu Winning Star Supply 
Chain Management Co., LTD.. of Rm. 1207, No. 999, Chouzhou 
North Road., Yiwu City, China (740): Ndikimi & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 29037 - 00625, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 119509 (220): 01/10/2021  
(300): None (511): 35(Business management) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Royalty', 'Label', 'Businesses' ,'Successful' and the letter 'R' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): FRANCIS 
OMOYO ONDIEKI of P.O. Box 2277 - 40200, Kisii, Kenya (740): 
Odinga Oboge Advocates of P. O. Box 73519 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 119532 (220): 05/10/2021  
(300): None (511): 5(Public health chemical preparations for 
sewer treatment.) (526): None (730): ATLANTIS LIFE SCIENCE 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 33035 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SEAWACON  
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(210): 119591 (220): 08/10/2021  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions), 
38(Telecommunication), 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) and 42(Scientific 
and technological services and research and design relating 
thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; legal services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'Ace' and 'Litigator ' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ACE LITIGATOR LIMITED 
of P.O. Box 22588 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ACE LITIGATOR  
 

(210): 119814 (220): 26/10/2021  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations.) (526): None 
(730): ATLANTIS LIFE SCIENCE LIMITED of P. O. Box 33035 - 
00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BUPARID  
 

(210): 119864 (220): 28/10/2021  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions), 
38(Telecommunications), 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) and 42(Scientific 
and technological services and design relating thereto; industrial 
analysis and research services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software; legal services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'SHERIA' and 'INTERNATIONAL' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of 
the Kiswahili word 'SHERIA' is 'Law' (730): CM Advocates LLP of 
P.O. Box 22588 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 119921 (220): 03/11/2021  
(300): None (511): 28(Appliances for gymnastics; balls for games; 
bar-bells; body rehabilitation apparatus; body-training apparatus; 
bowling apparatus and machinery; boxing gloves; dumb-bells; 
chest expanders [exercisers 1; machines for physical exercises; 
nets for sports; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; 
punching bags; bats for games; roller skates; playing balls; 
stationary exercise bicycles; tables for table tennis; trampolines; 
swings) (526): IRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letters "I" and "M" each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): IMPULSE (QINGDAO) HEALTH 
TECH CO., LTD. of No.369 Huashan 2nd Road, Jimo City Qingdao 
City Shandong Province, China (740): Gitahi Munyi & Associates 
of P. O. Box 19785 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 119922 (220): 03/11/2021  
(300): None (511): 12(Electric vehicles; Motorcycles; Electric 
bicycles; Electric tricycles.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letters "Q", "J" and the 
word "MOTOR" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): ZHEJIANG QIANJIANG MOTORCYCLE CO., LTD of 
Economic & Development Zone, Wenling, Zhejiang Province, 
China (740): Gitahi Munyi & Associates of P. O. Box 19785 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 120116 (220): 18/11/2021  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive substances 
/preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair 
lotions; dentifrices (Veterinary preparations) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'NAIL' and 'SPOT'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): AISHA MWINYI of P. O. Box 21618 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 120187 (220): 22/11/2021  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations) (526): None (730): 
ATLANTIS LIFE SCIENCE LIMITED of P. O. Box 33035 - 00600, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MASTIGUARD  
 

(210): 120754 (220): 03/01/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Television apparatus; compact disc players; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; horns for loudspeakers; 
DVD players; portable media players; subwoofers; megaphones; 
microphones; sound transmitting apparatus; baby monitors; video 
baby monitors; audio interfaces; equalisers [audio apparatus]; 
audio mixers; security surveillance robots; teaching robots; video 
recorders; headphones) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the letter "O" separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): FUZHOU XIAOFU 
ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD of Shop 03, Floor 1, Building 
77, Hongtang Road, Jianxin Town, Cangshan District, Fuzhou City, 
Fujian Province, China (740):  Gitahi Munyi & Associates of P. O. 
Box 19785 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 120835 (220): 13/01/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparation) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
''DEWORMER'' separately and apart from from the mark as a 
whole. (730): JUANCO GROUP LIMITED of P. O. Box 381 - 00502, 
Karen, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 121458 (220): 23/02/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Wholesale and retail services in relation to 
health and beauty products, including pharmaceutical products, 
medical supplies, cosmetics and fragrances, toiletries, soaps and 
other personal hygiene preparations, personal care products, 
body and skin care products, hair care products, disinfectants, 
antiseptics, protective creams including sun screens and sun 
tanning creams, preparations for the teeth and hair, essential 
oils, medicines and treatments, sanitary preparations and 
substances, dietetic preparations and substances, including 
vitamin and food supplements, food for babies, plasters, 
bandages and dressings, disinfectants, fungicides, herbicides and 
preparations for destroying vermin and online wholesale and 
retail services, including, advisory, consultancy and information 
services in relation to all the aforesaid.) and 44(Pharmacy 
services; preparation of prescriptions; pharmacy advice; medical 
services; alternative medicine services; medical assistance; 
hygienic and beauty care for human beings; all being services 
provided by pharmacies.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the device of the 'flower' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): mPharma 
Africa BV of De Cuserctraat 9i, 108t CN Amsterdam, Netherlands 
(740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 121734 (220): 18/03/2022  
(300): None (511): 45(Legal services; services rendered by 
lawyers, legal assistants, and personal advocates, to individuals, 
groups of individuals, organizations and enterprises) (526): 
Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letters ''Q'' and ''I'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): IRENE WANJIRU MUIRURI of P. O. Box 
12510 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Muthoni Advocates of P. O. 
Box 28397 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 121971 (220): 07/04/2022  
(300): None (511): 12(Motor cars; Motorcycles; Electric tricycles; 
Electric vehicles; Motorized tricycles; Gasoline engines for land 
vehicles; Diesel engines for land vehicles; Engines for land 
vehicles; Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail.) 
(526): The wording "ZONSEN" has no significance in the relevant 
trade or industry or as applied to the goods/services listed in the 
application, no geographical significance, not a term of art, nor 
any meaning in any foreign language. (730): ZONGSHEN 
INDUSTRIAL GROUP CO., LTD. of Chaoyouchang, Huaxizhen, 
Bananqu, Chongqing, China (740): Simba & Simba Advocates of P. 
O. Box 10312 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 122261 (220): 04/05/2022  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "BRAND" and "LEADERSHIP" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole (730): IKALAFENG & ASSOCIATES 
CC of 2 Moray Drive, Bryanston, 2191, Johannesburg, South Africa 
(740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

BRAND LEADERSHIP  
 

(210): 122400 (220): 11/05/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions.), 36(Insurance; 
financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities) (526): None (730): MELANIN KAPITAL LIMITED 
of P.O. Box 58971 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 122828 (220): 14/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 32(Mineral and aerated waters and other non-
alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and 
other preparations for making beverages.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Purified', 'Drinking' and 'Water' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole The translation into English of the Swahili 
word 'Taji' is 'Crown' (730): SUO MERCHANTS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
45 - 50409, Nambale, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 122935 (220): 23/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beers) (526): 
None (730): ACCOLADE WINES LIMITED of Thomas Hardy House, 2 
Heath Road, Weybridge, Surrey, England, KT13 8TB, United 
Kingdom (740): J.K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 
60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 122936 (220): 23/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages (except beers) (526): 
None (730): ACCOLADE WINES LIMITED of Thomas Hardy House, 2 
Heath Road, Weybridge, Surrey, England, KT13 8TB, United 
Kingdom (740): J.K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 
60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 123034 (220): 30/06/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.) and 
5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted 
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 

NANOFERT 
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exclusive use of the words 'NANO' and 'FERT' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS 
COMPANY LIMITED of P.O. Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 

 

(210): 123070 (220): 04/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 11(Electric torches; Luminous tubes for 
lighting; Head torches; Lights for vehicles; Germicidal lamps for 
purifying air; Searchlights; Diving lights; Lighting apparatus and 
installations; Oil lamps and curing lamps, not for medical 
purposes.) (526): None (730): HONG KONG SUPFIRE BRAND 
MANAGEMENT LIMITED of Unit 212 2/F Mirror Tower 61 Mody Road 
Tsim Sha Tsui East KL Hongkong, China (740): CFL Advocates of 
P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

SUPERFIRE  
 

(210): 123223 (220): 15/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning substances; adhesives used in industry) and 
5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances 
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary 
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for 
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): 
None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS COMAPNY LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ORGONEEM  
 

(210): 123250 (220): 18/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning substances; adhesives used in industry) and 
5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances 
adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary 
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for 
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides) (526): 
None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

POTBITE  
 

(210): 123254 (220): 18/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.) and 
5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic substances adapted 
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; 
Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words "FERTI" and "CROP" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): EAST AFRICAN 
BUSINESS COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

FERTICROP  
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(210): 123255 (220): 18/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Manures; Fire 
extinguishing compositions; Tempering and soldering 
preparations; Chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
Tanning substances; Adhesives used in industry.) and 
5(Fungicides, herbicides.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "SOIL" and "ACTIVE" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): EAST 
AFRICAN BUSINESS COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 29024 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SOIL ACTIVE  
 

(210): 123349 (220): 21/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 12(Vehicles; automotive parts and 
accessories.), 35(Advertising; services for the promotion and 
retailing of goods via computer networks being the internet, 
namely retailing of automobiles and retailing of automobile 
goods; promotion and retailing relating to automobiles.) and 
37(Automotive maintenance and repair services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right the exclusive use of 
the words ''CAR'' and ''PLUS'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): SALVADOR CAETANO AUTO ,SGPS, S.A. of 
Avenida Vasco da Gama, No.1410, Oliveira do Duoro, 4430-247 
VILA NOVA DE GAIA, Portugal (740): Iseme, Kamau & Maema 
Advocates of P.O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 123350 (220): 21/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Smartwatches; protective films adapted for 
smartphones; smartphones; cases for smartphones; materials for 
electricity mains [wires, cables]; electrical adapters; portable 
power chargers; headphones; sound transmitting apparatus; 
fluorescent screens; electric plugs; electric sockets; connectors 
[electricity] (526): None (730): DENX INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 
LIMITED of 9/1 Thang Long Street, Ward 4, Tan Binh District, Ho 
Chi Minh City, Viet Nam (740): Gitahi Munyi & Associates of P. O. 
Box 19785 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 123429 (220): 26/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 30(Honey) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'HONEY', 
'POT', the letters 'P', 'T' and the device of a 'pot' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ZENKO KENYA 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 11500 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 123434 (220): 26/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco; chewing tobacco; snuff; cigars; 
cigarettes; cigarillos; herbs for smoking; cigarette tips; tobacco 
pipes; cigar cutters; portable machines for rolling cigarettes; 
mouthpieces for cigarette holders; mouth pieces for cigar 
holders; cigarette filters; cigar filters; ashtrays, not of precious 
metal, for smokers; filter tow for cigarette; cigarette paper; 
cigar cases, not of precious metal; absorbent paper for tobacco 
pipes; lighters for smokers; cigarettes containing tobacco 
substitutes, not for medical purposes; electronic cigarettes; 
liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; oral 
vaporizers for smokers; gas containers for cigar lighters; 
flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic 
cigarettes; electronic cigarette atomizers; flavorings, other than 
essential oils, for tobacco; tobacco juice for electronic cigarette; 
electronic heating devices and electronic smoking devices, 
electronic cigarettes as substitutes for traditional cigarettes and 
electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine-containing 
aerosol.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word "Silver" separately and apart from 

Silver Elephant 
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the mark as a whole. (730): CHINA TOBACCO HUNAN INDUSTRIAL 
CO., LTD. of No. 188, Section 3, Wanjiali Middle Road, Yuhua 
District, Changsha, Hunan, China (740): Simba & Simba Advocates 
of P. O. Box 10312 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 123437 (220): 26/07/2022  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco; chewing tobacco; snuff; cigars; 
cigarettes; cigarillos; herbs for smoking; cigarette tips; tobacco 
pipes; cigar cutters; portable machines for rolling cigarettes; 
mouthpieces for cigarette holders; mouth pieces for cigar 
holders; cigarette filters; cigar filters; ashtrays, not of precious 
metal, for smokers; filter tow for cigarette; cigarette paper; 
cigar cases, not of precious metal; absorbent paper for tobacco 
pipes; lighters for smokers; cigarettes containing tobacco 
substitutes, not for medical purposes; electronic cigarettes; 
liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; oral 
vaporizers for smokers; gas containers for cigar lighters; 
flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic 
cigarettes; electronic cigarette atomizers; flavorings, other than 
essential oils, for tobacco; tobacco juice for electronic cigarette; 
electronic heating devices and electronic smoking devices, 
electronic cigarettes as substitutes for traditional cigarettes and 
electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine-containing 
aerosol.) (526): None (730): CHINA TOBACCO HUNAN INDUSTRIAL 
CO., LTD. of No. 188, Section 3, Wanjiali Middle Road, Yuhua 
District, Changsha, Hunan, China (740): Simba & Simba Advocates 
of P. O. Box 10312 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

HEO  
 

(210): 123509 (220): 02/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Menstruation tampons; sanitary pads; 
sanitary napkins; pants, absorbent, for incontinence; sanitary 
tampons; panty liners [sanitary]; diapers for incontinence; 
sanitary wet wipes; sanitary panties; sanitary pants.) (526): None 
(730): TIENS GROUP CO., LTD. Corporation China of Wu Qing 
Development Zone, Tianjin New Tech Industrial Park,Tianjin, 
China (740): Gichachi & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 79659 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 123548 (220): 04/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 41(Providing education of persons/training) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'COACHING' and 'SERVICES' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘TACOH’ is a 
coined word derived from a combination of letters, where T is for 
Take, A is for A, C for Change, H for Happinnes, O for On, forming 
the word 'Take A Chance On Happiness’. (730): TACOH COACHING 
SERVICES LIMITED of P. O. Box 28491 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Nyiha, Mukoma & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 28491 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

TACOH COACHING 

SERVICES  
 

(210): 123561 (220): 04/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial, monetary and banking services; 
Insurance services; Real estate affairs.) and 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; 
Industrial analysis; Industrial research and industrial design 
services; Quality control and authentication services; Design and 
development of computer hardware and software) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "Capital" and letter ''C'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. "Etica" is an Italian and Spanish word 
meaning "ethics" (730): ETICA CAPITAL LIMITED of P. O. Box 
51648 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Holliness Karimi Lumbi 
Advocate of P. O. Box 70596 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 123562 (220): 04/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial, monetary and banking services; 
Insurance services; Real estate affairs.) and 42(Scientific and 
technological services and research and design relating thereto; 
Industrial analysis; Industrial research and industrial design 
services; Quality control and authentication services; Design and 
development of computer hardware and software.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "Capital", and letter ''C'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. "Etica" is an Italian and Spanish word 
meaning "ethics" (730): ETICA CAPITAL LIMITED of P. O. Box 
51648 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Holliness Karimi Lumbi 
Advocate of P. O. Box 70596 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 123626 (220): 11/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications; Electronic 
communication services, namely, transmission of information by 
electronic communications networks; electronic transmission of 
data, audio, video, and audio/video files; wireless broadband 
communications services; broadcasting services; video 
communication services, namely broadcasting, streaming, and 
transmitting videos, images, music audio, multimedia over the 
Internet or other communications network; data streaming; 
consultancy and advisory services relating to telecommunications 
services; computer services, namely, providing multiple-user 
access to computer networks for the electronic transmission of 
various data, communications, documents and personal and 
professional information; providing access to an interactive 
computer database featuring automatically updating address 
book, personal planner, date reminder, tra~el planner, and 
alumni and professional group links, via a global computer 
network; providing a web site that gives computer users the 
ability to transmit, cache, receive, download, stream, broadcast, 
display, format, transfer and share content, visual works, audio 
works, audiovisual works, literary works, photos, videos, data, 
files, documents, images and other electronic works; providing an 
on-line link to current events and reference material relating to 
movies, motion pictures, documentaries, films, television 
programs, graphics, animation and multimedia presentations, 
videos and DVDs and other audiovisual works; transmission of pod 
casts; Video-on-demand transmission; Internet protocol television 
(IPTV) transmission services; electronic transmission of streamed 
and downloadable audio and video files via computer and other 
communications networks; electronic transmission and streaming 
of digital media content for others via global and local computer 
networks; telecommunication services, namely, transmission and 
streaming of voice, data, images, films, television programs, 
audio and audiovisual programs and other digital media content 
and information by means of telecommunications networks, 
wireless communication networks, and the internet; streaming of 
audio, video and audiovisual material on the Internet, 
communications networks and wireless telecommunications 
networks; streaming of data; streaming of music, films, movies, 
TV shows and games on the Internet; audio and video 
broadcasting services; broadcasting of cinematographic films and 
audiovisual programs; subscription-based audio and video 
broadcasting services over the Internet; broadcasting services and 
provision of telecommunication access to films, television 
programs, audio and audiovisual programs and other digital media 
content and information, provided via a video-on-demand 
service; Internet broadcasting services; Internet radio 
broadcasting services; telecommunication services, namely, 
transmission of webcasts; transmission of digital files; 
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transmission of digital content by computer networks, the 
Internet, DSL, cable networks, digital download, digital 
streaming, video-on-demand, near-video-on-demand, TV, free-to-
air TV, pay-per-view TV, satellite, cable, telephone or mobile 
telephone; electronic transmission of digital photo files among 
Internet users; providing access to online directories, databases, 
websites, blogs, music, video programs, and reference materials; 
transmission of news; delivery of messages by electronic 
transmission; electronic transmission of mail and messages; 
podcasting services; providing on-line chat rooms for social 
networking; providing an on-line forum for transmission of 
messages among computer users and the transmission of photos, 
videos, data, images and sound; telecommunications services, 
namely, providing online electronic bulletin boards for the 
transmission of messages among computer users concerning 
entertainment; providing telecommunication connectivity 
services for the transfer of images, audio, visual, audiovisual and 
multimedia works among mobile phones, smartphones, portable 
electronic devices, portable digital devices, tablets, or 
computers; transmission of television and movie guides; 
communication between computers; provision of access time to 
multimedia materials on the Internet; provision of 
telecommunications connections to computer databases; 
transmission of data by audio-visual apparatus controlled by data 
processing apparatus or computers; telecommunications routing 
and junction services; rental of access time to global computer 
networks; transmission of greeting cards online; rental of 
message sending apparatus; rental of modems; rental of 
telecommunication equipment.) (526): None (730): AMAZON 
TECHNOLOGIES, INC. of 410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, 
Washington 98109, United States of America (740): Muthoni 
Advocates of P. O. Box 28397 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 123646 (220): 16/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites (except furniture); adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, 
films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, 
printing blocks.), 17(Unprocessed and semi-rubber, gutta-percha, 
gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and 
not included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in 
manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible 
pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal.), 28(Games, toys and 
playthings; video game apparatus; gymnastic and sporting 
articles; decorations for Christmas trees.) and 35(Advertising; 
Business management; Business administration; Office functions.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the device of a 'HANDSHAKE' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): ACCORD STATIONERY 
INDUSTRIES of 3 Rue L'olympe, 2 Mars Casablanca 20360, Morocco 
(740): HKM Associates of P. O. Box 13583 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 123677 (220): 18/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signaling, checking (supervision), lifesaving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity.) (526): None (730): SHENZHEN XINZHIYUE 
TECHNOLOGY COMPANY LTD of 5A10, Gaokede Communication 
Market, No. 1, Huafa North Rd., Fuqiang Community, 
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Huaqiangbei, Futian District, Shenzhen, China (740): Gikera & 
Vadgama Advocates of P.O. Box 720 - 00621, 56 Muthithi Road, 
Behind TRV Office Plaza, Westlands, Nairobi 

 

(210): 123723 (220): 22/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
chemical and organic compositions for use in the manufacture of 
food and beverages; anti-caking agents; anti-caking agents for 
use in the manufacture of animal feed; tanning substances; 
adhesives used in industry) (526): None (730): OMNIA HOLDINGS 
LIMITED of Building H, Monte Circle Business Park, 178 
Montecasino Boulevard, Fourways, Gauteng, 2191, South Africa 
(740): Ensafrica of P. O. Box 12342 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

PROFLOW  
 

(210): 123724 (220): 22/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
chemicals for the purification of water; water treatment 
chemicals; chemical additives for use in the purification of water; 
chemical agents for use in water purification; bacteria for waste 
water treatment; phosphates for water treatment; flocculants; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire 
extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and 
hides; adhesives for use in industry; putties and other paste 
fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for 
use in industry and science.), 11(Apparatus and installations for 
lighting, heating, cooling, steam generating, cooking, drying, 
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; apparatus and 
installations for water purification; water purification filters, 
machines, tanks and units; waste water treatment apparatus and 
installations; industrial waste water purification plants; reverse 
osmosis water purification units), 40(Treatment of materials; 
recycling of waste and trash; air purification; treatment of water; 
water treatment and purification services; rental of water 
purification equipment; printing services; food and drink 
preservation) and 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, 
industrial research and industrial design services; quality control 
and authentication services; design and development of computer 
hardware and software; technical design and planning of water 
purification plants) (526): None (730): OMNIA HOLDINGS LIMITED 
of Building H, Monte Circle Business Park, 178 Montecasino 
Boulevard, Fourways, Gauteng, 2191, South Africa (740): 
Ensafrica of P. O. Box 12342 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

ZETAFLOC  
 

(210): 123753 (220): 23/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
food and supplements adapted for medical or veterinary use, 
food for babies; dietary supplements for human and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressing; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 
fungicides, herbicides) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word "HEAT" and "RELIEF" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
TROPIKAL BRANDS (AFRIKA) LIMITED, limited liability company of 
P.O. Box 49465 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Wambui Kyama & 
Co Advocates of P. O. Box 4573 - 00506, Nairobi, Kenya 

PAWA HEAT RELIEF  
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(210): 123838 (220): 29/08/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word "NEW" separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED of Sun House, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western Express 
Highway, Goregaon (E), Mumbai - 400 063, Maharashtra, India 
(740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

NEW HEPTAGON  
 

(210): 123938 (220): 06/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 45(Legal services; security services for the 
physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal 
and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of 
individuals.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the letter "B" per se separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): BOB OMONDI OTIENO of P. O. 
Box 50570 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BB  
 

(210): 124115 (220): 21/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs; securities brokerage by means of 
automated systems; bonds brokerage; brokerage; financial 
brokerage; brokerage for securities liquidation; stocks brokerage; 
brokerage of credit agreements; brokerage relating to the 
purchase/sale of currency, carrying out currency transactions; 
brokerage of emission rights; brokerage of financial derivatives; 
brokerage of futures; brokerage of securities; brokerage relating 
to arranging share subscriptions; brokerage services for arranging 
financing by ether financial institutions; brokerage services for 
capital investments; brokerage services in financial markets; 
brokerage services in the field of financial instruments; brokerage 
services relating to corporate bonds; brokerage services relating 
to debt instruments; brokerage services relating to municipal 
bonds; brokerage services relating to mutual funds; brokerage 
services relating to the securities markets; brokerage services 
relating to securities offering; brokering of financial services; 
commodities brokerage; computerized securities brokerage 
services; credit brokerage; foreign exchange brokerage; financial 
brokerage services for real estate; financial investment 
brokerage; futures brokerage services relating to freight; 
precious metals brokerage; providing brokerage services relating 
to the purchase/sale of assets; services of a stock broker; stock 
brokerage; debenture brokerage; traded options brokerage; 
investment brokerage; brokerage in the field of monetary 
operations; financial services relating to the purchase/sale of 
currency for others, computerised financial services relating to 
foreign currency dealings; currency exchange rate quotation 
services; currency transfer services; currency exchange agency 
services; financial exchange of virtual currency; financial 
transactions relating to currency swaps; foreign currency dealing; 
foreign currency exchange services; foreign currency transfer 
services; on-line currency operations; financial services for 
provision of foreign currency; swap operations relating to 
currency rates; financial services relating to the purchase/sale of 
foreign currency; financial services relating to the purchase/sale 
of virtual currency; virtual currency transfer services; computer 
analyses of financial information relating to stock exchange; 
providing computerized financial information relating to stocks; 
custodian services for stocks; stock exchange services by means 
of electronic systems; electronic stock transfer initiation 
services; financial services relating to stocks, provided by means 
of specialized databases; financial information services relating 
to financial stock markets; financial investment analysis and 
flnzncial research of stocks; financial information services 
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relating to stocks; financial services relating to stocks; 
preparation of price information and quotation of stock exchange 
prices and indices; providing on-line stock exchange information 
by means of computer databases or websites on the Internet; 
provision of financial information relating to the stock exchange; 
provision of financial information relating to stock broking; 
provision of financial information relating to stock exchange 
prices; stock exchange quotations; quotation of stock exchange 
prices; quotation of stock market prices; stock broking services; 
stock exchange listing services; stock exchange services; financial 
management of stock investment; stock market services; stock 
option valuation services; stock price quotation services; financial 
transactions for stocks; stockbroking agency services; financial 
services relating to the purchase/sale of contracts on stocks; 
financial valuation of capital stock; issuance of financial 
securities; financial management of securities; financial 
settlement relating to securities; securities underwriting services; 
securities exchange services; lending against securities; securities 
investment services; loans (financing) against securities; issuance 
of revolving credit securities; securities advisory services; 
banking services for securities deposit; financial management of 
securities portfolios; brokerage services of agencies for 
securities; financial management of transferable securities; 
providing financial information relating to securities market; 
financial services relating to the purchase/sale of securities 
options; financial management of listed securities; provision of 
financial guarantees; financial services of comparison of 
performance of securities; financial information services relating 
to securities; financial valuation of portfolios of securities; safe 
deposit services for securities; financial operations with securities 
and securities index futures in overseas markets; financial 
commodities trading services; financial operations with securities 
by means of automated systems; financial operations with 
securities index futures; financial management of portfolios of 
transferable securities; providing financial information on 
purchase/sale of securities; advisory services relating to 
international securities; financial advisory services relating to 
securities; financial services relating to international securities; 
services for investment into transferable securities; services for 
investment into securities of personal investors; services for 
investment into securities for capital restructuring; providing 
financial information relating to securities underwriting; financial 
operations with overseas market securities futures for others; 
financial investment in the field of securities; services for 
comparison of financial performance of portfolios of securities; 
financial analysis of securities; provision of computerized 
financial information relating to securities; providing financial 
information relating to the purchase/sale of securities and 
securities index futures in overseas markets; financial services 
regarding arranging of loan agreements in relation to securities; 
financial nominees services for the holding of securities for third 
parties;' construction of portfolios of securities for others; 
services of rating agencies regarding assigning investment ratings 
in the field of bonds and other securities; issuance of investment 
securities; providing financial information relating to safe deposit 
of securities; financial services related to the sale and purchase 
of securities; providing financial information relating to the 
purchase/sale of securities index futures; providing financial 
information relating to domestic and overseas market securities 
futures; providing financial information relating to the 
purchase/sale of overseas market securities futures; financial 
services relating to the issuance and sale of mortgage-backed 
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securities; services of providing financial investments; actuarial 
services relating to financial transactions; financial management 
(administration) of affairs; financial management 
(administration) of affairs relating to real estate; management 
(administration) of financial covenants; advisory services relating 
to financial risk management; advisory services relating to 
financial matters; advisory services relating to financial planning; 
advisory services relating to financial asset management; 
financial analysis; arranging of financial investments; financial 
evaluation of assets; banking and financial services; bail-bonding; 
business liquidation services, financial; financial services 
provided by means of automated teller machines (ATM); providing 
financial information; organization of monetary collections; 
providing information relating to financial management by means 
of computer; computerized financial advisory services; 
computerized financial analysis; services for providing financial 
information (data) by means of computer; computerized financial 
services; providing information relating to financial business by 
means of computer; services of conducting financial feasibility 
studies; providing of financial services on-line; services of 
conducting of financial transactions; services of conducting of 
financial transactions on-line; financial consultancy; consultancy 
relating to providing of educational financial assistance; 
consultancy services relating to financial investment; 
consultation services relating to financial matters; services of 
conducting economic financial research; financial services in the 
field of electronic commerce at the financial market; compiling 
of estimates of expenses for financial purposes; financial services 
on factoring; financial advice services; providing financial advice 
relating to investment; providing financial advice relating to 
share option schemes; financial advisory services, inducing for 
companies and individuals; financial services regarding internet-
banking; financial clearing; financial sponsorship; financial 
leasing; financial management; financial valuations; financial 
investment; financial planning; financial feasibility studies; 
financial research; financial lending; financial guardianship; 
financial services on underwriting; financial forecasting; bill 
payment services by means of a website; fund raising services by 
means of crowdfunding websites; providing financial information 
of means of websites.) (526): The registration of this trademark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters ''F'', ''B'' and 
''S'' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
THE BLACK SANDS PROPERTIES LIMITED of Arch. Makariou Iii 
Avenue & Vironos, ''P. Lordos Center'', Block B, 2nd Floor, Office 
203 Cy-3105 Limassol 121205, Cyprus (740): Gitahi Munyi & 
Associates of P. O. Box 19785 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 124120 (220): 21/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 6(Common metals and their alloys; metal 
building materials; transportable buildings of metal; pipes & 
tubes of metal), 19(Building materials (non-metallic); non-
metallic rigid pipes for building), 36(Insurance; financial affairs; 
monetary affairs; real estate affairs) and 37(Building 
construction; repair; installation services) (526): Registration of 
this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
''Unique'' and ''Homes'' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): ELSAYED MOHAMED ALI FATAY of P. O. Box 20617 
- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 124164 (220): 22/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.) and 
5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted 
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS COMPANY LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ADVICE  
 

(210): 124165 (220): 22/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.) and 
5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted 
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.) 
(526): None (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS COMPANY LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

AGRESS  
 

(210): 124166 (220): 22/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in industry, science and 
photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire 
extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; 
tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.) and 
5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary 
preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted 
for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; 
material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; 
preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.) 
(526): 'VOILA' is a coined name with no meaning originating from 
France (730): EAST AFRICAN BUSINESS COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 29024 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VOILA  
 

(210): 124307 (220): 30/09/2022  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated cosmetics and toiletry 
preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery, essential 
oils; bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; 
cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'USAFI', 'LAINI', 'MIKONO', 'FOMU', 'NEW', 'POWDER', 
'SOAP' and the device of ‘bubble' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. ‘KIINI YA USAFI’, ‘LAINI KWA MIKONO' are of 
Kiswahili origin and translates to ‘keen on cleanness’, ‘Gentle on 
Hands’ in English. ''FOMU''is a kiwahili word that translates to 
''LATHER'' in English. (730): SUPREME ESSENTIALS LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 76913 - 00620, Mobil Plaza, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 124605 (220): 19/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; Soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions; Dentifrices.) (526): None (730): EMPIRICA 
AFRICA LIMITED of P. O. Box 59629 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  
(210): 124628 (220): 21/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical services; veterinary services; 
hygienic and beauty care for human beings; agriculture; 
horticulture; and forestry services) (526): None (730): 
MEDTRONIC LABS KENYA PRIVATE LIMITED of P. O. Box 50570 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Bob & Bob Advocates of P.O. Box 
50570 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 124629 (220): 21/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 20(Mattresses) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'super', 
'foam', 'Starehe' and 'Pillow' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. The translation into English of the word 
'Starehe' is 'comfortable' (730): SUPERFOAM LIMITED of P.O. Box 
49887 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 124631 (220): 21/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 20(Mattresses) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Super', 
'Foam', 'Relax', 'Luxury' and 'Plus' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): SUPERFOAM LIMITED of P.O. Box 
49887 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 124633 (220): 21/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 20(Mattresses) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Super', 
'Foam', 'Easy' and 'Rest' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): SUPERFOAM LIMITED of P.O. Box 49887 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 124682 (220): 25/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 39(Travel arrangements; Transport.) (526): 
Registration of this trademark shall give the right to the exclusive 
use of the words ''Luxe'', ''Bespoke'', ''Luxury'', ''Holiday'' and 
''Mulanda'' the device of the ''flight'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): LUXE BY MULANDA LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 102747 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 124731 (220): 26/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 38(Radio broadcasting) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'F' 
and 'M' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): GARISSA FM LIMITED of P. O. Box 13264 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

FRONTIER FM  
 

(210): 124732 (220): 26/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 38(Radio broadcasting) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'RADIO' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ''SALAAM'' 
is a Somali word meaning 'peace' in English. (730): PROPHASE 
MARKETING LIMITED of P. O. Box 13264 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

RADIO SALAAM  
 

(210): 124750 (220): 27/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 40(Food processing.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"Foods" and "Meals" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): JOE NDUMU of P. O. Box 9257 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 124775 (220): 28/10/2022  
(300): None (511): 2(Pigments; Dyestuffs; Painting sets for 
artists; Oil paints for use in art; Watercolor paints for use in art; 
Acrylic paints.) and 16(Stationery; writing implements [writing 
instruments]; pens; pens [office requisites]; ball-point pens; 
rollerball pens; gel roller pens; mechanical pencils; pencils; 
coloured pencils; permanent markers; coloured pens; maker 
pens; highlighting markers; whiteboard markers wet erase 
markers; felt pens; felt-tip pens; felt writing pens; calligraphy 
pens; fountain pens; brush pens; writing brush pens; coloured 
brush pens; coloured writing brush pens; water painting brushes; 
rubber erasers; pencil lead holders; refill leads for mechanical 
pencils; pencil leads; paintbrushes; paintbrushes [stationery]; 
decorators' paintbrushes; ink; pen ink refills; pen ink cartridges; 
refills for ballpoint pens; correcting fluid [office requisites]; 
correcting pens; correcting tapes [office requisites]; crayons; 
pastels: oil pastels: water soluble oil pastel: water pastels: 
writing chalk; painters' articles; artists' materials; drawing 
instruments; palettes for painters; stencil plates; writing brush 
washing vessel; paint boxes for use in schools; pastes and other 
adhesives for stationery or household purposes; adhesive tapes 
for stationery or household purposes, paper and cardboard; 
printed matter; document holders [stationery]; document files 
[stationery]; paper clip holders; file holders; files [office 
requisites]; presentation folders; folders for papers; drawing 
paper; drawing pads; calligraphy paper; writing paper; 
notebooks; sketchbooks; scrapbooks; pocket memorandum books; 
albums; cards; greeting cards; writing pads; sticky notes; pen 
cases; paintings and calligraphic works; photographs [printed]; 
photograph stands; baggage tags; paper patterns; tailors' chalk; 
banners of paper; flags of paper; hygienic hand towels of paper; 
towels of paper; table napkins of paper; hand towels of paper; 
handkerchiefs of paper; tablecloths of paper; sealing wax; 
printers' reglets; printing type; addressing machines; inking 
ribbons; automatic stamp affixing machines; electric staplers for 
offices; envelope seaiing machines, for offices; stamp canceiing 
machines; typewriters, electric or non-electric; checkwriters; 
mimeographs; relief duplicators; paper shredders for office use; 
postage meters for office use; rotary duplicators; marking 
templates; electric pencil sharpeners; packaging containers of 
paper; food wrapping plastic film for household use; garbage bags 
of paper; garbage bags of plastic.) (526): None (730): PENTEL 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as Pentel Company Limited) of 7-
2, Nihonbashi Koami-Cho, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo., Japan (740): Ndungu 
Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P.O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 124804 (220): 01/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; pork; 
processed meat; meat extracts; tinned meat; sausages; processed 
chicken; fish cakes; tofu; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked 
fruits and vegetables; fermented vegetable dish (Kimchi); 
processed vegetables; processed, edible seaweed; toasted laver; 
soups; instant or pre-cooked soup; jellies, jams, compotes; fruit 
jellies; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yogurt and other milk 
products; milk beverages (milk predomination); oils and fats for 
food; edible oils and fats; sesame oil for food; soybean oil) and 
30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes therefor; rice, pasta and 
noodles; cooked rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations 
made from cereals; processed cereals; wheat flour for food; flour 
for frying; dumplings; bean meal; mixes for hotcakes; bread, 
pastries and confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and 
other edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; syrup; natural 
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sweeteners; yeast, baking-powder; salt, seasonings, spices, 
preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other condiments; 
fermented hot pepper paste (Gochu-jang); soya bean paste 
(condiments); pasta sauce; ice (frozen water) (526): The mark is 
a Korean derivation and translates to 'Beksul' which means 'White 
Snow' in English (730): CJ CHEILJEDANG CORPORATION of CJ 
Cheiljedang Center, 330, Dongho-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Republic of 
Korea (740): ENSAfrica of P.O. Box 12342 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 124869 (220): 03/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Business management.) (526): Registration 
of this trademark shall give right to the exclusive use of the 
letter ''D'' and the word ''GROUP'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): DANTOS GROUP LIMITED of P.O. Box 
16529 - 00100, Nanak House, Kimathi Street, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None   
(210): 124870 (220): 03/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Electrical wiring installations.) and 11(Solar 
water heating.) (526): None (730): DANTOS GROUP LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 16529 - 00100, Nanak House, Kimathi Street, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 124871 (220): 03/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Business consulting and advisory.) and 
41(Training services.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Consulting', 
'Business', 'Advisory' and 'Training’, the acroym 'Ltd' the device of 
the ''human figure'' each separate and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): VALUEMAX CONSULTING LIMITED of P.O. Box 16529 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 124917 (220): 04/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and substitutes 
therefor; rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, 
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other 
condiments; ice (frozen water), 31(Raw and unprocessed 
agricultural, aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products; 
raw and unprocessed grains and seeds; fresh fruits and 
vegetables, fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, 
seedlings and seeds for planting; live animals; foodstuffs and 
beverages for animals; malt.) and 35(Advertising; business 
management, organization and administration; office functions.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words "UBORA" 'HALISI", "PREMIUM", "TASTE", 
"PRODUCT", "GRAIN" and the device of "leaves" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The word "HALISI" which 
forms part of the mark is derived from the Kiswahili language and 
means "Authentic" in English. ‘Ubora’ is Swahili word meaning 
‘quality’ in English. (730): SAHIL VENTURES LIMITED of P. O. Box 
79939 - 00200, LR. No. Mwerua/ Kabiriri/586, Kagio Mutithi Road, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Onyango & Tarus Advocates of P. O. Box 
29107 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 124984 (220): 09/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial, monetary and banking services, 
and insurance services including microfinance services; 
microlending services; financial consultancy and advisory services 
relating to microfinance; deposit-taking and storage of valuables; 
automated banking services; automated payment of accounts; 
credit services; consumer, commercial and mortgage lending; 
current accounts, savings and investment accounts services; 
credit card and debit card services; provision of banking services 
via the telephone, email and internet; money transmission; issue 
of letters of credit and guarantees; foreign exchange services; 
issue of cheques; electronic banking and funds transfer services; 
money transfer services; electronic money transfer services; 
financial leasing; financial planning, advice, research and report 
services; asset and portfolio management; executor and trustee 
services; investment funds and unit trust services; corporate 
finance; capital markets dealings; export and project finance; 
provision of development capital and equity finance; hire-
purchase financing; factoring and invoice discounting; real estate 
financing; valuation, investment and management services; 
insurance services; insurance underwriting and braking services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word "BANK" separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): SHARA INC of 251 Little Falls Drive, 
Wilmington, New Castle County, Delaware 19808, United States 
of America (740): Chebet & Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 3563 - 
00506, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 124990 (220): 09/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Computer hardware and software; 
telecommunications apparatus to enable connection to databases 
and the Internet; electronic publications provided on-line or from 
facilities provided on the Internet; publications in electronic form 
supplied on-line from databases or from facilities provided on the 
Internet (including web sites); electronic publications; electronic 
magazines; multi-media recordings and publications; data 
recorded in electronic, optical or magnetic form; data carriers; 
audio and visual recordings; data carriers containing information 
recorded in magazine form; downloadable application software; 
downloadable mobile application software for mobile devices; 
downloadable mobile application software for phones and 
tablets; computer software for use as an application 
programming interface (API), 37(Installation, maintenance and 
repair of computer hardware; installation maintenance and repair 
of communication systems and networks; consultancy and 
advisory services relating to the aforesaid services), 
38(Telecommunications services; telecommunications access 
services; transmission of data, messages and information by 
computer; electronic mail services; computer communication 
services; telecommunication of information (including web 
pages), computer programs and data; providing 
telecommunications connections to the Internet or databases; 
provision of a telecommunications interconnection point for 
Internet communications; providing user access to the Internet; 
communications network consultancy and advisory services; 
communication network management services; leasing access 
time to a computer database; communication Via virtual private 
networks; communications by fibre-optic networks; digital 
transmission of data via the Internet; consultancy and advisory 
services relating to the aforesaid services.), 41(Education; 
provision of training; organisation of sporting, cultural and 
entertainment events; organisation and hosting of awards and 
competitions; arranging and conducting of seminars, workshops, 
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congresses, conferences and symposiums; publication services; 
organization of correspondence courses; organization and 
conducting of examinations, examination services.) and 
42(Installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; 
webmaster services; creation and maintenance of websites; 
website design; website hosting; quality audit services; provision 
of accreditation schemes; provision of external quality 
assessment schemes; design of computer systems; graphic design; 
programming and software design; research, development and 
design of communications systems and apparatus; consultancy 
and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word ''LINX'' and the letter ''X'' per se each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LONDON INTERNET 
EXCHANGE LIMITED of Trinity Court, Trinity Street, Peterborough, 
Cambridgeshire, PE11DA, United Kingdom (740): CFL Advocates 
of P. O. Box 23555 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 125075 (220): 11/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 3(Cosmetics: skin cream, skin lotion, 
vanishing and skin whitening cream, cold cream, moisturizer and 
make-up cream, serum for cosmetic purpose, face wash, 
shampoo: talcum powder: soaps: hand wash: toothpaste: shaving 
cream: perfume, deodorant: dentifrice: essential oil.) (526): 
None (730): AMINA LIMITED, A company registered under the laws 
of British Virgin Islands of P.O. Box 3175, Road Town, Tortola, 
British Virgin Islands (740): Simba & Simba Advocates of P. O. Box 
10312 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

EPIGLOW  

 

(210): 125091 (220): 14/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and Medical Preparations) 
(526): None (730): HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

XIFAXAN  
 

(210): 125092 (220): 14/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and Medical Preparations) 
(526): None (730): HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

FLURMON  
 

(210): 125093 (220): 14/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and Medical Preparations) 
(526): None (730): HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BRIMOLOL  
 

(210): 125127 (220): 15/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of Training, 
Entertainment, Sporting and Cultural activities. Production of 
radio and television programmes; video editing services for 
events; providing user rankings for entertainment or cultural 
purposes; teaching; arranging and conducting of congresses; 
organization of sports competitions; providing films not 
downloadable, via video-on-demand services; club entertainment 
services; club education services.) (526): The non-Latin 
characters in the mark translate to "Qiao Shi" and means person 
whose surname is Qiao in English (730): QINHUANGDAO JOY 
BILLIARDS PROMOTION CO. LTD. of Room 405, No.6 Taichang 
Road, Lingang Edz, Shanhaiguan Dist., Qinhuangdao Hebel, China 
(740): Owaga & Associates LLP Advocates of P. O. Box 14826 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 125330 (220): 23/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 45(Personal and special services rendered by 
others to meet the needs of individuals; security services for the 
property and individuals) (526): "TANDAZA" is a Kiswahili word 
that translates to "spread" in English (730): KILELESHWA 
COVENANT COMMUNITY CHURCH of P. O. Box 21096 - 00505, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Musyimi & Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 
12502 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 125347 (220): 24/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Agricultural Pesticides.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 
'A', 'F', 'W' and the words 'ATTRACT' and 'KILL' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AGRIFARM BIOLOGICALS 
LTD. of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

FAW ATTRACT & KILL  
 

(210): 125424 (220): 30/11/2022  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing: T -shirts; Sweatshirts; Rompers; 
Headgear; Caps; Scarves; Swimwear; Hats; Gloves; Shorts; 
Trousers, Footwear; Socks; Underwear; Pajamas and 
nightdresses) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the letters "E", "B" and the words 
"EUROPEAN" and "BESTSELLER" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): BECOONECTED AFRICA LIMITED of 
Rm. A&b, 15/F., Neich Tower, 128 Gloucester Rd., Wanchai, 
Hong Kong, China (740): CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 125444 (220): 01/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; Business management; 
Business administration; Office functions.) and 36(Insurance; 
Financial affairs; Monetary affairs; Real estate affairs.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "A", "I", "R" and the words "Investment", "Limited" 
and "Smart" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): RISIlH INVESTMENTS LIMITED of Western Heights, 
Westlands, Kenya (740): Mola, Kimosop & Njeru Advocates of P. 
O. Box 52245 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 125445 (220): 01/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 9(Mobile phones and phone accessories.) 
(526): None (730): YVONNE KATHURE MUCHIRI of P. O. Box 1400 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TAISHEN  
 

(210): 125466 (220): 05/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
EASTLEIGH PHARMACEUTICALS CO. LTD of P. O. Box 167 - 00610, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VISCOCID  
 

(210): 125467 (220): 05/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
EASTLEIGH PHARMACEUTICALS CO. LTD of P. O. Box 167 - 00610, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VITACID  
 

(210): 125502 (220): 05/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; Business Management; 
Business Administration; Manufacturing; Wholesale and retail of 
consumer goods, including but not limited to fast moving 
consumer goods and consumer packaged goods.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'IGNITE' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): KINGDOM BUSINESS CENTRE LTD of P. O. Box 73969 
- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 125558 (220): 09/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; Providing of training, 
entertainment; Sporting and Cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'Education' and ''Satisfaction'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): HOSCON AGENCY LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 51016 - 00100, Ambank House, 14th Floor, University 
Way, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Bryan Yusuf Advocates of P. O. Box 
102322 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 125575 (220): 09/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations 
for treatment of Urological related diseases and disorders.) 
(526): None (730): SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED of 
Sun House, Plot No. 20t Bit, Western Express Highway, Goregaon 
(E), Mumbai - 400 063, Maharashtra, India (740): CFL Advocates 
of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

SULTAS  
 

(210): 125689 (220): 15/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 4(Fuels and iIIuminants: biomass fuel: wood 
for use as fuel: firelighters [kindling wood]: fuel products made 
from woodchips: woodchips for smoking and flavoring foods: 
wood pellet fuel: charcoal [fuel]: coal dust [fuel], 19(Materials, 
not of metal, for building and construction: rigid pipes, not of 
metal, for building: transportable buildings, not of metal: 
building materials of wood: wood: poles of non- metallic 
materials: non-metal utility poles: planks of wood for building: 
non-metal roof trusses: wood paneling: wood boards: wood 
sheeting: wood posts: wood joints: wood beams: wood rafters: 
wood flooring: wooden shutters: wooden doors: wooden window 
frames: wooden door frames.) and 20(Furniture, mirrors, picture 
frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; non- 
metallic crates and pallets: wooden crates: wooden pallets: wood 
boxes: wood barrels: wooden furniture: wooden panels for 
furniture: wooden beds: wooden blinds: wooden ladders.) (526): 
CRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "C", "F" and "N" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole (730): NEW FOREST COMAPNY HOLDINGS I 
LIMITED of 2nd Floor Suite 122, Harbour Front Building, President 
John Kenndy Street, Port Louis, Mauritius (740): Coulson Harney 
of P.O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

NFC  
 

(210): 125728 (220): 19/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 30(Bread.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'loaf' and the 
device of 'wheat' and 'silhouette of chef' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. ''Tamani'' is a swahili word 
meaning 'Desire’ or ‘Wish' (730): TAMANI LOAF BAKERS 
INVESTMENTS LIMITED of P. O. Box 8290 - 00610, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 125748 (220): 20/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
EASTLEIGH PHARMACEUTICALS CO. LTD of P. O. Box 167 - 00610, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VITAFLU  
 

(210): 125809 (220): 22/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in industry, science, as 
well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; compost, 
manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry 
and science) and 5(Herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, 
fungicides, vermicides, rodenticides, weedicides, preparations 
for killing weeds and destroying vermin.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"SUPER" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
UPL CORPORATION LIMITED of 6th Floor, Suite 157B, Harbor Front 
Building, President John Kennedy Street, Port Louis, Mauritius 
(740): Ensafrica (NBMA Advocates LLP) of P.O. Box 12342 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

TERRACLOR SUPER  
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(210): 125811 (220): 22/12/2022  
(300): Non None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in industry, science, 
as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; compost, 
manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry 
and science.) and 5(Herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, 
fungicides, vermicides, rodenticides, weedicides, preparations 
for killing weeds and destroying vermin) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"PLANT" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
UPL MAURITIUS LIMITED of 6th Floor, Suite 157B, Harbor Front 
Building, President John Kennedy Street, Port Louis, Mauritius 
(740): ENSafrica NBMA Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 12342 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

VACCIPLANT  
 

(210): 125830 (220): 23/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Diesel engine exhaust gases converter fluid, 
sodium lauryl sulfuric acid, lauryl ether sulfate, triethanolamine, 
sodium lauryl ether sulfate, coconut fatty acid diethanolamide, 
drilling foam, industrial cleaning materials, cocoamidopropyl 
hydroxysultine, Cocoamidopropylamine oxide, sulfonic acid, 
ethylene glycol, sulfonic acid, Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulfate.), 
3(Fabric softener, dishwashing powder, washing powder, laundry 
liquid, CD, DVD cleaning spray, window cleaning liquid.), 
35(Advertising, export, buying and selling.) and 39(Packaging of 
goods.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word "CHEMICALS" separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): PADA SYNERGY GROUP LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 38101 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HEXA CHEMICALS  
 

(210): 125830 (220): 23/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Diesel engine exhaust gases converter fluid, 
sodium lauryl sulfuric acid, lauryl ether sulfate, triethanolamine, 
sodium lauryl ether sulfate, coconut fatty acid diethanolamide, 
drilling foam, industrial cleaning materials, cocoamidopropyl 
hydroxysultine, Cocoamidopropylamine oxide, sulfonic acid, 
ethylene glycol, sulfonic acid, Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulfate.), 
3(Fabric softener, dishwashing powder, washing powder, laundry 
liquid, CD, DVD cleaning spray, window cleaning liquid.), 
35(Advertising, export, buying and selling.) and 39(Packaging of 
goods.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word "CHEMICALS" separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): PADA SYNERGY GROUP LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 38101 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HEXA CHEMICALS  
 

(210): 125830 (220): 23/12/2022  
(300): None (511): 1(Diesel engine exhaust gases converter fluid, 
sodium lauryl sulfuric acid, lauryl ether sulfate, triethanolamine, 
sodium lauryl ether sulfate, coconut fatty acid diethanolamide, 
drilling foam, industrial cleaning materials, cocoamidopropyl 
hydroxysultine, Cocoamidopropylamine oxide, sulfonic acid, 
ethylene glycol, sulfonic acid, Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulfate.), 
3(Fabric softener, dishwashing powder, washing powder, laundry 
liquid, CD, DVD cleaning spray, window cleaning liquid.), 
35(Advertising, export, buying and selling.) and 39(Packaging of 
goods.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word "CHEMICALS" separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): PADA SYNERGY GROUP LIMITED of 
P.O. 38101 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HEXA CHEMICALS  
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(210): 125851 (220): 03/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Convenience food and savoury snacks; 
Salts, seasonings, flavourings and condiments; Baked goods, 
confectionery, chocolate and desserts; Sugars, natural 
sweeteners, sweet coatings and fillings, bee products; Ice, ice 
creams, frozen yogurts and sorbets; Coffee, teas and cocoa and 
substitutes therefor; Processed grains, starches, and goods made 
thereof, baking preparations and yeasts, ; rice, pasta and 
noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from 
cereals; honey, treacle; baking powder, spices, preserved herbs; 
vinegar, sauces and other condiments.) (526): None (730): 
TRADE KINGS LIMITED, A Zambian company of Plot No. 29381, 
Nampundwe Road Light Industrial Area, Lusaka, Zambia (740): 
CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

KABOODO  
 

(210): 125856 (220): 03/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Business support services, namely, 
business consulting to freelancers, start-ups, existing businesses 
and non-profit organizations; Business development services, 
namely, providing start-up support for businesses of others; 
Management services, namely, on-line business development 
services, namely, providing start-up support for businesses of 
others.), 41(Business training in the field of entrepreneurship, 
technology, application development, and cloud computing; 
Business training consultancy services; Computer education 
training services; Business training; Teaching and training in 
business, industry and information technology; Arranging 
professional workshop and training courses; Training in the field 
of design, advertising and communication technologies; Providing 
continuing business education courses.) and 42(Application 
service provider, namely, hosting, managing, developing, 
analyzing, and maintaining applications, software and web sites 
of others in the fields of business, technology, and cloud 
computing; Internet-based application service provider, namely, 
hosting, managing, developing, analyzing, and maintaining the 
code, applications, and software for web sites of others; 
Computer software development in the field of mobile 
applications; Design and development of software in the field of 
mobile applications; Technical support services, namely, 
troubleshooting of computer software problems; Technical 
support services, namely, installation, administration, and 
troubleshooting of web and database applications; Computer 
technology support services, namely, help desk services; 
Providing a website featuring resources, namely, non-
downloadable software for use in application development.) 
(526): Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the letters ''A'', ''S'' and ''W'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, 
INC. of 410 Terry Ave N, Seattle, Washington 98109, United 
States of America (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

AWS ACTIVATE  
 

(210): 125940 (220): 10/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper and cardboard; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; 
paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, 
films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers type, printing 
blocks) and 41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; 
sporting and cultural activities.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'EDUCATE', 
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'LTD', 'BOOKS', 'RESOURCES' and 'LEARNING' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): EDUCATE YOURSELF 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 1654 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Bob & 
Bob Advocates of P.O. Box 50570 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 125948 (220): 11/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Providing temporary accommodations; 
rental of temporary accommodation; reservations of temporary 
accommodations; hotel, motel, bar, cafe, restaurant, banquet 
and catering services; providing food and drinks; rental of rooms 
for holding functions, conferences, conventions, exhibitions, 
seminars and meetings) (526): None (730): HILTON WORLDWIDE 
MANAGE LIMITED of Maple Court Central Park Reeds Crescent 
Watford WD24 4QQ, United Kingdom (740): Ensafrica (NBMA 
Advocates LLP) of P.O. Box 12342 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 125976 (220): 12/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus for measuring electricity, 
automatic measuring devices, body composition measuring 
instrument, case packer, check weigher, weigh checker, weight 
checker, auto checker, conveyor scale, belt weigher, electrical 
measuring apparatus and instruments, electrical scales, fish fat 
and freshness measuring instrument, hopper scale, industrial 
scales for use in packaging products, load cell, measures, 
measuring apparatus and instruments, measuring devices, 
measuring equipment, multihead weigher, multihead scale, 
combination scale, combination weigher, packer scale, portable 
digital electronic scales, portable electronic scales, scales, 
surveying equipment and instruments, tire performance testing 
machine, truck scale, weighing scales and weighing scales for use 
in packaging products.) (526): None (730): YAMATO SEIKO 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA (doing business as Yamato Scale Co., Ltd) of 5-
22, Saenba-Cho, Akashi-Shi, Hyogo 673-8688, Japan (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 125976 (220): 12/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus for measuring electricity, 
automatic measuring devices, body composition measuring 
instrument, case packer, check weigher, weigh checker, weight 
checker, auto checker, conveyor scale, belt weigher, electrical 
measuring apparatus and instruments, electrical scales, fish fat 
and freshness measuring instrument, hopper scale, industrial 
scales for use in packaging products, load cell, measures, 
measuring apparatus and instruments, measuring devices, 
measuring equipment, multihead weigher, multihead scale, 
combination scale, combination weigher, packer scale, portable 
digital electronic scales, portable electronic scales, scales, 
surveying equipment and instruments, tire performance testing 
machine, truck scale, weighing scales and weighing scales for use 
in packaging products.) (526): None (730): YAMATO SEIKO 
KABUSHIKI KAISHA (doing business as YAMATO SCALE CO., LTD) of 
5-22, Saenba-Cho, Akashi-Shi, Hyogo 673-8688, Japan (740): CFL 
Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 126002 (220): 16/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Drinking water) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'MADINI', 'PURIFIED', 'DRINKING' and 'WATER' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of 
the Kiswahili word 'MADINI' is 'Minerals'. (730): MADINI FRESH 
WATER LTD of P. O. Box 15889, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None   
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(210): 126023 (220): 17/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 22(Fibres for use in the manufacture of wigs 
and of hair pieces) and 26(Wigs; hair pieces; hair extensions; 
weave hair extensions; synthetic braiding hair.) (526): None 
(730): Kaneka Corporation of 2-3-18, Nakanoshima, Kita-ku, 
Osaka, Japan (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach of P.O. Box 41546 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 126025 (220): 17/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 39(Boat transport; marine transport; freight 
[Shipping of goods]; rental of storage containers; stevedoring; 
boat rental; boat storage; delivery of goods; freight forwarding; 
freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.); freight brokerage; 
freighting; storage of goods; storage; warehousing.) (526): None 
(730): T.S. LINES LIMITED of 9/F., C-Bons International Center, 
108 Wai Yip Street Kowloon Hong Kong, China (740): Ndungu 
Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

 

(210): 126031 (220): 18/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in, other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; including 
letterheads, complimentary slips, business cards, envelopes, 
brochures, pamphlets and magazines, adhesives for stationery 
and household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; 
typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for 
packaging (not included in other classes); printers' type; printing 
blocks.), 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca 
and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread; 
pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, 
banking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 
spices; ice.), 31(Grains and agricultural, horticultural and 
forestry products not included in other classes; live animals; fresh 
fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; 
foodstuffs for animals; malt.) and 35(Advertising; business 
management; business administration; office functions.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "Biryani" and the device of "wheat grains" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The claims 
colours "green" and "gold" as shown in the representation. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili words "Kaka" and "Biryani" 
forming part of the mark is "brother" and "rice" respectively. 
(730): RTC TRUCKERS LIMITED of P.O. Box 82675 - 80100, 
Mombasa, Kenya (740): Daly Inamdar Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 
40034 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126043 (220): 18/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Chocolates, confectionery, candies, 
biscuits, cakes, pasta, macaroni, noodles, instant noodles, 
spaghetti, vermicelli, yeast, baking powder and other bakery 
ingredients, salad dressings, mayonnaise, vinegar, ketchup and 
sauces (condiments), ready to cook dough products, frozen 
dough, frozen parathas, ice creams, non-dairy frozen desserts, 
frozen fruit desserts, ice desserts, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, 
tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, bread, pastry, treacle, salt, 
mustard, flour made from cereals, spices, food beverages (grain-
based and herbal), gravies, herbal tea, honey, popcorn.) (526): 
Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the word 'MEDINA' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. There is no English translation or meaning for the word 
"MAMOUL MEDINA" (730): INTERNATIONAL FOODSTUFFS CO. LLC.  
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of Al-Wahda Street, Industrial Area No. 1, P.O. Box 4115, 
Sharjah, United Arab Emirates (740): Talal Abu-Ghazaleh 
Intellectual Property of P. O. Box 2537 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 126190 (220): 24/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 42(Development of broadcast and wireless 
communication sites adhering to environmental standards.) 
(526): Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'green', 'low', 'carbon', 'emissions' and 
the devices of ‘a leaf' and 'map of Africa' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ATC IP LLC a limited 
liability company organized and existing under the laws of the 
State of Delaware of 116 Huntington Avenue, Boston, 
Masachusetts 02116, United States of America (740): Coulson 
Harney LLP of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 126206 (220): 25/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Bread.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "BAKER", 
"KING" and the devices of the "Chef and “wheat grains" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole.separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): THE BAKERS TREAT & 
CONFECTIONERY of P. O. Box 223, Emali, Kenya (740):  None 

 
(210): 126218 (220): 26/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; Perfume, essential oils, cosmetics, 
hair lotions; dentifrices.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Beautiful' and 
devices of the 'Rose Flower' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): I AM BEAUTIFUL COMPANY LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 20809 - 00202, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 126266 (220): 31/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal and Pharmaceutical 
preparations.) (526): None (730): SUN PHARMACEUTICAL 
INDUSTRIES LIMITED of Sun House, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western 
Express Highway, Goregaon (E), Mumbai-400 063, Maharashtra, 
India (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

SEMALOG  
 

(210): 126269 (220): 31/01/2023  
(300): None (511): 34(Oral vaporizers for smokers; Cigarette 
cases; Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical 
purposes; Tobacco; Cigarette tips; Tobacco jars; Electronic 
cigarettes; Matches; Flavourings, other than essential oils, for use 
in electronic cigarettes; Cigarettes.) (526): None (730): 
SHENZHEN LEZI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD of 3D, Block D, Central 
Avenue, Intersection of Xixiang Avenue and Baoyuan Road, 
Laodong Community, Xixiang Street, Bao'an District, Shenzhen, 
China (740): Simba & Simba Advocates of P. O. Box 10312 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126289 (220): 01/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations to 
treat urological and prostate related diseases and disorders.) 
(526): None (730): SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED of 
Sun House, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon 
(E), Mumbai-400 063, Maharashtra, India (740): CFL Advocates of 
P .O. Box 23555 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

PRODUTA  
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(210): 126303 (220): 02/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.), 
35(Advertising; business management; business administration; 
office functions.), 38(Telecommunications.), 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural 
activities.) and 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer hardware 
and software.) (526): None (730): DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE 
LLC of P. O. Box 9292, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (740): CFL 
Advocates of P.O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126315 (220): 03/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the device of a ‘hand holding cash’ and the word "Lotto" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): HANS-
JUEGEN STRENGER of P.O. Box 51546 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): Alice Wairimu Mugo Advocates of P.O. Box 51546 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126318 (220): 03/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations.) 
(526): None (730): HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BILMONT  
 

(210): 126318 (220): 03/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations.) 
(526): None (730): HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BILMONT  
 

(210): 126322 (220): 03/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and medical Preparations.) 
(526): None (730): HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BILASTEN  
 

(210): 126323 (220): 03/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations.) 
(526): None (730): HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VORIZEST  
 

(210): 126324 (220): 03/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and Medical Preparations.) 
(526): None (730): HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

QTIPRIL  
 

(210): 126325 (220): 03/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals.) (526): None (730): 
HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

DABIGAT  
 

(210): 126337 (220): 03/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic beverages, except beers; 
alcoholic preparations for making beverages) (526): None (730): 
RUPERT & ROTHSCHILD VIGNERONS (PTY) LTD of Klapmuts Road, 
Simondium, South Africa (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews of 
P. O. Box 30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 126352 (220): 06/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Wholesalers, retailers and suppliers or 
distributors of drinking water.) and 40(Purification and treatment 
of drinking water.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the devices of ‘head of a lion’, "Hut", 
letter "M", words "Purified", "Drinking", “Majji”, "Water" and the 
numerals "2", "3" and "9" each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. English translation of the word "MAHITAJI" is 
"requirements" or "needs". "MAJJI" is an Indian word meaning 
"cleaned" (730): NAPRO INDUSTRIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 392 - 
00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Shah & Shah Advocates of P. O. Box 
45839 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126399 (220): 09/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 6(Common metals and their alloys, ores; 
metal building materials for building and construction; 
transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway 
tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; 
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of 
metal; metal containers for storage or transport; safes; ores) 
(526): None (730): IMPERIAL MABATI FACTORY LIMITED of P.O. 
Box 21996 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

IMPERIAL V-TILE  
 

(210): 126508 (220): 14/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
EASTLEIGH PHARAMCEUTICALS CO. LTD of P. O. Box 167 - 00610, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VIPRAZOLE  
 

(210): 126510 (220): 14/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications.) and 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural 
activities.) (526): None (730): THE NEWS HUB LIMITED of Office 
at 10th Floor, Building 7 Chiswick Park, 566 Chiswick High Road, 
London, W4 5YG, England (740): Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual 
Property of P. O. Box 2537 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 126583 (220): 17/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
39(Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel 
arrangement.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word "Dash", the devices of the 
"human being", "motor cycle" and the letter "D" each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DOORDASH COMPANY 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 8150, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 126680 (220): 27/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 24(Textiles and textile goods.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "Textiles", "Apparels" ,''Limited'' and the letter ''F'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
BILLION DOLLAR TEXTILES & APPARELS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
104554 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 126691 (220): 28/02/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities.) (526): None (730): FOUNDERS FREEDOM 
ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P. O. Box 37609 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

FOUNDERS FREEDOM  
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(210): 126730 (220): 01/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus and installations for lighting, 
heating, cooling, steam generating, cooking, drying, ventilating, 
water supply and sanitary purposes; bathtubs, bath fittings, bath 
plumbing fixtures, bidets, showers, shower enclosures, sinks, 
taps, toilets Seats, toilet bowls, Urinals and Urinal Partitions 
Jacuzzi) (526): None (730): EURO HOMES LIMITED of P. O. Box 
18887 - 00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None  
(210): 126763 (220): 03/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Slide fasteners [zippers] manufacturing 
machines and apparatus; buttons manufacturing machines and 
apparatus; slide fasteners [zippers] attaching machines and 
apparatus; buttons attaching machines and apparatus; sewing 
machines; needles for sewing machines; dyeing machines and 
apparatus; textile dyeing and finishing machines and apparatus; 
painting machines and apparatus; metalworking machines and 
tools; machines for the textile industry; repairing or fixing 
machines and apparatus; repairing or fixing machines and 
apparatus for slide fasteners, zippers and buttons; printing 
machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines and 
apparatus; plastic processing machines and apparatus; injection 
molding machines; injection plastic molding machines.), 
12(Clasps for automobile seat covers; fastening clips for 
automobile seat covers; clips for automobile seats; fasteners for 
automobile seats; parts and fittings of automobile seats; clips 
adapted for fastening automobile parts to automobile bodies; 
clips adapted for fastening automobile seat covers to automobile 
seats; interior trim for automobiles; seat covers for automobiles; 
parts and fitting of automobiles.), 18(Bags; purses; change 
purses; pouches; vanity cases, not fitted; business card cases; 
card cases [notecases]; pocket wallets; leather straps; handbag 
and purse frames; frames for pouches; frames for bags [structural 
parts of bags]; frames for coin purses [structural parts of coin 
purses]; shoulder belts, shoulder straps, and straps for bags, 
pouches, and purses; shoulder pads for shoulder belts, shoulder 
straps, and straps for bags, pouches, and purses;), 24(Woven 
fabrics; narrow woven fabrics; narrow width fabrics; cotton 
fabrics; knitted fabrics; elastic woven fabrics; woollen fabric; 
non-woven textile fabrics; felt; labels of textile; labels of cloth; 
towels of textile.), 25(Clothing; coats; sweaters; shirts; 
underwear [underclothing]; hosiery; bathing suits; bathing caps; 
camisoles; tank-tops; tee-shirts; dresses; sleep masks; aprons 
[clothing]; neck scarves; socks and stockings other than special 
sportswear, puttees and gaiters; fur stoles; shawls; scarves 
[scarfs]; gloves [clothing]; mittens; neckties; neckerchiefs; 
bandanas [neckerchiefs]; thermal supporters [clothing]; mufflers 
[clothing]; ear muffs [clothing]; nightcaps; headgear for wear; 
garters; sock suspenders; braces ( suspenders) for clothing; 
waistbands belts (clothing); footwear [other than special 
footwear for sports]; masquerade costumes; special footwear for 
sports; clothes for sports, other than clothes for water sports; 
jackets [clothing]; knitwear [clothing]; skirts; suits; trousers; 
pants (Am.); uniforms; sports jerseys; jumpers [pullovers]; shirt 
fronts; suspenders [braces] for clothing; antibacterial and 
deodorized clothing; deodorized clothing; antibacterial and 
deodorized footwear (other than special footwear for sports); 
deodorized footwear (other than special footwear for sports), 
26(Slide fasteners [zippers]; hook and pile fastening tapes; 
adjustable fasteners for clothing, footwear, headgear and bags; 
zip fasteners for reclosable plastic bags; buttons; snap buttons 
[snap fasteners]; ornamental novelty buttons; hooks and eyes; 
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hooks [haberdashery]; eyelets for clothing; shoe eyelets; buckles 
for clothing; shoe buckles; snap hooks; cord stoppers; cord end 
stoppers; elastic ribbons; webbing in the nature of woven fabric 
tapes for sewing purposes; buckles in the nature of tape 
adjusters; slide fasteners and parts thereof; zipper pulls; plastic 
pullers to be attached to cord ends of clothing, bags and 
pouches; metal fittings for bags; clasps for bags, pouches and 
purses; fastenings for bags, pouches, and purses; buckles for 
bags, pouches, and purses; length adjusters for shoulder belts, 
shoulder straps, and straps for bags, pouches, and purses; hooks 
for belts and straps for bags, pouches, and purses; buckles for 
backpacks, travel bags, and bags for sports; zip fasteners for 
bags; clasps for bags; buckles for bags; clasps for coin purses; 
clasp fasteners; fastenings for clothing), 35(Advertising and 
publicity services; business management analysis or business 
consultancy; business management consultancy; providing 
information concerning commercial sales; sales promotion for 
others; import-export agency services; marketing research; 
analysis of market study data and statistics; publicity material 
rental; rental of advertising space on websites; providing 
information concerning rental of advertising space on websites; 
rental or providing of advertising space; providing information 
concerning rental or providing of advertising space; marketing 
research or analysis; business management of hotels; reception 
services for visitors in buildings [office functions]; employment 
agency services; business management and administration; 
business administration for others; drawing up of statements of 
accounts; providing information concerning drawing up of 
statements of accounts; consultancy concerning drawing up of 
statements of accounts; accounting; book-keeping; providing 
information concerning accounting and book-keeping; consultancy 
concerning accounting and book-keeping; arranging newspaper, 
magazines and book subscriptions for others; providing 
information concerning arrangement of newspaper, magazines 
and book subscriptions for others; consultancy concerning 
arrangement of newspaper, magazines and book subscriptions for 
others; addressing of envelopes; office functions; clerical 
services; keypunching [office functions]; document copying 
services; providing employment information; promoting the goods 
and services of others by distributing coupons; compilation of 
information into computer databases; organization of trade fairs; 
consultancy concerning commercialization of new products and 
newly developed products; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; organization of fashion shows for 
commercial purposes; providing commercial information and 
advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; 
demonstration of goods; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs 
and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; 
retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services 
or wholesale services for footwear; retail services or wholesale 
services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale 
services for metal hardware; retail services or wholesale services 
for metal fittings for bags; retail services or wholesale services 
for purse frames; retail services or wholesale services for metal-
substitute plastic fasteners; retail services or wholesale services 
for straps and leather straps; retail services or wholesale services 
for eyelets for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for 
personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for clothing 
buckles; retail services or wholesale services for food and 
beverages; retail services or wholesale services for joinery 
fittings; retail services or wholesale services for building 
materials; retail services or wholesale services for processed 
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food; retail services or wholesale services for meat; retail 
services or wholesale services for confectionery, bread and buns) 
and 37(Repair or maintenance of slide fasteners [zippers] and 
providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of 
buttons and providing information relating thereto; repair or 
maintenance of buckles for clothing, shoe buckles, buckles for 
bags, pouches, and purses and providing information relating 
thereto; repair or maintenance of slide fasteners [zippers] 
manufacturing machines and apparatus and providing information 
relating thereto; repair or maintenance of buttons manufacturing 
machines and apparatus and providing information relating 
thereto; repair or maintenance of slide fasteners [zippers] 
attaching machines and apparatus and providing information 
relating thereto; repair or maintenance of buttons attaching 
machines and apparatus and providing information relating 
thereto; clothing repair [mending clothing] and providing 
information relating thereto; renovation of clothing and providing 
information relating thereto; repair of bags or pouches and 
providing information relating thereto.) (526): None (730): YKK 
CORPORATION of 1, Kanda izumi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-
8642, Japan (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P. O. 
Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 126764 (220): 03/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicides.) (526): None (730): ADAMA 
AGAN LTD. of P. O. Box 262, Northern Industrial Zone, Ashdod, 
7710201, Israel (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P. 
O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126765 (220): 03/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides, insecticides, fungicides and 
herbicides.) (526): None (730): ADAMA AGAN LTD. of P. O. Box 
262, Northern Industrial Zone, Ashdod, 7710201, Israel (740): 
Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 126766 (220): 03/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical preparations) (526): None 
(730): RITE AID HEALTH CARE (PTY) LTD. of 516 Hyde Park 
Corner, Corner Jan Smuts Avenue and William Nicol Dr, Hyde Park 
2196, South Africa (740): Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of 
P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126769 (220): 06/052023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording transmitting, 
reproducing or processing sound, images or data; recorded and 
downloadable media, computer software, blank digital or 
analogue recording and storage media; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; 
computers and computer peripheral devices; diving suits, divers' 
masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, 
gloves for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus.), 35Advertising; business 
management, organization and administration; office functions.) 
and 38(Telecommunications services.) (526): None (730): 
LEDRAD MEDIA LIMITED of P. O. Box 43123 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): None 
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(210): 126795 (220): 07/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching 
apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, 
recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, 
data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing 
apparatus.), 10(Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary 
apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, es and teeth, 
orthopaedic articles; suture materials.), 35(Advertising; business 
management; business administration; office functions.), 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design 
and development of computer hardware and software.) and 
44(Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care 
for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and 
forestry services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word 'Afya' and the device of a 
"Stethoscope" each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): KIPEPEO IMAGES LIMITED of P. O. Box 67635 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Shabaan Associates Advocates LLP 
of P. O. Box 48655 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 126817 (220): 08/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 17(Gypsum Fillers, Gap Fillers) and 19(Water 
proof cement, Tile grout) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right the exclusive use of the words ''CONCENTRATED'', 
"WATER", "PROOF" and "CEMENT" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): PIDEX PRODUCTS LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 50296 - 00200, Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PIDEX CONCENTRATED 

WATER PROOF 

CEMENT  
 

(210): 126869 (220): 10/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers; non-alcoholic beers.) and 
33(Alcoholic beverages (excluding beers); hard seltzers.) (526): 
The registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the letter ''A'' and the year ''1870'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AMSTEL BROUWERIJ B.V. 
of Tweede Wateringplantsoen 21, 1017 ZD, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands (740): CFL Advocates of P .O. Box 23555 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya  
(210): 126886 (220): 13/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing (Original women's wear) (526): 
None (730): IKOJN AFRICA LIMITED of P. O. Box 884 - 00621, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 126923 (220): 14/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 28(Toys, games and playthings namely action 
figures, action figure play sets, character toy figures and toy 
animal figures, character toy figure and toy animal figure play 
sets, toy figurines, toy pet figures and accessories therefor, 
collectible toy figures, collectible game pieces, namely 
transforming character toy figures and collectible character 
cards, plush toys, toy vehicles, children's multiple activity toys, 
children's multiple activity toys featuring interactive activities 
and digital applications, toy building sets, educational toys for 
children for developing, ride-on toys, construction toys, parlor 
games, puzzles, role-playing games, card games, collectible 
trading cards, board games, interactive board games, action skill 
games, action target games, electronic handheld games for use 

BAKUGAN 
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with external display screen or monitor and electronic action 
toys; party balloons; party favours; party hats; party games; 
novelty items in the form of small toys) (526): None (730): SPIN 
MASTER LTD of 225 King Street West, Suite 200, Toronto, Ontario, 
M5V 3M2, Canada (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 
10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 126956 (220): 17/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Non-medicated cosmetics; toiletry 
preparations; non-medicated dentifrices; perfumery; essential 
oils / ethereal oils; preparations for cleaning and perfuming; 
bleaching preparations for household purposes; laundry 
preparations; detergents; fabric softeners for laundry use; stain 
removers; soaps; tissues impregnated with cleaning preparations; 
cleaning wet wipes for hygienic and cosmetic use; tissues 
impregnated with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic products; cologne.) and 16(Toilet paper, paper napkins, 
tissue paper box, paper tissue, pocket handkerchiefs of paper, 
paper towels.) (526): Registration of this trademark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words ''GOOD'' and ''CARE'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): HAYAT 
KIMYA SANAYI ANONIM SIRKETI of Mahir iz Caddesi, No. 25, 
Altunizade Uskiidar, Istanbul , Turkey (740): CFL Advocates of 
P.O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 126985 (220): 21/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 34(Cigarettes; Electronic cigarettes; Liquid 
solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; Oral vaporizers for 
smokers; Flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; 
Cigarette holders; Tobacco pipes; Cigarettes cases; Cigarettes 
containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; 
Flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic 
cigarettes.) (526): None (730): SHENZHEN FORESIGHT 
INNOVATIONS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD of Floor4, 1#Lichun 
Building, Taihuawutong Industrial Park Sanwei Community 
Hangcheng Sub-District, Bao'an District, Shenzhen, China (740): 
Simba & Simba & Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 10312 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 127069 (220): 27/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance, Financial, Monetary, Real 
Estate Affairs.) (526): None (730): FINNET TRUST of P. O. Box 
48179 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None   
(210): 127091 (220): 28/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(soap; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; 
shampoos; cakes of toilet soap; laundry preparations; stain 
removers; cleaning preparations; essential oils; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; lipsticks; beauty masks; make-up 
preparations; Make-up boxes with cosmetics; cosmetics; mascara; 
make-up powder; cosmetic pencils; colorants for toilet purposes; 
perfumes; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic preparations for slimming 
purposes; sunscreen preparations; toothpaste.), 5(vitamin 
preparations; dietary fiber; chemico-pharmaceutical 
preparations; Protein supplements for animals; medicinal tea; 
germicides; by-products of the processing of cereals for dietetic 
or medical purposes; preparations of trace elements for human 
and animal use; medicated sweets; mineral dietary supplements; 
mustard plasters; disinfectants; protein dietary supplements; 
dietetic substances adapted for medical use; nutritional 
supplements; depuratives; air purifying preparations; sanitary 
towels; sanitary pads; sanitary tampons.), 10(massage apparatus; 
physiotherapy apparatus; medical apparatus and instruments; 
vibromassage apparatus; cupping glasses; body composition 
monitors; Electric massage guns; orthopaedic articles; sanitary 
masks; dental apparatus and instruments.) and 35(demonstration 
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of goods; advertising; business management consultancy; 
organization of trade fairs; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; commercial administration 
of the licensing of the goods and services of others; providing 
commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice 
of products and services; Influencer marketing; business 
management for freelance service providers; systemization of 
information into computer databases; retail services for 
pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical 
supplies; wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and 
sanitary preparations and medical supplies.) (526): None (730): 
TIANJIN FOHOWAY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO LTD. of No. 
16 Hongseng Avenue, Huaming Subdistrict Dongli District, Tianjin, 
China (740): Gitahi Munyi & Associates of P. O. Box 19785 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 127104 (220): 29/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunication services- services that 
allow at least one party to communicate with another ,as well as 
services for the broadcasting and transmission of data) (526): 
Registration of this trademark shall give no right to the exclusive 
use of the words ''HUDUMA'', ''DIGITAL'', “Computer'' per se each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole ''HUDUMA'' is a 
Kiswahili word that translates to 'service’ in English. (730): 
HUDUMA KENYA SECRETARIAT of P. O. Box 30050 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127111 (220): 29/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Metalworking machines and tools and their 
parts and fittings; cutting tools being parts of machines; dies for 
use with machine tools; metalworking machines and tools for 
friction stir welding of metals; metalworking machines and tools, 
namely, impact wrenches, electric ratchet wrenches, wrenches 
(power-driven), electric screwdrivers, electrical drills, drilling 
bits [parts of machines], reamers [parts of machines], grinding 
tools [parts of machines], hammers [parts of machines], jigsaws 
[machines], electric sanders; cutting tools other than hand-
operated; ceramic cutting tools and dies for metalworking, other 
than hand-operated; cemented carbide cutting tools other than 
hand-operated; cermet cutting tools other than hand-operated; 
diamond-pointed metal-cutting tools other than hand-operated; 
thread milling cutters (machine tools); milling cutters (machine 
tools); cemented carbide tips for use with machine tools; wear-
resistant metal-cutting tools other than hand-operated; moulds 
and dies for metal-forming (parts of machines); non-electric 
prime movers, not for land vehicles; parts of non-electric prime 
movers; parts of engines, namely, engine gaskets, DPF gasket 
kits, cylinder head gaskets, sealings, injectors, air conditioner 
filters, air conditioner relays, turbochargers, power steering 
pumps, oil pumps, water pumps, urea SCR filters, urea water 
filters, DPF (Diesel particulate filters), pistons, cylinder liners, 
valve rocker arms and shafts, fuel pumps, carburetors, diesel fuel 
injection systems (mechanical), diesel fuel injection systems 
(electronic), diesel fuel injection nozzles, fuel filters, air 
cleaners; parts of engines, namely, oil pump filters, oil coolers, 
fans and fan clutches, exhaust manifold converters, mufflers; 
motors for automobile wipers; parts of engines, namely, throttle 
bodies, timing belts, fan belts for machines, belt tensioners, 
clutches, pressure switches being parts of machines; motors, 
other than for land vehicles; fan belts for motors and engines; 
transmissions for machines; mechanical engine parts for land 
vehicles; igniting devices for internal combustion engines; 
ignition apparatus and their accessories being parts of internal 

Niterra 
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combustion engines of all kinds, namely spark plugs, glow plugs, 
spark plug caps, spark plug cables and spark plug ignition coils; 
chemical processing machines and apparatus; machines for 
generating gas by electrolysis; apparatus for hardening molded 
products of lime material by applying carbon dioxide; 
electromechanical machines for chemical industry; tile making 
machines; pottery manufacturing machines and apparatus; 
potters' wheels; high-voltage generators; electricity generators; 
fuel dispensing machines for service stations; fuel dispensing 
pumps for service stations; fuel dis-penSing- machines for 
hydrogen stations; fuel dispensing pumps for hydrogen stations; 
hydrogen station equipment for fuel cell vehicles; valves (parts of 
engines); valves (parts of engines), namely, EGR valves, ISC 
valves, proportional relay valves, ASS modulator valves, trailer 
control valves, thermostatic valves; industrial fishing machines; 
machines and equipment for the aquaculture industry; machines 
and equipment for the aquaculture industry, namely, tanks being 
parts of machines, water pumps and auto-feeders; chemical 
vapor deposition reaction machines for processing semiconductor 
wafers; chemical vapor deposition reaction machines for 
manufacturing liquid crystals; physical vapor deposition reaction 
machines for processing semiconductor wafers; physical vapor 
deposition reaction machines for manufacturing liquid crystals; 
plasma etching processing machines for processing semiconductor 
wafers; plasma etching processing machines for manufacturing 
liquid crystals; ion implanting machines for processing 
semiconductor wafers; ion implanting machines for 
manufacturing liquid crystals; semiconductor wafer processing 
machines and parts therefor; semiconductor manufacturing 
machines and systems; parts and fittings of semiconductor 
manufacturing machines and systems; machines for 
manufacturing liquid crystal display devices; machine elements 
not for land vehicles; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and 
instruments; generators with cogeneration function; alternators; 
direct current generators; ignition coils [parts of engines]; fuel 
pressure regulators for internal combustion engines.) and 
9(Telecommunication machines and apparatus, and their parts 
for measuring, testing, monitoring and detecting water quality; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus, and their parts for 
analyzing and visualizing data of water-quality for use with 
monitoring devices and water-quality monitors; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus, and their parts for 
collecting and utilizing data of automobiles; telecommunication 
machines and apparatus, and their parts for use in the field of 
fuel cells and other batteries; telecommunication machines and 
apparatus, and their parts for measuring, monitoring, managing 
and evaluating condition of batteries; telecommunication 
machines and apparatus, and their parts for conducting, 
controlling and regulating the distribution of electricity; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus, and their parts for 
trading greenhouse ga~ emission rights or credits; 
telecommunication machines and apparatus, and their parts for 
measurement, analysis and management of greenhouse gas 
emission; telecommunication machines and apparatus, and their 
parts for controlling and managing measuring and testing 
machines and instruments; electron tubes; semi-conductor 
devices; electronic circuits; computer programs, recorded; 
computer programs, downloadable; downloadable image and 
video files; downloadable audio and sound files; electronic 
publications, downloadable; personal digital assistants; 
laboratory apparatus and instruments; power distribution or 
control machines and apparatus; apparatus and instruments for 
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conducting, controlling and regulating the distribution of 
electricity; high voltage generators for ignition using dry battery 
or household power source; high voltage generators for 
piezoelectric gas ignition; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting 
at a distance; igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting; rotary 
converters; phase modifiers; electric or magnetic meters and 
testers; conductors, electric; cables, electric; eyewear; 
computer hardware; computer peripherals; electronic 
components; piezoelectric elements (electronic components); 
semi-conductor elements; integrated circuits; integrated circuit 
packages; integrated circuit substrates; computer hardware for 
measuring, testing, monitoring and detecting water quality; 
computer hardware for analyzing and visualizing data of water-
quality for use with monitoring devices and water-quality 
monitors; computer hardware for collecting and utilizing data of 
automobiles; computer hardware for use in the field of fuel cells 
and other batteries; computer hardware for measuring, 
monitoring, managing and evaluating condition of batteries; 
computer hardware for conducting, controlling and regulating the 
distribution of electricity; computer hardware for trading 
greenhouse gas emission rights or credits; computer hardware for 
measurement, analysis and management of greenhouse gas 
emission; computer hardware for controlling and managing 
measuring and testing machines and instruments; buzzers, 
electric; fire alarms; gas leak alarms; burglar alarms; magnetic 
cores; resistance wires; electrodes, other than welding 
electrodes or medical electrodes; fuel cell electrodes; calculating 
machines; ultrasonic wave oscillators; ozonisers [ozonators]; 
measuring or testing machines and instruments; measuring 
apparatus and instruments; sensors, detectors and monitoring 
instruments; piezoelectric sensors; thermal sensors; optical 
sensors; gas sensors; pressure sensors; acceleration sensors; 
velocity sensors; distance sensors; water quality sensors; 
apparatus for measuring concentration of fuel vapor, oxygen, 
nitrogen, oxide, hydrocarbon, methane, alcohol and hydrogen in 
air or gas; apparatus for measuring concentration of fuel vapor, 
oxygen, nitrogen oxide, hydrocarbon, methane, alcohol and 
hydrogen, and controlling air/fuel ratio in the exhaust gas from 
internal combustion engines, boilers, incinerators, gas turbines, 
generators and fuel cells; knock sensors; temperature sensors; 
outdoor air sensors for measuring air quality; load sensors; 
hydrogen leak detection sensors; urea sensors; speed sensors; 
sensors for measuring the position of liquid; position sensors; 
sensors for measuring flow rate of gas, air and liquid; gear 
position sensors of transmission; anti-theft infrared sensors; 
liquid detection sensors; impact detection sensors; illuminance 
sensors; sensors fur measuring air inhalation speed; parking aid 
sensors; electromagnetic sensors; ultrasonic sensors; sensors 
[measurement apparatus], other than fur medical use; vibration 
sensors; motion sensors; infrared sensors; photoelectric sensors; 
machines for analyzing failure of semiconductor, parts for 
ceramic semiconductor, ceramic wiring board; electronic sensors; 
electronic decoders; electronic meters; electronic timing 
apparatus; electronic control systems; electronic control units; 
electronic surveillance apparatus; electronic control apparatus; 
electronic semi-conductors; process controlling apparatus 
[electronic]; testing apparatus for electronic equipment; 
electrodes; electrical cells and batteries, and their parts and 
fittings; galvanic cells; battery cases; solar batteries, and their 
parts and fittings; solar panels for the production of electricity; 
chargers fur electric accumulators, and their parts and fittings; 
battery charging equipment; battery cases equipped with 
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measuring equipment and communication equipment for 
measuring, monitoring and managing condition of batteries; 
battery chargers utilizing solar power generation panels equipped 
with measuring equipment and communication equipment fur 
measuring, monitoring and managing condition of batteries; 
apparatus fur measuring heat production by household fuel-cells 
by monitoring flow volume of heating medium in-and-out 
temperature differences; calorimeters; fuel cells using metal 
anodes or alkaline fluid electrolytes; polymer electrolyte fuel 
cells; computers for remote monitoring of fuel battery generators 
using communication networks; fuel cells; electrochemical power 
generating apparatus, including fuel-cells stacks, heat insulating 
containers, control devices for fuel cells; fuel cell power 
generation equipment; fuel cell power generation equipment fur 
vehicles; light-emitting diodes [LED]; parts and fittings for light 
diodes; fuel battery cells; fuel cell stacks; fuel cell modules; 
electric wires, cables, and connectors for land and water 
vehicles, and their accessories; sensors for vehicles; automotive 
and other vehicular sensors, namely, position sensors, 
temperature sensors, pressure sensors, speed sensors, vacuum 
sensors, oxygen sensors, fluid level sensors, knock sensors and 
mass air flow sensors; battery clips 'and battery leads; starting 
and charging system components, namely, electric starting 
cables, electrical wires, voltage regulators, and voltage 
stabilizers; electrical switches; pressure switches; ignition parts 
fur intemal combustion engines in the nature of capacitors, 
control module, namely, electronic controls for gasoline engines 
fur land vehicles and voltage regulators and reducers; solenoid 
valves [electromagnetic switches]; Electronically Controlled Air 
Suspension (ECAS) solenoid valves; Variable Valve Timing (VVT) 
solenoids; protective helmets; oxygen breathing apparatus, other 
than for artificial respiration; starters for motors and engines, 
and their parts and fittings.) (526): None (730): NGK SPARK PLUG 
CO., LTD. of 1-1-1, Higashisakura, Higashi-ku, Nagoya-shi, Japan 
(740):  J. K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P. O. Box 60664 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 127159 (220): 31/03/2023  
(300): None (511): 6(Common metals and their alloys, ores; 
metal materials for building and construction; transportable 
buildings of metal; non-electric cables and wires of common 
metal; small items of metal hardware; metal containers for 
storage or transport; safes.) and 19(Building materials (non-
metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and 
bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not 
of metal.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words "ROOFING" and "SYSTEM" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole (730): CBMI 
(KENYA) CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 26604 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 127218 (220): 05/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, marketing and promotional 
services, organization of commercial trade affairs and exhibitions 
and business management services.), 38(Telecommunication 
services including but not limited to radio and television 
broadcasting, video on demand transmission, provision of internet 
chartrooms and online forums, telephone and voice mail services 
and teleconferencing and video conferencing services.) and 
41(Online/digitallearning, educational and training services 
offering agricultural information and other related information 
and publication of books and texts.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 

KAKUZI ACADEMY 
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"ACADEMY" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
‘KAKUZI’ is from the Kamba word Kakuswi which is the name of 
an evergreen thorn-tree, which is/was found in the area where 
the is located (730): KAKUZI PLC of P.O. Box 24 - 01000, Thika, 
Kenya (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P.O. Box 40111 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 127221 (220): 05/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, marketing and promotional 
services, organization of commercial trade affairs and exhibitions 
and business management services.), 38(Telecommunication 
services including but not limited to radio and television 
broadcasting, video on demand transmission, provision of internet 
chartrooms and online forums, telephone and voice mail services 
and teleconferencing and video conferencing services) and 
41(Online/digital learning, educational and training services 
offering agricultural information and other related information 
and publication of books and texts.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"FARMERS" and "MARKET" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. KAKUZI is from the Kamba word KAKUSWI which 
is the name of an evergreen thorn-tree, which is/was found in 
the area where the is located (730): KAKUZI PLC of P. O. Box 24 - 
01000, Thika, Kenya (740): Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P. O. 
Box 40111- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

KAKUZI FARMERS 

MARKET  
 

(210): 127222 (220): 05/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising, marketing and promotional 
services, organization of commercial trade affairs and exhibitions 
and business management services.), 38(Telecommunication 
services including but not limited to radio and television 
broadcasting, video on demand transmission, provision of internet 
chartrooms and online forums, telephone and voice mail services 
and teleconferencing and video conferencing services.) and 
41(Online/digital learning, educational and training services 
offering agricultural information and other related information 
and publication of books and texts.) (526): None (730): KAKUZI 
PLC of P. O. Box 24 - 01000, Thika, Kenya (740): Kaplan & 
Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

KAKUZI KITCHEN  
 

(210): 127224 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Dietetic food, beverages and substances 
adapted for medical and clinical use; food for babies; infant 
formula; lacteal flour for babies; powdered milk for babies; food 
and food substances for medical use for children and invalids; 
nutritional supplements; dietary supplements for medical use; 
vitamin preparations, mineral-based preparations; dietary fiber; 
vitamin preparations and substances; dietary and nutritional 
supplements.), 29(Cooked dishes based on vegetables, potatoes, 
fruit, meat, poultry, fish and food products from the sea; 
preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; 
vegetable puree; fruit purees; milk and milk products; powdered 
milk; preparations and beverages based on milk; milk substitutes; 
milk beverages, milk predominating; milk based beverages 
containing cereals; yogurt; soya milk (milk substitutes); soups; 
jellies, compotes.) and 30(Biscuits; cereal based preparations and 
beverages included in this class; cereal for breakfast; cereal bars; 
ready-to-eat cereals; cereal preparations; snacks made from 
cereals; food products made from rice, flour, oatmeal or cereal 
flour, also in the form of cooked dishes.) (526): None (730): 
SOCIETE DES PRODUITS NESTLE S.A. of 1800 Vevey, Switzerland 
(740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 127225 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Pistons for engines; pistons [parts of 
machines and engines]; pistons for compressors; pistons for 
machines; pistons for vehicle engines; pistons for intemal 
combustion engines; pistons for cylinder, pistons for land vehicle 
engines; pistons for intemal combustion engines for vehicles; 
piston pins for intemal combustion engines for vehicles; pistons 
for intemal combustion engines for land vehicles; piston pins for 
intemal combustion engines for land vehicles; piston rods for 
intemal combustion engines; surface treated pistons and cylinder 
heads for vehicles; surface treated pistons and cylinder heads for 
land vehicles; piston rings being engine parts; piston segments; 
plunger pistons; cylinder head gaskets; cylinder head gasket sets; 
oil seals; valves for internal combustion engines, valves for 
engines.) (526): None (730): ART KINZOKU KOGYO KABUSHIKI 
KAISHA (also trading as Art Metal Manufacturing Co., Ltd.) of 2-
43, 2-chrome, Tokiwagi, Ueda-shi, Nagano-Ken, Japan (740): 
Ndungu Njoroge & Kwach Advocates of P. O. Box 41546 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 127228 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use or veterinary use, food for 
babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides, insecticides.) (526): 
CRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "C", "K", "L" and "X" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): CKL AFRICA LIMITED of P. O. Box 
40596 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & 
Mathews Advocates of P.O. Box 30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127229 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use or veterinary use, food for 
babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides, insecticides.) (526): 
CRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "C", "K", "L" and "X" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): CKL AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 
40596 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & 
Mathews of P. O. Box 30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127230 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use or veterinary use, food for 
babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides, insecticides.) (526): 
CRegistration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "C", "K", "L" and "X" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): CKL AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 
40596 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & 
Mathews of P. O. Box 30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 127232 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use or veterinary use, food for 
babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides, insecticides.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "ADVANCED" separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): CKL AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 40596 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews of P. O. Box 
30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127233 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use or veterinary use, food for 
babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides, insecticides.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "GOLD" separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): CKL AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 40596 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews of P. O. Box 
30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127234 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use or veterinary use, food for 
babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides, insecticides.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word "NUTRITION" separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): CKL AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 40596 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews of P. O. Box 
30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 127237 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use or veterinary use, food for 
babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides, parasiticides, insecticides.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "C", "K", "L" and "X" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): CKL AFRICA LIMITED of P.O. Box 
40596 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & 
Mathews of P. O. Box 30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127240 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations for treatment of 
infected udder.) (526): None (730): ATLANTIS LIFE SCIENCE 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 33035 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

INTRACURE  
 

(210): 127241 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations for treatment of 
infected udder.) (526): None (730): ATLANTIS LIFE SCIENCE 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 33035 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MASTIGON  
 

(210): 127242 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations for tick control.) 
(526): None (730): ATLANTIS LIFE SCIENCE LIMITED of P.O. Box 
33035 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CITROTRAZ  
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(210): 127243 (220): 06/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations.) (526): None 
(730): ATLANTIS LIFE SCIENCE LIMITED of P.O. Box 33035 - 00600, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ENDORAN  
 

(210): 127274 (220): 11/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Spectacles; encoded identification 
bracelets, magnetic; protective helmets; data processing 
apparatus; 3D spectacles; data gloves; Headsets; Smartglasses; 
Smartwatches; Smart rings; wearable computers; wearable video 
display monitors; thin client computers; laptop computer; tablet 
computers; notebook computers; black boxes [data recorders]; 
sleeves for laptops.) (526): The mark KIESLECT has no special 
meaning in this application.(730): SHANGHAI WENCHANG 
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD of Building 1-3, No. 63, liantai Road, 
Baoshan District, Shanghai, China (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. 
Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127299 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Tomato ketchup.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"TOMATO", "KETCHUP" and "HOT" each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): RASNA LIMITED of P.O. Box 68567 - 
00610, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 127300 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Tomato ketchup.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"Tomato" and "Ketchup" each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): RASNA LIMITED of P.O. Box 68567 - 00610, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 127316 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management of 
hotels lodges and camps; marketing) and 43(Services for 
Providing Food and Drink; Temporary Accommodation, 
Reservations; Accommodation services.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
'COLLECTION' and 'SOROI' and the device of an animal's head 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation 
into English of the Samburu vernacular word 'Soroi' is 'Wilderness' 
(730): SOROI LIMITED of P. O. Box 39094 - 00623, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): D.V. Kapila & Co. Advocates of P.O. Box 40636 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 127317 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Driving motors other than for land vehicles; 
Pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors]; Pumps [machines]; 
Compressed air pumps; Electric pumps; Compressed air machines; 
Welding machines, electric; Washing apparatus; Mine drainage 
pump; Dynamos; Electric welding apparatus; Mechanical seals 
[parts of machines]; Blowing machines; Agricultural machines.) 
(526): None (730): ZHEJIANG DINGFENG ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE 
CO., LTD of Heyi Village, Jiangshan Town, Yinzhou District, 
Ningbo City, Zhejiang Province (Room 1-2, Building 6#, Yingong 
Intelligent Manufacturing Industrial Park), China (740): Simba & 
Simba Advocates of P. O. Box 10312 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 127318 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Presentation of goods on communication 
media, for retail purposes; Providing commercial information and 
advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; 
Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods 
and services; Business management assistance; Business 
management and organization consultancy; Organisation of 
exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional purposes; 
Commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and 
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services of others; Negotiation and conclusion of commercial 
transactions for third parties; Providing business information via a 
website; Sales promotion for others; Organization of trade fairs; 
Arranging and conducting of commercial events; Updating and 
maintenance of data in computer databases; Marketing; Business 
consultancy services for digital transformation; Online advertising 
on a computer network; Negotiation of business contracts for 
others; Advertising services to create brand identity for others; 
Data processing services [office functions.) (526): None (730): 
SHENZHEN TRANSCHAN TECHNOLOGY LIMITED of Room 03, 23/F, 
Unit B Building, No 9, Shenzhen Bay Eco-Technology Park, Yuehai 
Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen City, China (740): Simba & 
Simba Advocates of P.O. Box 10312 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 127324 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Soap) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'SOFIA', 'BAR' and 
'SOAP' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): STAJOS INVESTMENTS of P. O. Box 4325 - 005061, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

SOFIA BAR SOAP  
 

(210): 127327 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust 
absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including 
motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; 
additives, non-chemical, to motor fuel; benzene; biomass fuel; 
motor fuel; castor oil for industrial purposes; coal tar oil; cutting 
fluids; diesel oil; gas oil; dust removing preparations; dust 
absorbing compositions; ethanol [fuel]; fuel with an alcoholic 
base; fuel; fuel gas; fuel oil; gasoline; industrial grease; industrial 
oil; kerosene; lighting fuel; ligroin; lubricants; lubricating oil; 
lubricating graphite; lubricating grease; mazut; methylated 
spirit; mineral fuel; moistening oil; motor oil; naphtha; oil-gas; 
paraffin; petrol; petroleum ether; petroleum, raw or refined; 
producer gas; rape oil for industrial purposes; solidified gases 
fuel; vaporized fuel mixtures.), 16(Paper, cardboard and goods 
made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed 
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives 
for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes; printers’ 
type; printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions; business research; 
advisory services for business management; providing business 
information via a web site; commercial or industrial management 
assistance; dissemination of advertising matter; marketing; on-
line advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising 
time on communication media; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; publication of 
publicity texts; administration of consumer loyalty programs; 
loyalty, incentive and bonus program services; retail services in 
connection with food, beverages, motorist supplies, household 
supplies, cleaning materials, spare parts for vehicles, stationery, 
magazines, newspapers, recorded media, maps, toys, games, 
bags, luggage, clothing, footwear and headgear.) and 37(Vehicle 
service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; motor vehicle 
maintenance and repair; maintenance and repair of motorcycles; 
maintenance and repair of electric vehicles; servicing of vehicles; 
vehicle fuelling services; refuelling of land vehicles; vehicle 
washing; vehicle polishing; vehicle cleaning; vehicle breakdown 
repair services; vehicle battery charging; vehicle lubrication 
[greasing]; installation of windscreens; repair of windscreens; 
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tyre maintenance and repair; tyre balancing; retreading of tyres; 
aircraft maintenance and repair; fuelling services for aircraft; 
repair information; information and consultancy services relating 
to vehicle repair; providing information relating to the repair or 
maintenance of aircraft.) (526): GRegistration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letters "g", "n", "r" and "t" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
TRINITY ENERGY (KENYA) LIMITED of P. O. Box 17608 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of 
P. O. Box 30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 127345 (220): 12/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations 
made from cereals; bread, pastries and confectionery; chocolate; 
ice cream, sorbets and other edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; 
yeast, baking powder, salt, seasonings, spices, preserved herbs, 
vinegar, sauces and other condiments; ice (frozen water) (526): 
None (730): UNGA LIMITED of P. O. Box 30386 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

Unga wa Afya by Pendo  
 

(210): 127378 (220): 18/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for the provision of food and 
drinks) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'PUB' separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): NAS AIRPORT SERVICES LIMITED of P.O. 
Box 19010 - 00501, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 127388 (220): 18/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Green tea, manufactured tea, blended 
tea, processed tea, orthodox tea, purple tea, specialty teas, tea 
substitutes and beverages and foodstuffs of tea origin) and 
39(Transport of green tea, manufactured tea, blended tea, 
processed tea, orthodox tea, purple tea, specialty teas, tea 
substitutes and beverages and foodstuffs of tea origin by road, 
rail, water or air and services necessarily connected with such 
transport; the storing of green tea, manufactured tea, blended 
tea, processed tea, orthodox tea, purple tea, specialty teas, tea 
substitutes and beverages and foodstuffs of tea origin in any kind 
of storage facility, warehouses or other types of building for their 
preservation or guarding; rental of vehicles for transportation of 
green tea, manufactured tea, blended tea, processed tea, 
orthodox tea, purple tea, specialty teas, tea substitutes and 
beverages and foodstuffs of tea origin; packaging, bottling, 
wrapping and delivering of Green tea, manufactured tea, blended 
tea, processed tea, orthodox tea, purple tea, specialty teas, tea 
substitutes and beverages and foodstuffs of tea origin.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'Majani, 'Gold' and the device of a "Leaf" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘Majani’ is a 
Kiswahili word meaning 'leaves'. (730): AL MAJANI GOLD & 
KAHAWA LTD of Old Mutual Building, 4th Floor, Suite 401, Kimathi 
Street, P. O. Box 16727 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127411 (220): 19/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Mineral dietary supplement for animals.) 
and 31(Mineral salts for cattle.) (526): None (730): ATLANTIS 
LIFE SCIENCE LIMITED of P. O. Box 33035 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

ALPHALICK  
 

(210): 127430 (220): 20/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Brandy; cognac) (526): None (730): SIRE 
SPIRITS LLC of 22 Hudson, 2nd Floor, Hoboken, New Jersey 07030, 
United States of America (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P. 
O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

BRANSON PHANTOM  
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(210): 127461 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Degreasing preparations for cleaning 
purposes, cleaning preparations.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the numerals "0" and "5" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ODEX 
CHEMICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 72390 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

ODEX 500  
 

(210): 127462 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Descaling preparations for industrial 
purposes.) (526): None (730): ODEX CHEMICALS LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 72390 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ODEX SINGLECID  
 

(210): 127463 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Laundry bleaching agents and preparations, 
stain removers kitchen cleaning preparations, drain cleaners and 
cleaning preparations.) and 5(Toilet and bathroom deodorizers 
sanitizers and disinfectants.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words "LIQUID", 
"SODIUM", "HYPOCHLORITE" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): ODEX CHEMICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
72390 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ODEX LIQUID SODIUM 

HYPOCHLORITE  
 

(210): 127464 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Sterilizing preparations and sanitizers.) 
(526): None (730): ODEX CHEMICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 72390 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ODEX STERISAFE  
 

(210): 127465 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemical additives for detergents.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "A", "F", "R" and the numerals "0" and "1" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ODEX 
CHEMICALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 72390 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

FR A100  
 

(210): 127466 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemical additives for detergents.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "F", "L", "R" and the numerals "0" and "2" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ODEX 
CHEMICALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 72390 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

FR L200  
 

(210): 127467 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemical additives for detergents.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "A", "B", "W" and the numerals "0" and "2" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ODEX 
CHEMICALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 72390 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

B.W.A 2200  
 

(210): 127468 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Industrial oils and grease, wax, lubricants.) 
(526): None (730): ODEX CHEMICALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 72390 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

FASTRACK  
 

(210): 127469 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Descaling preparations for industrial 
purposes.) (526): None The word "MATACID" is a coined word with 
no meaning in English.(730): ODEX CHEMICALS LIMITED of P.O. 
Box 72390 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MATACID  
 

(210): 127470 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Sanitizers, hand sanitizing preparations.) 
(526): None (730): ODEX CHEMICALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 72390 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

STERIQUAM  
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(210): 127471 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Soaps, cleaning preparations and 
detergents.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word "LUBE" separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): ODEX CHEMICALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 
72390 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

CHAINLUBE  
 

(210): 127472 (220): 25/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Soaps, cleaning preparations and 
detergents.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word "MASTER" separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): ODEX CHEMICALS LIMITED of P.O. Box 
72390 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DAIRY MASTER  
 

(210): 127491 (220): 26/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Mobile app and web application.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "CENTI", "Financial" and "Delivered" the device of 
"currency notes" per se each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): MWANGI SHIRLEY of P.O. Box 11153 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 127511 (220): 27/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; non-medicated soaps; perfumery, essential 
oils, non-medicated l-cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; non-
medicated dentifrices.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the word "CLOTHES" separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole (730): THE CLOROX 
COMPANY of 1221 Broadway, Oakland, State of California 94612, 
U.S.A, United States of America (740): J.K. Muchae & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 60664 - 00200 Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127520 (220): 27/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Agricultural machines; Compressed air 
pumps; Pumps [Machines), 11(Water supply installations; 
Watering installations, automatic; Waterim~ machines for 
aericultural purposes) and 37(Irrigation devices installation and 
repair; Pump repair.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right the exclusive use of the word "LIPA'' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. "LIPA" is a Swahili word meaning 
"pay"(730): DAYLIPA FINANCING LTD of Industrial area, Dundori 
Road, P.O. Box 41762 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kaplan & 
Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127521 (220): 27/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Snacks and all type of chips(potato flakes; 
low-fat potato chips; potato fritters), potato crisps and potato 
chips) (526): None (730): INTERNATIONAL FOODSTUFFS CO LLC. 
of Al- Wahda Street, Industrial Area No. 1, P.O. Box 4115 Sharjah, 
United Arab Emirates (740): Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual 
Property of P.O. Box 20140 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 127525 (220): 27/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Sound and video recordings and down loads; 
recorded television programmes; recorded programmes for 
broadcasting or other transmission on television, radio, electronic 
mobile devices, and on computers; downloadable media content, 
including video and films, television programmes, computer 
games, music, images and telephone ring tones provided by 
internet, telephone line, cable wireless transmission, satellite or 
terrestrial broadcast service; podcasts (downloadable); pre-
recorded discs, CD-ROMs and DVDs; downloadable computer 
software applications; downloadable mobile applications; 
computer programs and mobile application software for 
interactive television and for interactive games and quizzes; 
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video game software; computer game software; virtual reality 
game hardware and software; gambling software; application 
software for gambling; headphones; microphones; cases for 
mobile phones; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.) and 
41(Entertainment services; entertainment services in the form of 
production of television programmes, also broadcasted by cable, 
satellite and Internet; entertainment services in the nature of 
Singing competitions and musical performances; entertainment 
services in the nature of live performances, studio entertainment 
and audience participation events; interactive entertainment for 
use with a mobile phone; providing entertainment information via 
a website; entertainment services in the nature of a virtual game 
experience; production, presentation, distribution and rental of 
television programmes, also to be broadcasted by cable, satellite 
and Internet, and production, distribution and rental of films, 
sound recordings, video recordings and " DVDs; organisation, 
production and presentation of events for educational, cultural or 
entertainment purposes; organisation, production, presentation 
and hosting of competitions, contests, games, quizzes, game 
shows, shows, roadshows, staged events (for entertainment 
purposes), live performances, studio entertainment and audience 
participation events; video recordings provided from the internet 
(non- downloadable); publication of books, magazines, texts, 
printed matter and video recordings; publication and provision of 
electronic publications and online publications, including 
electronic books, newspapers, magazines (periodicals), comics, 
journals (publications), books, user manuals, instructional and 
teaching materials; providing online non-downloadable video 
clips and other multimedia digital content containing audio, 
video, artwork, and/or text from or related to an ongoing 
television series; provision of non-downloadable games on the 
Internet; online computer games services; on line gaming and 
gambling services; casino, betting, gaming and gambling services; 
information and advisory services relating to any of the aforesaid 
services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words "AFRICA" and "VOICE" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ITV 
Studios Netherlands Content B.V. Besloten Vennootschap The 
Netherlands of Koos Postemalaan 8 NL-1217 ZC Hilversum, 
Netherlands (740): Gichachi & Company Advocates of P.O. Box 
79659 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 127538 (220): 28/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Fertilizers, inoculants and chemical 
products for agricultural use.) and 5(Fungicides, herbicides, 
insecticides, nematicides.) (526): None (730): RIZOBACTER 
ARGENTINA S.A. a company incorporated in Argentina of AV. Dr. 
Arturo Frondizi 1150 - Pergamino, Buenos Aires, Argentina (740): 
CFL Advocates of P.O. Box 23555 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127539 (220): 28/04/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Agricultural machines; aerating pumps for 
aquaria; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion 
engines; electricity generators; motors, electric, other than for 
land vehicles; pumps [machines]; compressed air machines; 
transmissions for machines; dust exhausting installations for 
cleaning purposes; washing apparatus; road sweeping machines, 
self-propelled; high pressure washers and Pressure washing 
machines.) (526): JNIKA is a word with no meaning (730): JNIKA 
ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT CONSULTING (TAIZHOU) CO.,LTD. of 
Room 101, Building 3, Zhounchuang small and Micro Enterprise 
Industrial Park, No.318 Yougyuan Road, Lunan Street, Luqiao 
District, Taizhou city, Zhejiang Province, China (740): CFL 
Advocates of P.O. Box 23555 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 127591 (220): 02/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; 
bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, 
treacle; yeast, baking powder salt; mustard; vinegar sauces 
condiments; spices; ice) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Maize', 'Meal' and 
device of 'Maize cob' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili word 
'Kubalika' is 'Accepted' (730): EUNICE NDIRANGU of P. O. Box 22 - 
10106, Othaya, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127596 (220): 02/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'GAME', 'PESA' 
and acronym '.com' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'PESA' is 
'Money' (730): GAME STREAM LIMITED of P. O. Box 13197 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127614 (220): 04/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Cosmetics) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right the exclusive use of the words ''SOFT'', 
"BEAUTY", "SMOOTH", "LIFE" and the device of human face each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘Bae’ is a slang 
for a ‘darling or a sweetheart’ (730): DREAM CONCERN LTD of 
P.O. Box 741 - 60202, Meru, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 127634 (220): 04/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; 
bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; 
yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments); spices; ice) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'NYERI', 
'MOUNTAINS', 'COFFEE' and devices of the 'Mountain', 'Shield' and 
'Elephant' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): NOVA GARDENS LIMITED of P. O. Box 74502 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127650 (220): 05/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicides, insecticides, fungicides; 
preparations for killing weeds and destroying vermin.) (526): 
None (730): NISSAN CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD. Corporation 
Japan of 7-1, Kanda-Nishiki-cho 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-
0054, Japan (740): J. K. Muchae & Company Advocates of P.O. 
Box 60664 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127670 (220): 08/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 15(Musical Instruments) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Sound', 'Creations' and devices of 'Map of Africa' and 'Frequency 
waves' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): SOUND CREATIONS LIMITED of P. O. Box 66734, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 127671 (220): 08/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Sewing machines, stitching machines, 
sewing machine motors, bobbins for sewing machines, needles for 
sewing machines) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters 'T', 'M' and 'R' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TAMIR 
TRADING COMPANY LIMITED of P. O. Box 83333 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None   
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(210): 127683 (220): 08/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations for use in ticks 
control.) (526): None (730): ATLANTIS LIFE SCIENCE LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 33035 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DELTRAZ  
 

(210): 127684 (220): 08/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Preparations for use in spray against 
cockroaches and bedbugs) (526): None (730): ATLANTIS LIFE 
SCIENCE LIMITED of P. O. Box 33035 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

KOMFORT  
 

(210): 127695 (220): 09/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word "AFRICA" separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DENNIS GITHUI 
MWANGI of P.O. Box 9394 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127698 (220): 09/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food 
for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, 
herbicides.) (526): None (730): ASPEN PHARMACARE HOLDINGS 
LIMITED of Building 8, Healthcare Park, Woodlands Drive, 
Woodmead, Sandton, Gauteng, South Africa (740): Coulson 
Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

HEXASPEN  
 

(210): 127766 (220): 11/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 8(Hand tools and implements, hand-operated; 
cutlery; side arms.) and 11(Apparatus and installations for 
lighting, heating, cooling, steam generating, cooking, drying, 
ventilating, and sanitary Purposes.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'B' and 
'T' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
KENPLASTIC LIMITED of P. O. Box 558 - 002004, Athi River, Kenya 
(740):  None 

BT  
 

(210): 127767 (220): 11/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising services to promote public 
awareness in the field of social welfare) and 45(Political lobbying 
services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word "MAENDELEO" separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. 'MAENDELEO' means ‘development’, 
'KABATI' is a coined word with no meaning in English.'KAENDE' is a 
Meru word meaning ‘pressing on’ in English. (730): DAVID 
MUTHUNGU/ JESSE MUTUMA of P. O. Box 3269 - 60200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

MAENDELEO KABATI 

KABATIKAENDE 

KAENDE  
 

(210): 127782 (220): 12/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Tropikal' and the phrase 'HAKUNA MATATA' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The English translation of the 
Kiswahili words ''HAKUNA MATATA'' is ''There is no trouble'' (730): 
TROPIKAL BRANDS (AFRIKA) LIMITED, limited liability company of 
P. O. Box 49465 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): WJ Ithondeka & 
Company Advocates of P.O. Box 53974 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 127784 (220): 12/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"TROPIKAL, the code '254' and the numerals '2', '5' and '4' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TROPIKAL 
BRANDS (AFRIKA) LIMITED, limited liability company of P. O. Box 
49465 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): WJ Ithondeka & Company 
Advocates of P.O. Box 53974 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127788 (220): 12/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type; 
printing blocks; agenda; exercise book; digital printing paper, 
photocopy paper; printing paper writing paper office paper.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Multi', 'Purpose', 'Quality' and 'Paper' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PT 
PURINUSA EKAPERSADA AND PT INDAH KIAT PULP & PAPER TBK 
AND PT PABRIK KERTAS TJIWI KIMIA TBK of Gedung Sinar Mas Land 
Plaza Tower 2, 9th Floor JI. M.H. Thamrin No. 51, Jakarta 10350, 
Indonesia (740): Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property of P.O. 
Box 20140 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127816 (220): 15/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and medical preparations.) 
(526): None (730): SUN PHARMACEUTICALS INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
of Sun House, 201 B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon-East, 
400063, Mumbai, India (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

GANILIX  
 

(210): 127817 (220): 15/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Business consultancy.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
"Cart" the letter "T" and the device of a "Shopping cart" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): JOYLINE 
CHEMTAI of P.O. Box 47935 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 127818 (220): 15/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; 
bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; 
yeast; baking- powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 
(condiments);spices; ice) and 43(Services for providing food and 
drink; temporary accommodation.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"Chocolate", "Cake", "Tasty" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): THE CHOCOLATE HUT of P.O. Box 615 - 
00517, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 127847 (220): 17/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Pathological laboratory (medical) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters "S" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): DR. GEETIKA SAXENA of P.O. Box 39054 - 00623, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 127865 (220): 17/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; sporting 
and cultural activities) (526): None (730): THE CRADLE JOURNEY 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 80469 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  
None 

  
(210): 127885 (220): 18/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunication services, linking 
patients to doctors via Sms services) (526): None (730): EDWARD 
MWANGI of P.O. Box 8651 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

INTERCH  
 

(210): 127894 (220): 18/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat 
extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk 
products; edible oils and fats, crisps) and 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa 
and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry and 
confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; 
salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice, crisps) 
(526): None (730): UNI-BROTHERS ENTERPRISES LTD of P. O. Box 
22200 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 
(210): 127910 (220): 19/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing Footwear, headwear.) (526): 
None (730): LIBERTY EAGLE of P. O. Box The Westwood 
Parklands, 7th floor, Ring Road, Nairobi, Kenya (740): JGIP 
Consultants of P.O. Box 42588 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127911 (220): 19/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunication Services.) and 
41(Education; providing of training; Entertainment; sporting and 
cultural activities) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'KIDS' and 'NATURE' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
WILDLIFEDIRECT of P.O. Box 244467 - 00502, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): JGIP Consultants of P.O. Box 42588 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

NATURE POSITIVE 

KIDS  
 

(210): 127925 (220): 22/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Mineral and aerated waters) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "Purified" and 'Water' and device of "Mountain" each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): OLIVESEED 
KENYA CBO of P.O. Box 77 - 20500, Narok, Kenya (740): Senaji & 
Shani Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 23124 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 127927 (220): 22/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(services for providing food and drinks; 
temporary accomodation) (526): None (730): MUNGA HOLDINGS 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 49194 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Oraro & 
Company Advocates of P. O. Box 51236 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 127931 (220): 22/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Knitting machines; 3D printers; industrial 
robots; screen printing machines; machines, machine tools, and 
power operated tools; automatic vending machines.), 
10(Orthopedic shoes; compression sleeves for athletic use; 
massage apparatus), 12(Vehicles; bicycles and parts thereof; 
motorized golf carts; Pre-designed vinyl vehicle wraps specially 
adapted for vehicles.), 21(Housewares; water bottles; Reusable 
plastic water bottles sold empty; Reusable aluminum water 
bottles sold empty; household containers, namely vases, bottles, 
piggy banks, pails; lunch bags, not of paper; lunch boxes made of 
plastic; lunch boxes made of metal), 26(Shoe ornaments, buckles, 
eyelets, laces, and fasteners; shoe laces; hair adornments and 
accessories; ribbons and bows being haberdashery or used as hair 

NIKE 
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decorations, made of any material), 27(Carpets, rugs, mats, and 
matting; Linoleum and Other materials for covering existing 
floors; Non-textile wall hangings; Artificial turf for recreational 
areas; foam mats for play surfaces; yoga mats; gymnastic mats; 
underlayment padding for artificial turf; bags for yoga mats), 
41(Entertainment services, namely, arranging, organizing and 
conducting an array of athletic and sports activities, events, 
competitions and tournaments encouraging and developing sports 
talent by organizing and conducting athletic programs and 
activities; encouraging youth and amateur sports and physical 
education by organizing and conducting youth and amateur 
athletic and sports programs and activities; organizing, 
conducting and arranging participation in cultural and community 
programs; providing training in the fields of sports and fitness; 
provide an online website, and computer application software for 
smart phones and mobile devices, featuring information regarding 
fitness training and athletic skill development; provide access to 
live workouts, fitness instructions, and fitness sessions; provide 
access to pre-recorded athletic sessions and fitness sessions; 
provide access to athletic training, workouts, and physical fitness 
challenges; provide a fitness assessment and a personalized 
workout program based on that assessment; entertainment 
services, namely, contest and incentive award programs designed 
to reward program participants who exercise; Entertainment 
services, namely, providing on-line, non-downloadable virtual 
footwear and footwear accessories, clothing and clothing 
accessories, headwear and headwear accessories, eyewear and 
eyewear accessories, bags and bag accessories, sports bags and 
sports bag accessories, backpacks and backpack accessories, 
sports equipment and sports equipment accessories, art and art 
accessories, toys and toy accessories for use in virtual 
environments created for entertainment purposes) and 42(Non-
downloadable computer software for the creation, production 
and modification of digital animated and non-animated designs 
and characters, avatars, digital overlays, and skins for access and 
use in online environments, virtual online environments, and 
extended reality virtual environments) (526): None (730): NIKE 
Innovate C.V. of One Bowerman Drive, Beaverton, Oregon 97005-
6453, United States of America (740): Kaplan & Stratton 
Advocates ofP.O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 127932 (220): 22/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture 
and forestry, especially plant fortifying preparations, chemical or 
biological preparations for stress management in plants, plant 
growth regulating preparations, chemical preparations for the 
treatment of seeds, genes of seeds for agricultural production) 
(526): None (730): BASF SE Societaes europaea (SE), Germany of 
Carl-Bosch-Strasse 38, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany (740): 
Kaplan & Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

REGALIS  
 

(210): 127972 (220): 23/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 45(Legal services; security services for the 
protection of tangible property and individuals; personal and 
social services rendered by others to meet the needs of 
individuals) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the word 'LAW' separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): SHEILA RUTH NJERI KIRATU of P.O. Box 
846 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None  
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(210): 127979 (220): 24/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs; banking services including online 
banking services; information and advisory services relating to 
the aforementioned services) (526): The distinctive feature of 
the trade mark resides in the colour described as "Nedbank 
Green" and which comprises of Pantone 3425C, a sample of which 
is presented in the application. The utilises the colour as the sole 
or dominant feature in all of its consumer facing messaging 
relating to the claimed services. (730): NEDBANK LIMITED, a 
South African Bank No.1951/00009/06 of 135 Rivonia Road, 
Sandton, Gauteng, South Africa (740): ENSafrica of P.O. Box 
12342 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128002 (220): 24/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications services.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "FLIP" and "COIN" each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): INTOUCHVAS LTD of P.O. Box 2358 - 
00621, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128025 (220): 25/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat 
extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk 
products; edible oils and fats,crisps.) and 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa 
and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry and 
confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; 
salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice,pasta 
crisps) (526): None (730): ORIENTAL ELIXIR AFRICA LTD of P. O. 
Box 370 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

 

(210): 128101 (220): 25/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Dried fruit; jams; jellies; fruit confitures; 
fruit preserves; preserved fruit; processed fruit; fruit-based snack 
food; fruit purees; canned fruit; processed fruit; compotes; 
frozen fruit; fruit spreads; none of the foregoing containing crab 
apples.), 30(Chocolate covered fruit; fruit confectionery; fruit 
bread; fruit pies; fruit pastries; fruit cakes; ice cream; edible 
fruit ice; sorbets [ices]; fruit sauce; ice cream.) and 31(Fresh 
fruits, excluding apples and pears; fresh vegetables.) (526): None 
(730): DEL MONTE INTERNATIONAL GMBH a limited liability 
company, organised and existing under the laws of Switzerland of 
Dammstrasse 19, Zug 6300, Switzerland (740): Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

PINKGLOW  
 

(210): 128140 (220): 26/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, sage, 
artificial coffee, flour, bread pastry and confectionary, ices, 
honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, mustard, vinegar) (526): 
None (730): ALMANIS ENTERPRISE of P. O. Box 217-10303, 
Wanguru, Kenya (740):  None 

ALMANIS  
 

(210): 128146 (220): 26/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Preparations for killing weeds and 
destroying vermin; insecticides; pesticides; vermicides; 
fungicides; herbicides; germicides.) (526): None (730): MITSUI 
CHEMICALS CROP & LIFE SOLUTIONS, INC. a corporation organised 
and existing under the laws of Japan of 1-19-1, Nihonbashi, Chuo-
ku, Tokyo, Japan (740): Coulson Harvey Advocates of P.O. Box 
10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

ALECTO  
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(210): 128154 (220): 29/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) and 
41(Entertainment) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words ''Talent'' and ''Inspiring'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
CHRIST IS THE ANSWER MINISTRIES (CITAM) of P. O. Box 42254 - 
00100, 2nd Parklands Avenue, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Nduta, 
Munene & Komu Advocates of P. O. Box 20201 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128166 (220): 30/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals; dietary supplements for 
human beings and animals) (526): None (730): PATRAS 
PHARMACY LTD. of P.O. Box 379 - 00618, Ruaraka, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

PATRAS INSTAHEAL  
 

(210): 128167 (220): 30/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals; dietary supplements for 
human beings and animals) (526): None (730): PATRAS 
PHARMACY LTD. of P.O. Box 379 - 00618, Ruaraka, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

PATRAS INSTAFER  
 

(210): 128172 (220): 30/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink, 
Temporary accommodation) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''WHITE'', ''PLATE'' 
and '' HOTEL'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): TREE NETWORK LIMITED of P. O. Box 5112 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128173 (220): 30/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services for providing food and drink, 
Temporary accommodation) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''Green'', ''Plate'' 
and ''Restaurant'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): TREE NETWORK LIMITED of P. O. Box 5112 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128189 (220): 31/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Medical Services) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
''THE'', ''LOVE'', ''OF'', ''JESUS'', ''CHRIST'', ''THROUGH'' and ''HEALING'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PCEA 
KIKUYU HOSPITAL of P. O. Box 45 - 00902, Kikuyu, Kenya (740): 
Paul Rarieya Amuga c/o Amuga & Company Advocates,P. O. Box 
13008-00100, Nairobi 

  
 

(210): 128195 (220): 31/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Vegetable Oil) and 30(Rice, Spaghetti) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of device of a ''Chef'', 'SPOO', and the word 'Quality' 
and separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
COSAICO LIMITED of P. O. Box 41750 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 128200 (220): 31/05/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Reproducing or processing sound, images or 
data; recorded and downloadable media, computer software, 
blank digital or analogue recording and storage media) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'APP', 'Click' and the letters 'B' and 'C' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MIKE BILL 
of P. O. Box 383 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 128207 (220): 02/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery, including business 
cards, letterheads, pamphlets, envelopes, brochures, magazines; 
cards, complimentary slips, newsletters and product flyers; 
adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; 
paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' 
type; printing blocks.), 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions.) and 36(Insurance; 
financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.) (526): 
None (730): GUARDIAN BANK LIMITED of P. O. Box 6781 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Daly Inamdar Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 
40034 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

GUARDIAN COLLECT  
 

(210): 128221 (220): 02/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Chemicals for use in agriculture, seed 
preserving substances.) (526): None (730): SYNGENTA 
PARTICIPATIONS AG of Rosentalstrasse 67, 4058 Basel, 
Switzerland (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of P.O. Box 10643 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

CONCEP  
 

(210): 128222 (220): 02/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Advertising services; business management 
and administration services; office functions; offering for sale 
and the sale of goods and services in the retail and wholesale-
trade), 9(Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual. optical. weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
recorded and downloadable media, computer software, blank 
digital or analogue recording and storage media; mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; 
computers and computer peripheral devices), 36(Insurance 
services; financial and monetary affairs; banking services; real 
estate affairs), 41(Education services including the production of 
educational programmes services relating to the provision of 
training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities) 
and 42(Scientific and technological services and research and 
design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research 
and industrial design services; quality control and authentication 
services; design and development of computer hardware and 
software) (526): None (730): FIRSTRAND BANK LIMITED of 1st 
Floor, 4 Merchant Place, Corner Fredman Drive @ Rivonia Road, 
Sandton, Gauteng, South Africa (740): Coulson Harney Advocates 
of P.O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

NAVI  
 

(210): 128228 (220): 05/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmacuticals; dietary supplements for 
human beings and animals) (526): None (730): PATRAS 
PHARMACY LTD. of P. O. Box 379 - 00618, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

PATRAS INSTACOD  
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(210): 128234 (220): 05/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers; mineral and aerated waters and 
other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.) (526): None 
(730): THE COCA-COLA COMPANY of One Coca-Cola Plaza, 
Atlanta, Georgia 30313, United States of America (740): Iseme, 
Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866 - 00400, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 128246 (220): 06/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Entertainment services in the nature of a 
dramatic television series; providing online non- downloadable 
video clips and other multimedia digital content containing 
audio, video, artwork, and text from and related to a dramatic 
television series.) (526): None (730): NETFLIX STUDIOS, LLC of 
5808 W. Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90028, United 
States of America (740): CFL Advocates of P. O. Box 23555 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

WILDER HEARTS  
 

(210): 128247 (220): 06/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food 
for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax 
and disinfectants" sanitizers) (526): None (730): HI-TECH 
INFUSIONS EAST AFRICA LIMITED of P. O. Box 23456 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ALLERSTOP  
 

(210): 128254 (220): 06/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 19(Building materials (non-metallic); Non-
metallic rigid pipes for building; Asphalt, pitch and bitumen; Non-
metallic transportable buildings; Monuments, not of metal.) 
(526): None (730): TREESOURCE INVESTMENT LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 31519 - 00600, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 128257 (220): 06/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Petroleum; electric energy in all forms; 
products derived from petroleum and petroleum-based 
preparations; fuels; biofuels; natural gas and petroleum gas of all 
kinds; lubricants and illuminants; industrial oils and greases; fuel 
gas cartridges; liquid fuels; liquefied petroleum gas; liquefied 
natural gas; gas oil; solidified gas fuel; gas fuels; crude oil; fuels 
derived from oil; industrial oils and greases; base oils; non-
chemical additives for use in industry; non-chemical additives to 
motor fuel, lubricants, fuel, oil and other bitumen products.), 
6(Common metals and their alloys; ores, metal building 
materials; containers and metallic containers including for use 
storage and transport; caps, containers and cylinders of metal 
including for use in relation to gas; bottles of metal also for the 
storage of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; 
metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes also for gas and petroleum 
products; parts, accessories and components for the foregoing), 
35(Export and import services; business management and 
administration; retail and wholesale services; advertising; the 
bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, 
enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 
goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail outlet.) 
and 39(Transportation; collection and delivery services; supply 
chain logistics; transportation logistics; warehousing; storage 
services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.) (526): None 
(730): PETREDEC HOLDINGS PTE. LTD of 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, 17-
93, The Central Office 1,059818, Singapore (740): Kaplan & 
Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128258 (220): 06/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Petroleum; electric energy in all forms; 
products derived from petroleum and petroleum-based 
preparations; fuels; biofuels; natural gas and petroleum gas of all 
kinds; lubricants and illuminants; industrial oils and greases; fuel 
gas cartridges; liquid fuels; liquefied petroleum gas; liquefied 
natural gas; gas oil; solidified gas fuel; gas fuels; crude oil; fuels 
derived from oil; industrial oils and greases; base oils; non-
chemical additives for use in industry; non-chemical additives to 
motor fuel, lubricants, fuel, oil and other bitumen products.), 
6(Common metals and their alloys; ores, metal building 
materials; containers and metallic containers including for use 10 
storage and transport; caps, containers and cylinders of metal 
including for use in relation to gas; bottles of metal also for the 
storage of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; 
metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes also for gas and petroleum 
products; parts, accessories and components for the foregoing), 
35(Export and import services; business management and 
administration; retail and wholesale services; advertising; the 
bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, 
enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 
goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail outlet.) 
and 39(Transportation; collection and deliveryservices; supply 
chain logistics; transportation logistics; warehousing; storage 
services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.) (526): None 
(730): PETREDEC HOLDINGS PTE. LTD of 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, 17-
93, The Central Office 1,059818, Singapore (740): Kaplan & 
Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128259 (220): 06/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Petroleum; electric energy in all forms; 
products derived from petroleum and petroleum-based 
preparations; fuels; biofuels; natural gas and petroleum gas of all 
kinds; lubricants and illuminants; industrial oils and greases; fuel 
gas cartridges; liquid fuels; liquefied petroleum gas; liquefied 
natural gas; gas oil; solidified gas fuel; gas fuels; crude oil; fuels 
derived from oil; industrial oils and greases; base oils; non-
chemical additives for use in industry; non-chemical additives to 
motor fuel, lubricants, fuel, oil and other bitumen products.), 
6(Common metals and their alloys; ores, metal building 
materials; containers and metallic containers including for use for 
storage and transport; caps, containers and cylinders of metal 
including for use in relation to gas; bottles of metal also for the 
storage of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; 
metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes also for gas and petroleum 
products; parts, accessories and components for the foregoing .), 
35(Export and import services; business management and 
administration; retail and wholesale services; advertising; the 
bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, 
enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 
goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail outlet.) 
and 39(Transportation; collection and delivery services; supply 
chain logistics; transportation logistics; warehousing; storage 
services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.) (526): None 
(730): PETREDEC HOLDINGS PTE. LTD of 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, 17-
93, The Central Office 1,059818, Singapore (740): Kaplan & 
Stratton Advocates of P. O. Box 40111 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128273 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Herbicides) (526): None (730): GOOD 
AGRICULTURAL PRACTICE TECHNOLOGY E.A LTD of P.O. Box 4565 
- 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

GAPTONE  
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(210): 128274 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Adjuvant) (526): None (730): GOOD 
AGRICULTURAL PRACTICE TECHNOLOGY E.A LTD of P.O. Box 4565 
- 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

GAPWET  
 

(210): 128283 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Mobile Banking Application) (526): The 
translation to English of the Kiswahili word 'QUNDI' is 'Group' 
(730): ECLECTICS INTERNATIONAL LIMITED of 3rd floor Utumishi 
Co-op House,  P. O. Box 21605 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

QUNDI  
 

(210): 128284 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Fertilizers) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'BORA', the 
letters 'N', 'P', 'S', 'B' and the chemical symbol 'ZN' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into English 
of the Kiswahili word 'BORA' is 'Better'. (730): VANLO 
INVESTMENTS LTD of P. O. Box 42109 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya 
(740):  None 

BORANPSBZN  
 

(210): 128285 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Fertilizers) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'BORA' and 
'CROP' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
Translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'BORA' is 'Better'. 
(730): VANLO INVESTMENTS LTD of P. O. Box 42109 - 80100, 
Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

BORACROP  
 

(210): 128286 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Fertilizers) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'BORA' and 
'MSINGI' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
Translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'MSINGI' is 
'Foundation' (730): VANLO INVESTMENTS LTD of P. O. Box 42109 - 
80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

BORAMSINGI  
 

(210): 128287 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management, 
organization and administration; office functions. Bookkeeping 
Business and financial Auditing Tax preparation and filing 
services) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the letters 'G', 'M' and 'C' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): GMC KENYA LLP of 2nd 
floor, AACC Complex, Waiyaki Way, Westlands, P. O. Box 104922 
- 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740): GMC Kenya LLP of P. O. Box 
104922 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128288 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Interactive led Panels and Cameras) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters 'V' and the word 'TOUCH' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): VAULT ELECTRONICS LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 3882 - 00506, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128293 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Fruit beverages and fruit juices) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Health', 'Taste', 'Good' and the device of the 'Leaf' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): BEN 
FRONTIERS LIMITED of P. O. Box 990 - 40200, Kisii, Kenya (740):  
None 

  
 

(210): 128294 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Foliar Fertilizers) (526): None (730): 
BOTACHEM ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P. O. Box 66934 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HUMITOP  
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(210): 128295 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Foliar Fertilizer) (526): None (730): 
BOTACHEM ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P.O. Box 66934 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ROOTMASTA  
 

(210): 128296 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 1(Foliar Fertilizer) (526): None (730): 
BOTACHEM ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P.O. Box 66934 - 00200, 
Nairob, Kenya (740):  None 

MASTAHUMIK  
 

(210): 128298 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Bath installations bath fittings bath 
plumbing fixtures) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word 'BATHWARE' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MEGHA MARKETING E.A 
LTD of P. O. Box 80220 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128299 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 8(Hand-operated tools for carpenters, artists 
and other crafts persons, for example, hammers chisels and 
gravers hand-operated agricultural, gardening and landscaping 
tools) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word 'TOOLS' separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): MEGHA MARKETING E.A LTD of P. O. Box 
80220 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128300 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 19(Granite, marble, gravel) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'Tiles' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): MEGHA MARKETING E.A LTD of P. O. Box 80220 - 80100, 
Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128312 (220): 07/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(door closers, electric; door closers, 
hydraulic; door closers, pneumatic; door openers, electric; door 
openers, hydraulic; door openers, pneumatic; drilling bits [parts 
of machines];hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; 
handling apparatus for loading and unloading; pumps 
[machines];pumps [parts of machines, engines or motors];saws 
[machines];window closers, electric; window closers, hydraulic; 
window closers, pneumatic; window openers, electric; window 
openers, hydraulic; and window openers, pneumatic) (526): None 
(730): SOLEX INTERNATIONAL (THAILAND) COMPANY LIMITED of 
315/1-3 Wat Chan-nai Alley, Charoenkrung Road Bang Kho Laem 
Sub-district, Bang Kho Laem District, Bangkok Metropolis 10120, 
Thailand (740): Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property of P.O. 
Box 2537 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128319 (220): 08/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 6(Pipework of metal, valves of metal, other 
than parts of machines, water-pipe valves of metal, fittings of 
metal for compressed air lines, bottles [containers] of metal for 
compressed gas or liquid air, containers of metal for liquid fuel, 
ironmongery, hardware of metal small, cable joints of metal, 
non-electric) and 11(Burners, air filtering installations, germicidal 
burners, gas burners, hot air bath fittings, gas lighters, radiators, 
electric, cooling appliances and installations and lamps) (526): 
'EUROGAZ' has no particular meaning in the English language 
(730): MEIFEI ZHU of Rm.401, unit 2, Bldg. 32, Shangyuan, 
Jiangdong st./ Yiwu, Jinhua, Zhejiang Province, 322000, China 
(740): O&M Law LLP Advocates of P. O. Box 49393 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128320 (220): 08/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'INFO' and 'AFYA' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): KENYA NGO ALLIANCE AGAINST MALARIA (KeNAAM) 
of P. O. Box 8651-00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

INFO AFYA  
 

(210): 128360 (220): 09/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Medical and Pharmaceutical Preparations) 
(526): None (730): SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED of 
Sun House, Plot No. 201 B/1, Western Express Highway, Goregaon 
(E), Mumbai-400 063, Maharashtra, India (740): CFL Advocates of 
P.O. Box 23555 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

DYDRON  
 

(210): 128365 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 41( Education) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Institute' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the French word 'Bonjour' is 'Hello' 
(730): ANDREW KIRITI GATHII of Uniafric House Suite 260, 
Koinange street, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128368 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Edible Oils) (526): None (730): DEPRA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 12349 - 20100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ACE  

(210): 128369 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial affairs; insurance; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'PLUS', 'COVER', 
'ELIMISHA' and letters 'B', 'C' and 'K' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the 
Kiswahili word 'ELIMISHA' is 'To Educate' (730): KCB 
BANCASSURANCE INTERMEDIARY LIMITED of P. O. Box 48400 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

KCB ELIMISHA PLUS 

COVER  
 

(210): 128370 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial affairs; insurance; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'FLEXI', 'COVER', 
'ELIMISHA' and letters 'B', 'C' and 'K' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the 
Kiswahili word 'ELIMISHA' is 'To Educate' (730): KCB 
BANCASSURANCE INTERMEDIARY LIMITED of P. O. Box 48400 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

KCB FLEXI ELIMISHA 

COVER  
 

(210): 128371 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial affairs; insurance; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'UZIMA TELE', 
'HEALTH', 'PLAN' and letters 'K', 'C' and 'B' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of 
the Kiswahili word 'UZIMA TELE' is 'Abundant of life' (730): KCB 
BANCASSURANCE INTERMEDIARY LIMITED of P. O. Box 48400 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

KCB UZIMA TELE 

HEALTH PLAN  
 

(210): 128372 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial affairs; insurance; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'HEALTH' and 
letters 'K', 'C' and 'B' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'SIMBA' is 
'Lion' (730): KCB BANCASSURANCE INTERMEDIARY LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 48400 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

KCB FLME SIMBA 

HEALTH  
 

(210): 128373 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pestcides, fungicides, herbicides, 
acaricides, rodenticides, veterinaty preparations) (526): None 
(730): JUBAILI AGROTEC LIMITED of P. O. Box 980 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 128374 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Pestcides, fungicides, herbicides, 
acaricides, rodenticides, veterinaty preparations) (526): None 
(730): JUBAILI AGROTEC LIMITED of P. O. Box 980 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128410 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): MSN 
LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED of P.O. Box 1541 - 00606, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BRAVIFO  
 

(210): 128416 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''Long Grain'', 
“Rice”, ''Parboiled'', ''Grade'', the device of ''rice grain” and the 
letter ''A'' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): GALLEYR GENERAL TRADING COMPANY of P. O. Box 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128417 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Spaghetti) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''Spaghetti'' 
and the devices of the ''spaghetti'', ''garnish'', ''fork'' and ''wheat'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ''Paterno'' is 
an Italian word meaning ‘Father’ (730): GALLEYR GENERAL 
TRADING COMPANY of P. O. Box 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  
(210): 128419 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical Preparations.) (526): None 
(730): SULUHU PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. Box 1966 - 
60200, Meru, Kenya (740):  None 

BEROFOS  
 

(210): 128420 (220): 12/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical Preparations) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Pharmaceuticals', 'Ltd', 'Partner', 'Health', 'Care' and 
the device of ‘capsule’ each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): SULUHU PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 1966 - 60200, Meru, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128426 (220): 13/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food 
for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals.) (526): 
None (730): INVENTIA HEALTHCARE LIMITED of Unit 703 - 704, 7th 
Floor, Hubtown Solaris, N.S. Phadke Marg, Andheri (East) Mumbai 
- 400069, India (740): Muthoni Advocates of P.O. Box 28397 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

BAZILANT  
 

(210): 128427 (220): 13/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food 
for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals.) (526): 
None (730): INVENTIA HEALTHCARE LIMITED of Unit 703 - 704, 7th 
Floor, Hubtown Solaris, N.S. Phadke Marg, Andheri (East) Mumbai 
- 400069, India (740): Muthoni Advocates of P.O. Box 28397 - 
00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

GIVELSY  
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(210): 128430 (220): 13/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Arranging and conducting swap meets in 
the field of business management.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Swap' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘Tu’ is a Kiswahili 
word which means 'lest's do it' in English (730): IAN ONYANGO 
MONDI of P.O. Box I82 - 40109 Sondu, Kericho, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 128432 (220): 13/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Entertainment) (526): None (730): 
DUNAMIS ENTERTAINMENT of P. O. Box 23060 - 00505, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

BETALFA  

(210): 128437 (220): 13/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Services provided in relation to the 
preparation of food and drink for consumption, as well as services 
for providing temporary accommodation) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'INN' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): THE 
TRUMPET INN LTD. of P.O. Box 2196 - 10100, Nyeri, Kenya (740): 
Kiingati Ndirangu & Associates Advocates of P. O. Box 18677 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

THE TRUMPET INN  
 

(210): 128461 (220): 14/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual. optical. weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, 
transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
recorded and downloadable media, computer software, blank 
digital or analogue recording and storage media; mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; 
computers and computer peripheral devices; diving suits, divers' 
masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, 
gloves for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus. Batteries and chargers for electronic 
cigarettes), 34(Tobacco and tobacco substitutes; cigarettes and 
cigars; electronic cigarettes and oral vaporizers for smokers; 
smokers' articles; matches) and 35(Advertising; business 
management; business administration; office functions) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words ''Savo'' and ''Vape'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. The words "Savo Vape" are a combination of 
the word "Savo" meaning "Smoke" and "Vape" meaning to Inhale 
and exhale vapour containing nicotine and flavouring produced by 
a device designed for this purpose. The word Savo originates from 
the Finnish language and the word Vape is a contracted short 
form of the word vapour in the English language and has its origin 
in the Latin vaporem meaning 'steam' or 'exhalation'. (730): 
MATTHEW MBAGA of P. O. Box 73782 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

 

(210): 128475 (220): 15/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Entertainment) (526): None (730): 
WINGBOXX INNOVATIONS of P. O. Box 36501 - 006200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

WINGBOXX  
 

(210): 128478 (220): 15/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical product) (526): None (730): 
DR. PHARMA K LTD of P.O. Box 46279 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None   
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(210): 128480 (220): 15/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 33(Alcoholic Beverages (Except Beers) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the device of a ''human being'' separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. ''SHAGALABAGALA'' is the swahili vernacular for 
''chaos or confusion'' all over the place. It is in common use in 
Tanzania esspecially. (730): SHAGALABAGALA LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 2044 - 00509, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Oyomba Mosota & 
Wamwea Advocates of P. O. Box 106327 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 128481 (220): 15/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Includes mainly vehicles and apparatus for 
the transport of people or goods by land, air or water. This Class 
includes, in particular: motors and engines for land vehicles; 
couplings and transmission components for land vehicles; air 
cushion vehicles; remote control vehicles, other than toys; parts 
of vehicles, for example, bumpers, windscreens, steering wheels; 
treads for vehicles, as well as tyres for all kinds of vehicle 
wheels.), 35(includes mainly services involving business 
management, operation, organization and administration of a 
commercial or industrial enterprise, as well as advertising, 
marketing and promotional services. For the purposes of 
classification, the sale of goods is not considered to be a service. 
This Class includes, in particular: - the bringing together, for the 
benefit of others, of a variety of goods, excluding the transport 
thereof, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase 
those goods; such services may be provided by retail stores, 
wholesale outlets, through vending machines, mail order 
catalogues or by means of electronic media, for example, 
through websites or television shopping programmes; - 
advertising, marketing and promotional services, for example, 
distribution of samples, development of advertising concepts, 
writing and publication of publicity texts; - shop window dressing; 
- public relations services; - production of teleshopping 
programmes; - organization of trade fairs and exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; - search engine optimization 
for sales promotion; - commercial assistance services, for 
example, personnel recruitment, negotiation of business 
contracts for others, cost price analysis, import-export . agency 
services; - administration services relating to business 
transactions and financial records, for example, book-keeping, 
drawing up of statements of accounts, business and finarlcial 
auditing, business appraisals, tax preparation and filing services; 
- commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; - services consisting of the registration, 
transcription, composition, compilation or systematization of 
written communications and registrations, and also the 
compilation of mathematical or statistical data; - office 
functions, for example, appointment scheduling and reminder 
services, data search in computer files for others, computerized 
file management, telephone switchboard services.) and 
39(includes mainly services for the transport of people, animals 
or goods from one place to another by rail, road, water, air or 
pipeline and services necessarily connected with such transport, 
as well as the storing of goods in any kind of storage facility, 
warehouses or other types of building for their preservation or 
guarding. This Class includes, in particular: - operation of 
stations, bridges, railways, ferries and other transport facilities; - 
rental of vehicles for transportation, as well as chauffeuring and 
piloting servrces; - rental services related to transport, storage 
and travel, for example, parking place rental, garage rental, 
rental of storage containers; - operation of maritime tugs, 
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unloading, operation of ports and docks, and salvaging of 
wrecked ships and their cargoes; - packaging, bottling, wrapping 
and delivering of goods; - replenishing vending machines and 
automated teller machines; - services for providing information 
about journeys or the transport of goods by brokers and tourist 
agencies, as well as for providing information relating to fares, 
timetables and methods of transport; - inspection of vehicles or 
goods for the purpose of transport; - distribution of energy and 
electricity, as well as distribution and supply of water.) (526): 
The mark is proceeding in series (730): FRONCOURSE 
INVESTMENTS LIMITED of Airport North Road, Nyayo Estate Gate A 
M126, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Victor Lee Advocates 

 

 

(210): 128488 (220): 16/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "MTANDAO", "NET", "TAFUTA" and the device of the 
"Globe" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili words "SEMA" and 
"TAFUTA MTANDAO" is "say" and "find on the net" respectively 
(730): WINDSTREAM LIMIITED of P.O. Box 25901 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128488 (220): 16/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words "MTANDAO", "NET", "TAFUTA" and the device of the 
"Globe" each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili words "SEMA" and 
"TAFUTA MTANDAO" are "say" and "find on the net" respectively 
(730): WINDSTREAM LIMIITED of P.O. Box 25901 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128501 (220): 16/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''GOLD'', 
''PLUS'', ''SOFTGEL'' and ''CAPSULE'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. ‘GINSO’ is a Japanese word that means 
''silver'' in English (730): OMOKE CLIFFORD OKEMWA of P. O. Box 
16592 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128502 (220): 16/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''LUCKY'' and 
''ONE'' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): GRANTLIFF LTD of P. O. Box 10258 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 128510 (220): 19/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecommunications) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
''Social'', ''Listening'' and the device of ‘chat boxes’ each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): CENTRE 
FOR BEHAVIOUR CHANGE AND COMMUNICATION of Valley View 
Office Park, Tower B - 2nd Floor City Park Drive Off Limuru Road, 
Parklands, P. O. Box 5937 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128516 (220): 20/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 28(Games, toys and playthings; video game 
apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for 
Christmas trees) and 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 
''BOX'' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
VANA INVESTMENTS LIMITED of P. O. Box 62489 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 128541 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Motor Vehicle Parts) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the prefix 
''AGRI'', the device of the ''TRACTOR'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): MOTOSTAR AUTOMOTIVE 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 58762 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128543 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 45(Legal services; security services for the 
physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal 
and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of 
individuals.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the letters ''O'', ''J'', ''L'', ''P'' and the words 
''ADVOCATES'' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): OJ Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 76683 - 00508, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128552 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Cloth wear) (526): None (730): VEX EGO 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 352, Kitengela, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128555 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 37(Construction services; installation and 
repair services; mining extraction, oil and gas drilling) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word ''HARDWARE'' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): PEGLER HARDWARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 448 - 
00507, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128556 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Cables) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''CABLE'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PEGLER 
HARDWARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 448 - 00507, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 128557 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
the distribution or use of electricity) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''PIPES'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
PEGLER HARDWARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 448 - 00507, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128558 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 19(Tiles) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''TILES'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PEGLER 
HARDWARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 448 - 00507, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 128561 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Retail, selling, marketing, merchandising, 
promotion, distribution management, import and export services; 
agency services; reseller services; advertising services; business 
administration, business solutions and management consultancy 
services, including those relating to communications, 
connectivity, cloud systems, software systems, applications, 
software, hardware and platform systems; franchising services; 
consultancy, advisory and information services relating to the 
aforegoing; services ancillary and related to the aforegoing), 
38(Telecommunications services; telecommunication technology 
services; satellite services; mobile and digital 
telecommunications services; broadcasting services; electronic 
and communication transmission services; internet television and 
internet protocol television services; video on demand services; 
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transmission of data, documents, messages, images, sounds, 
voices, text, audio, video and electronic communications, data 
and information by digital, internet protocol, electronic, 
computer, cable, radio, radiopaging, teleprinter, teleletter, 
electronic mail, facsimile machine, television, microwave, laser 
beam, communications satellite, microwave link, terrestrial 
means, digital, cable, wireless, cellular or wirelink system 
communications means and wireless means; provision of text, 
data, pictures, images, video and messaging by means of 
telecommunications and communications devices including 
mobile telephones, the internet, computers, PDAs, TVs and 
radios; transmission, electronic mail services; carrier pre-
selection services; telecommunication, communications and 
digital services relating to the Internet; telecommunication of 
information (including web pages), computer programs and data; 
providing Internet, digital and application services; providing user 
access to the Internet (service providers); providing 
telecommunications connections to the Internet or databases; 
telecommunication access services; communication services for 
the exchange of data in electronic form; computer data 
transmission services; databank interconnection services; data 
screening; services for the electronic transmission of data; 
providing access to computer databases; magnetic and digital 
storage of data equipment and services; provision of 
communication facilities for the interchange of data by electronic 
means; provision of communication facilities for the interchange 
and storage of digital data; provision of electronic data links; 
satellite communication services; communication services 
relating to online and digital meeting and voice services; 
connectivity services related to the aforegoing; advisory, 
consultancy and information services relating to the 
aforementioned; services ancillary and related to the aforegoing) 
and 42(Scientific and technological services and research and 
design relating thereto, including in relation to 
telecommunication, cloud systems, cyber security, software 
systems, connectivity and business solutions; telecommunications 
engineering, including custom design and engineering of 
telephony, connectivity, communlcctloq and fibre optics systems; 
design and development of computer hardware and software, as 
well as telecommunication apparatus, products and software; 
information technology services; computer software, hardware, 
telecommunication apparatus, application and system design, 
development, creation and support; telecommunication and 
connectivity apparatus, products, computer hardware and 
software installation, support and maintenance services; testing, 
monitoring and analysis of telecommunication signals and 
systems; custom hosting of digital content online; data and data 
conversion services; data hosting services; calibration and 
monitoring services; rental services; cloud services; connectivity 
services; satellite connectivity services; data centreservices; 
disaster recovery services; data storage and security services; 
fibre network services; online and digital meeting and voice 
services; ethernet services; wifi system services; information 
technology and technical support including in relation to cloud 
based, data and cyber security services; hybrid device services; 
platform as a service (PaaS); software as a service (SaaS); 
advisory, consultancy and information services relating to the 
aforementioned; services ancillary and related to the aforegoing) 
(526): None (730): LIQUID TELECOMMUNICATIONS LIMITED, a 
company registered under the laws of England and Wales of 6 New 

Street Square, London EC4A 3BF, United Kingdom (740): Coulson Harney 
Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128562 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial, Monetary & Banking services, 
insurance services, real estate affairs) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters ''I'', ''C'', 
''E'', ''A'' and the words ''Trust'' and ''Company'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The English translation of the 
word ''Milele'' is ''forever'' and the source language is Kiswahili 
(730): ICEA LION TRUST COMPANY LIMITED of ICEA Lion Centre, 
East Wing, Riverside Park, Chiromo Road, Westlands, P. O. Box 
46143 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128565 (220): 21/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; 
rice, pasta and noodles; tapioca and sago; Maize flour and 
preparations made from cereals; bread, pastries and 
confectionery; chocolate; ice cream, sorbets and other edible 
ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, 
seasonings, spices, preserved herbs; vinegar, sauces and other 
condiments; ice (frozen water) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''MAIZE'' and 
''FLOUR'' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
NAEM FARMS AGRIBUSINESS of P. O. Box 7846 - 00610, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

HIROLA MAIZE FLOUR  
 

(210): 128569 (220): 22/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; 
dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and 
illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting) (526): ''KONAWI'' is a 
coined word with no meaninng in english (730): KONAWI LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 24876 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128571 (220): 22/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Flowers, natural) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
''Africalla'' and ''KEnya'' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): AFRICALLA KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 709 - 
00621, Village Market, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128587 (220): 22/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Test pens, top electric plugs, adapter plugs, 
sockets, extension cables, extension cords, radio cables, rea, Tv 
jacks, aerials, circuit breakers, circuit closers; flash bulbs 
(photography) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the word ''Super'' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): BUSKET VENTURES TRADERS of 
P. O. Box 8597 - 00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128591 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary pharmaceutical preparation) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the word ''FORCE'', numerical ''1'' and the device 
of the ''bottle'' separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): HIGHCHEM MARKETING LTD of P.O. Box 30467 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128599 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Creme, wax, polish and impregnating 
agents for leather, animal skins, footwear and other articles of 
leather or animal skins; non-medical foot care preparations, in 
particular foot bath preparations, foot soap, foot salt, foot 
cream, foot lotion, foot talcum powder and foot spray and 
accessories (not included in other classes) for all the aforesaid 
goods.), 18(leather and imitations of leather and goods made of 
these materials and not included in other classes including 
purses, wallets and key-cases; skins, hides; trunks, bags, 
travelling bags, handbags, shoulder bags, sporrans, waist bags, 
rucksacks, briefcases, umbrellas, parasols), 25(Clothing, 

ECCO 
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footwear, headgear; belts [clothing]; soles for footwear; Insoles 
for footwear) and 35(Retail and wholesale services, including 
especially sale of footwear, clothing, headgear, leather goods, 
bags, and of preparations for the care of footwear and goods of 
leather and skins) (526): None (730): ECCO Sko A/S of Industrivej 
5, 6261 Bredebro, Denmark (740): Coulson Harney Advocates of 
P.O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 

(210): 128604 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; dietary 
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for 
dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants.) 
(526): None (730): B&O PHARM Société par Actions Simplifiée 
France of ZAC de la Masquère F-31750 Escalquens, France (740): 
Kabau & Associates Advocates of P. O. Box 101136 - 00101, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

VEGEBOM  
 

(210): 128613 (220): 23/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Insecticide) (526): None (730): KENAGRO 
SUPPLIERS LTD, distributor /agent of P.O. Box 12775 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PYRIFEN  
 

(210): 128635 (220): 26/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(- temporary accommodation reservations, 
for example, hotel reservations; - boarding for animals; - rental 
of meeting rooms, tents and transportable buildings; - retirement 
home services; - day-nursery and creche services; - decorating of 
food, food sculpting;- rental of cooking apparatus; - rental of 
chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; - hookah lounge services;- 
personal chef services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Geshagi', 'Village', 
letters 'R', 'O', 'B', 'M' and the device of the 'Hut' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. The mark is proceeding in 
series (730): GRANIKAM ONE LIMITED of P. O. Box 70662 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128639 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Tea) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'SOLAI', 
'HIGHLANDS' and 'TEA' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): KENSALT LIMITED of P. O. Box 50315 - 00500, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SOLAI HIGHLANDS TEA  
 

(210): 128645 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Phamaceuticals.) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P. O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

ABIRAM  

(210): 128646 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmacuticals.) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA of P. O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ROMYCIN  

(210): 128647 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals.) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P. O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

TINABET  

(210): 128649 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals.) (526): None (730): 
TOPSTONE PHARMA LIMITED of Godown B10, Kenafric Business 
Park, Baba Dogo Road, P. O. Box 13742 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

TOPICLOX  
 

(210): 128656 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and Veterinary 
Preparations) (526): None (730): DINLAS PHARMA EPZ LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 22661 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

EMPRAZ  
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(210): 128657 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and Veterinary 
Preparations) (526): None (730): DINLAS PHARMA EPZ LIMITED of 
P.O. Box 22661 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

NFLOCIN  
 

(210): 128658 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and Veterinary 
Preparations) (526): None (730): DINLAS PHARMA EPZ LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 22661 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ARLUM  
 

(210): 128659 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and Veterinary 
Preparations) (526): None (730): DINLAS PHARMA EPZ LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 22661 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DINLAPRIL  
 

(210): 128660 (220): 27/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, Footwear, Headgear) (526): 
None (730): ZHO LIANGFANG of P. O. Box 5332 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128668 (220): 29/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Raw and unprocessed agricultural, aqua 
cultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and 
unprocessed grains and seeds; fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh 
herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, seedlings and seeds for 
planting; live animals; foodstuffs and beverages for animals; 
malt.) and 44(Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and 
beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forest services.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of a leaf 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SALLY SHARR (GARDENING KENYA) of P. O. Box 868 - 00606, 
Kenya (740):  None 

 

(210): 128669 (220): 29/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 37(Building construction; repair; installation 
services.), 39(Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel 
arrangement.) and 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, 
industrial research and industrial design services; quality control 
and authentication services; design and development of computer 
hardware and software) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Okoa' and the letter 'O'' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. ‘OKOA’ is 
swahili word meaning "rescue" (730): GARRI FIX LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 650 - 00606, 1st Parklands Ave, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 128672 (220): 29/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Preparations for destroying vermin; 
fungicides; herbicides) (526): None (730): FARMCARE SOLUTIONS 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 45191 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PULVIA  
 

(210): 128673 (220): 29/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Drinking water) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Water', 
'Slight', 'Fresh', 'Pure', 'Safe', 'drinking' and the device of 'Water 
Drops' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): SONI'S MERCHANTS LIMITED of P. O. Box 65109 - 00618, 
Ruaraka, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128679 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Recording, transmitting, reproducing or 
processing sound recorded and downloadable media) and 
39(Telecommunications services) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Youth', 
'Radio', the symbol '+' and device of 'Microphone' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): YOUTH PLUS AFRICA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 509105 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 128680 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) (526): None 
(730): FLAME BIRD TRADING LTD of P. O. Box 104337 - 00101, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128681 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Hands and Body Lotion) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Belleza', 'Hands', 'Body' and 'Lotion' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the 
Spanish word 'Belleza' is 'Beauty' (730): PWANI OIL PRODUCTS 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 81927 - 80100, Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128684 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food 
for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 
fungicides herbicides.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'SOBS', 'OMEGA', 'FEEDS' 
and numerals '3', '6' and '9' per se each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): SOLOMON OMWONA LUGASI of P. O. 
Box 210 - 40601, Bondo, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128686 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Sanitary, adult diapers, baby diapers, 
maternity pads) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the word 'Musk' separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): MONIKA GUPTA of P. O. Box 
38011 - 00623, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128687 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pesticides for agriculture use) (526): None 
(730): GOWAN CROP PROTECTION LIMITED, organized under the 
laws of England of Highlands House Basingstoke Road, Spencers 
Wood, Reading, Berkshire RGT 1NT, United Kingdom (740): 
Coulson Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

DEMITAN  
 

(210): 128696 (220): 30/06/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers; mineral and aerated waters and 
other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; 
syrups and other preparations for making beverages) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'Juice' and "Jaba" each seseparately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. 'JABA' is a slang word of the 'Khat' plant 
(730): JABA TRIBE LIMITED of P. O. Box 4897 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128702 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): None 
(730): BOMAS OF KENYA LIMITED of Bomas of Kenya, Off Langata 
Road, P. O. Box 40689 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Maina 
Gathara Advocates of P.O. Box 7167 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128704 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'Kenya' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): BOMAS OF KENYA LIMITED of Bomas of Kenya, Off 
Langata Road, P. O. Box 40689 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Maina Gathara Advocates of P.O. Box 7167 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya 

  

(210): 128709 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

HYOPHARM  
 

(210): 128710 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

GASZOLE  
 

(210): 128711 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

XIPHARM  
 

(210): 128712 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

PENAMED  
 

(210): 128713 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

REMBENZYL  
 

(210): 128714 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

MYCIMED  
 

(210): 128715 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

PHARMACILLIN  
 

(210): 128716 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

ZOLEMED  
 

(210): 128717 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

CIPROREM  
 

(210): 128718 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDINA REMEDIES LIMITED of P.O. Box 47346 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

XIHEME  
 

(210): 128719 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Mineral and aerated water) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Adanzi', 'Purified', 'Drinking', 'Water' and the letter 
'A' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Luhya vernacular word 'Adanzi' is 'A 
place of cool waters' (730): BUMONDO INVESTMENT LIMITED of P. 
O. Box 20885, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 128723 (220): 03/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Babies' napkin-pants; Babies' napkins; 
Babies' diapers; Belts for sanitary napkins; Diapers for pets; 
Pants, absorbent, for incontinents; Panty liners; Sanitary napkins; 
Sanitary towels; Babies' diaper-pants; Baby diapers; Tissues 
impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; Napkins for 
incontinents; Sanitary knickers; Sanitary panties; Sanitary pants; 
Sanitary tampons.) (526): None (730): XIAMEN MK HEALTH CARE 
PRODUCT CO., LTD of Unit 704, DFC (DINGFENG FINANCIAL 
CENTER), No. 503, Gaolin Middle Road, Huli District, Xiamen, 
China (740): Iseme Kamau & Maema Advocates of P.O. Box 11866 
- 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 

ECO BOOM  
 

(210): 128731 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Salt) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Chumvi','Safi','Premium' and 'Salt' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili 
words 'CHUMVI SIO CHUMVI' and 'CHUMVI SAFI' is 'Salt is not salt' 
and 'Clean Salt' respectively (730): KRYSTALLINE SALT LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 43114 - 00100, Azuri Towers, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Noel Ngoloma Okwach of P. O. Box 52831 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

CHUMVI SIO 

CHUMVI...CHUMVI SAFI 

NI KAYSALT PREMIUM  
 

(210): 128732 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Carbonated soft drinks) (526): None (730): 
ORTEGIA COMMODITIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 38049 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

GLINTER  
 

(210): 128733 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Sanitary pads, panty liners and towels) 
(526): None (730): MAXCARE PRODUCTS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
14328 - 00800, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128735 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance; financial affairs; monetary 
affairs; real estate affairs; payment facilitation services, 
facilitation and rendering of banking and financial transactions, 
including those rendered online via the Internet or computer 
network, or by telephone or cellular telephone; clearing and 
reconciling financial transactions via a global computer network; 
online banking services and financial services; credit card 
services, processing and transmission of bills and payments 
thereof, and providing insurance for financial transactions; funds 
transfer services; transmission of funds by electronic means for 
others; transfer of payments for others via the Internet; financial 
services in the nature of billing and payment processing services; 
arrangement and management of leases and tenancy; renting and 
leasing of real estate; real estate appraisal; real estate valuation, 
real estate financing, real estate investment; real estate 
brokerage services; real estate agency services; housing agency 
services; actuarial services; real estate management and 
consultancy services; rent collection; rental of offices (real 
estate); rental of apartments and flats; provision of financial 
information via the Internet; safety deposit and issuing of travel 
vouchers services; capital investments; financial evaluation 
[insurance, banking, real estate]; financial and asset 
management services; insurance and financial services; financial 
services provided by telecommunication means; financial 
consultancy and advisory services; online banking; banking 
services provided online from a computer databases or the 
Internet; securities brokerage services, stock exchange quotation 
services; stocks and bonds brokerage, financial analysis; debit 
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card services, charge card services and cheque guarantee 
services; banking, savings account and investment services; 
financial clearing services; credit verification via global computer 
information network; electronic credit risk management services; 
electronic purchase payment and electronic bill payment 
services; financial accounts debiting and crediting services; 
electronic banking services; issuance of stored value cards, 
charge cards and debit cards; telephone credit cards services; 
information services relating to finance and insurance, provided 
online from a computer database or Internet; agency for 
collection of gas and electricity fees; antique appraisal; art 
appraisal; jewelry appraisal; used car appraisal; tax information 
supply (financial services); charitable fund raising; organizing of 
charitable collections; charitable collections; rental of paper 
money and coin counting or processing machines; rental of cash 
dispensers or automated-teller machines; online payment 
services; safe deposit services; arranging finance for construction 
projects; import-export clearance agencies (custom clearance); 
consultancy, information and advisory services relating to the 
aforesaid services; services ancillary and related to all of the 
aforegoing, all included in class 36.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Bank' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PREMIER 
BANK LIMITED of P. O. Box 26219 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): 
Abdallah Busaidy of P. O. Box 20140 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 128741 (220): 04/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations) (526): None (730): 
HOUSEFARM LIMITED of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

FARMIZOLE  
 

(210): 128747 (220): 05/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 4(LPG Gas) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'T' and 'G' 
and the device of the 'Flame' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): TAJIRI GAS LIMITED of P. O. Box78765 - 
00507, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128761 (220): 05/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 18(Rucksacks; school bags; handbags; bags for 
sports; travelling bags; leather straps; bags; vanity cases, purses, 
wallets, key cases, briefcases, shopping bags, satchels, shoulder 
straps; animal skins, pelts and hides, suitcases and trunks; 
umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harnesses and 
saddlery) (526): None (730): SAFE BAGS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
71479, Eastleigh, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128762 (220): 05/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 18(Rucksacks; school bags; handbags; bags for 
sports; travelling bags; leather straps; bags; vanity cases, purses, 
wallets, key cases, briefcases, shopping bags, satchels, shoulder 
straps; animal skins, pelts and hides, suitcases and trunks; 
umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks, whips, harnesses and 
saddlery) (526): None (730): SAFE BAGS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
71479, Eastleigh, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128763 (220): 05/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'PLUS' separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PHARMWEB LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 17170 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

NEUROWEB PLUS  
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(210): 128780 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

MOXIF  

(210): 128781 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'PLUS' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): PHILMED 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PHENAGYL PLUS  
 

(210): 128782 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

VASTAMIN  

(210): 128783 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

VEGAFIX  

(210): 128784 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

PHILNERVE  

(210): 128785 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

MULTINERVE  

(210): 128786 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

PHELAMIN  

(210): 128787 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

FLOXYMAG  

(210): 128788 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

PROMIVIT  

(210): 128789 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

PHILCOFF  

(210): 128790 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

ZELFIN  

(210): 128791 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
PHILMED LIMITED of P.O. Box 36728 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

VIGINORX  

(210): 128794 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, veterinary preparations, 
disinfectants and supplements for animals) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'I' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): IPROCURE 
LTD of P. O. Box 76366 - 00508, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128799 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABARATORY & ALLIED LTD of P.O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

OLEPTA  
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(210): 128800 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABARATORY & ALLIED LTD of P.O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

OPTICLEAR  
 

(210): 128801 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABARATORY & ALLIED LTD of P.O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

MOXIWIN  
 

(210): 128803 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) and 44(Medical 
services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human 
beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'LIAISON', 'NURSING', 'CARE SERVICES' 
and 'COMPASSIONATE CARE' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): FINE TOUCH LIAISON AND NURSING CARE 
SERVICES of P. O. Box 26945 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): None 

  

(210): 128805 (220): 06/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Appratus for lighting, heating, steam) 
(526): None (730): HU WENBO of P. O. Box 5332 - 00200, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128806 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' 
type; printing blocks), 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions), 36(Insurance; financial 
affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs), 
38(Telecommunications) and 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities) (526): None 
(730): KENYA BANKERS ASSOCIATION of P. O. Box 73100 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): Hamilton Harrison & Mathews Advocates of 
P. O. Box 30333 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128809 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): NEXTGEN 
PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 20539 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BUPIKEN  
 

(210): 128810 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): NEXTGEN 
PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 20539 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

FORMUM  
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(210): 128811 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): NEXTGEN 
PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 20539 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TROPIBAC  
 

(210): 128812 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): NEXTGEN 
PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 20539 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TELMINEX  
 

(210): 128813 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): NEXTGEN 
PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 20539 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ZALASTA  
 

(210): 128814 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): NEXTGEN 
PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 20539 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

ZEMIPEN  
 

(210): 128815 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): NEXTGEN 
PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LTD, a limited liability company duly 
incorporated under the laws of Kenya of P. O. Box 20539 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BURNSIL  
 

(210): 128816 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 14(Precious metals and their alloys; 
jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; horological and 
chronometric instruments.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'WALL', 
'DECORATIONS', 'LUXURY' and the letters 'W' and 'S' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
DECORATIVE WALL CLOCKS KENYA LIMITED of P. O. Box 37-00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740): MOLA, Kimosop & Njeru Advocates of House 
203, Mbaruk Road, Off Ngong Road, P.O. Box 52245 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 128820 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Betting) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Bet' 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 'WASAFI' is a 
swahili slung word which it's translation into English is 'The clean 
one' (730): EQUILIBRIUM TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 
76729 - 00620, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

WASAFIBET  
 

(210): 128821 (220): 07/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Mineral and Aerated Water) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'WATER' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): HEARHEY INVESTMENTS LIMITED of P. O. Box 13361 
- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

HEARTSY WATER  
 

(210): 128826 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting; cultural activities and gambling 
services.) (526): 'NDUTHIKA' is a derivative of the 'sheng' slang 
word 'Nduthi' which means 'Motorbike' in english. (730): BETIKA 
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED of Office 2, Suite 2, The Penthouse, 
Capital Business Centre, Entrance C, Triq taz-Zwejt, San Gwann 
SGN 3000, Malta (740): Kieti Law LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 00505, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

NDUTHIKA  
 

(210): 128827 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting; cultural activities and gambling 
services.) (526): None (730): BETIKA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED of 
Office 2, Suite 2, The Penthouse, Capital Business Centre, 
Entrance C, Triq taz-Zwejt, San Gwann SGN 3000, Malta (740): 
Kieti Law LLP of P. O. Box 22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 

PUNCHIKA  
 

(210): 128828 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 6(Steel Corrugated sheets and coils) (526): 
None (730): MABATI ROLLING MILLS LIMITED of P. O. Box 271 - 
00204, Athi-River, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128833 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 44(Wildlife Management.) (526): Registration 
of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'NORTHERN', 'RANGELANDS' and 'TRUST' and letters 'N', 'R' and 'T' 
and the device of 'Animal' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): NORTHERN RANGELANDS TRUST of Lewa 
Wildlife Conservancy, P. O. Box Private Bag, Isiolo - 60300, Meru, 
Kenya (740): Omuma Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 53390 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya   
(210): 128834 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Soaps, Perfumes, Essential Oils.), 
9(Computer, Communication and Consumer Electronic Products: 
Smart Phone, Charge Cable, Smart Watch, Phone Case and Screen 
Protector. ), 11(LED lightings), 16(Stationery, Plastic Materials for 
packaging), 19(Medium Density Fibre Board, Finishing Materials), 
20(Furnitures), 21(Electric Rice Cooker, Kettles, Electric High-
Pressure Cooker), 24(Table Covers, Bed Covers), 25(Clothes, 
Shoes, Wigs.), 27(Carpets, Rugs.) and 35(E.Shop and wholesale of 
the products) (526): None (730): SANJUI GROUP LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 10327 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Amolo & Gacoka 
Advocates of P. O. Box 53319 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  
 

(210): 128835 (220): 10/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparations made from 
cereals.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Maize' and 'Meal' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. Translation into English of 
the Kiswahili word 'Dhahabu' is 'Gold'. (730): GRAINOVA MILLERS 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 093 - 00621, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
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(210): 128844 (220): 11/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam 
generating, cooking and refrigerating) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Gas' 
and the device of the 'Flame' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): DAYUPLAN ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 33527 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128847 (220): 11/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary Preparations.) (526): 'Havita' is a 
coined word with no direct meaning in English. (730): HOUSE 
FARM LIMITED of P. O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

HAVITA  
 

(210): 128848 (220): 11/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Fungicides) (526): 'Boroto' is a coined word 
with no direct meaning in English. (730): KENAGRO SUPPLIERS 
LTD. of P.O. Box 12775 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

BOROTO  
 

(210): 128850 (220): 11/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals.) (526): None (730): 
LABORATORY & ALLIED EQUIPMENT LIMITED of Bruce House, 
Standard Street, P. O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

VISIGHT  
 

(210): 128867 (220): 11/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparations made from 
cereals.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Poa', 'Maize', 'Fortified', 'Meal' and 
the devices of 'Maize' and 'Grain' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): MUMU GRAIN MASTERS CO. LTD of P. 
O. Box 65 - 80300, Voi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128868 (220): 12/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour and preparations made from 
cereals.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Maize', 'Fortified', 'Meal' and the 
devices of 'Maize' and 'Grain' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): MUMU GRAIN MASTERS CO. LTD. of P. O. 
Box 65 - 80300, Voi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128869 (220): 12/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals and medical preparations; 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for 
babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, 
dental wax; disinfectants.) (526): None (730): CACHET 
PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD of 415, Shah Nahar, Dr. E. Moses 
Road, Worli, Mumbai-400 018, India (740): Kabau & Associates 
Advocates of P.O. Box 101136 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya 

ACTIFY  
 

(210): 128885 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific. research. navigation. surveying. 
photographic. cinematographic. audio-visual, optical, weighing. 
measuring. signalling. detecting. testing. inspecting. life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for recording. transmitting. reproducing or 
processing sound. images or data; recorded and downloadable 
media. computer software. blank digital or analogue recording 
and storage media.), 38(Telecommunications services) and 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; industrial analysis. industrial research and 
industrial design services; quality control and authentication 
services; design and development of computer hardware and 
software.) (526): None (730): WHITESPACE TECHNOLOGIES 

WHITESPACE 
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LIMITED of P. O. Box 17592 - 00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740): KRK 
Advocates LLP of Britam Tower, 7th Floor, Hospital Road, 
Upperhill P.O. Box 6463 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 128886 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Scientific. research. navigation. surveying. 
photographic. cinematographic. audio-visual, optical, weighing. 
measuring. signalling. detecting. testing. inspecting. life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for recording. transmitting. reproducing or 
processing sound. images or data; recorded and downloadable 
media. computer software. blank digital or analogue recording 
and storage media.), 38(Telecommunications services) and 
42(Scientific and technological services and research and design 
relating thereto; industrial analysis. industrial research and 
industrial design services; quality control and authentication 
services; design and development of computer hardware and 
software.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the letters "V" and "W" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): WHITESPACE 
TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 17592 - 00500, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): KRK Advocates LLP of P. O. Box 6463 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 128887 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Baby Wipes) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Wipes', 
'Baby' and the letters 'DFJ' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
 

(210): 128888 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters 'DFJ' and the word 'Lyme' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 
- 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128889 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): None 
(730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 128890 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): None 
(730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 128891 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters 'F' and 'I' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128892 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letter 'D', the numeral '3' and the letters 'F' and 'I' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): JFD 
PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128893 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Tri' and 'Relief' and the letters 'F' and 'I' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): JFD 
PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 128894 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'Acetyl' and the letters 'F' and 'I' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 
41535 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128895 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'Bio' and 'Active' and the letters 'F' and 'I' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): JFD 
PHARMA of P. O. Box 41535 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128896 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals preparations) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word 'Flu' and the letters 'F' and 'I' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): JFD PHARMA of P. O. Box 
41535 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128905 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Machines and machine tools; Motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); Machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); Agricultural 
implements other than hand-operated; Automatic vending 
machines.), 12(Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or 
water.) and 35(Advertising; business management, organization 
and administration; office functions) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the device of the 
''INDUSTRIAL WHEEL'' separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): GULF AFRICA MACHINERY KENYA LIMITED of P.O. 
BOX 87766 - 00300, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128906 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 7(Machines and machine tools; Motors and 
engines (except for land vehicles); Machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); Agricultural 
implements other than hand-operated; Automatic vending 
machines.), 12(Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or 
water.) and 35(Advertising; business management, organization 
and administration; office functions.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''POWER'' 
and the acronym ''UK'' and the device of the ''TRACTOR'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): GULF 
AFRICA MACHINERY KENYA LIMITED of P.O. Box 87766 - 00300, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128915 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers, mineral and aerated waters and 
other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.) (526): None 
(730): EAST AFRICAN BREWERIES PLC, A Company incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of Garden City Business Park, Block A, 5th 
Floor, P. O. Box 30161 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Coulson 
Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

NIGHT RUNNER  
 

(210): 128917 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers, mineral and aerated waters and 
other non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.) (526): None 
(730): EAST AFRICAN BREWERIES PLC, A Company incorporated 
under the laws of Kenya of Garden City Business Park, Block A, 5th 
Floor, P. O. Box 30161 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Coulson 
Harney Advocates of P. O. Box 10643 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya 

NAIROBI SUMMER  
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(210): 128920 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Cosmetics) (526): ‘SHANAYA’ means ''The 
First ray of sun'', it also means ''God's gift'' and ''very lucky'', it’s 
origin is Sanskrit Hindu Language. (730): AVANTIKA AFRICA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 1381 - 00606, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SHANAYA  
 

(210): 128921 (220): 13/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Animal Foodstuffs) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 
''C'', ''F'', the words ''Cost'', ''Cut'', ''Feeds'' and the devices of 
''animals'' and ''plants'' each separately and apart from the mark as 
a whole. (730): COST PATH FINDERS LTD of P. O. Box 676 - 
80300, Voi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128933 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education Providing of training, 
Entertainment Sporting and Cultural activities) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words ''SOULS'' and ''SCHOOL'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. The translation into English of the 
Swahili word ''JASIRI'' is ‘Brave’ (730): LITTLE SOULS LEARNING 
CENTRE LTD of P. O. Box 22515 - 00400, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None   
(210): 128935 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities Providing online 
and in-person training.) (526): None (730): THE PACESETTERS 
LEADERSHIP CENTRE of P. O. Box 1326 - 00502, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

PACEPRENEUR  
 

(210): 128946 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Yoghurt) (526): None (730): DELIROSA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 507 - 00610, Eastleigh, Kenya (740):  None 

DELIROSA  
 

(210): 128947 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Yoghurt) (526): None (730): DELIROSA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 507 - 00610, Eastleigh, Kenya (740):  None 

FRUTILA  
 

(210): 128958 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Flour) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of letters ''I'', ''D'' and the 
device of the ''Harvesting machine'' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. (730): RADCLIFFE M. MANTHI of P. O. 
Box 18758 - 20100, Nakuru, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128959 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education and Providing of training.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words ''Africa'', ''Scientific'', ''Resources'', 
''Continent'' and ''Technical'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): CHROM AFRICA INSTRUMENTATION 
SERVICES LTD of P.O. Box 4963 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 128960 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific Technology Services and 
Research) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words ''Western'', ''Kenya'', ''Cancer'', 
''Care'', ''Research'', ''Centre'' the letters ''W'', ''K'', ''C'', ''R'' and 
numeral ''2'' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): WEST KENYA CANCER CARE AND RESEARCH CENTRE of P. 
O. Box 15372 - 00509, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 128966 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P.O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

VAGILSOFT  

(210): 128967 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P.O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

CUREXA  

(210): 128968 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): ''SEEMA'' is a coined 
word.(730): AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P.O. Box 3328 - 0056, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SEEMA  
 

(210): 128969 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
AVETINA LIFE SCIENCES of P.O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

ALCARAZ  

(210): 128974 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Bread, Pastry and confectionery) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word ''Loaf'', ''Mkate'', ''Bite'', ''Buns'', ''Bread'', ''White'' and 
the devices of ''chef'' and ''buns'' each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): KENSALT LIMITED of P. O. Box 50315 
- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128977 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 41(Education; providing of training; 
entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.) and 45(Legal 
services; security services for the protection of property and 
individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to 
meet the needs of individuals.) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words ''HUMAN'', 
''RIGHTS'', ''DEFENDERS'' and the device of the ''human fist'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): NATIONAL 
COALITION OF HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS REGISTERED TRUSTEES 
of P. O. Box 26309 - 00100, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128978 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper,cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in otherclasses; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery,adhesivesfor 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials;paint 
brushes;typewritersand office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (exceptapparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging(not included in other 
classes);printers'type;printing blocks.) and 41(Education; 
providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural 
activities.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words ''ACADEMY'', the letters ''H'', ''R'', ''D'' 
and the device of ''human fist'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): NATIONAL COALITION OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
DEFENDERS REGISTERED TRUSTEES of P. O. Box 26309 - 00100, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 128990 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): NEXTGEN 
PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LIMITED of P.O. Box 20539 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PLATIBAC  
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(210): 128991 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): None (730): AVETINA LIFE 
SCIENCES of P.O. Box 3328 - 0056, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PARICEL  
 

(210): 128992 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 25(Clothing, footwear, headgear) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the word ''KENYA'' and device of a ''leaf'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AWAKEN ANT LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 104337 - 00101, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 128994 (220): 14/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bathing Soap) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
''Family'', ''Bath'' and ''Soap'' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. ''SAWA'' means okay in English (730): PWANI OIL 
PRODUCTS LIMITED, a limited liability company incorporated in 
the Republic of Kenya of P.O. Box 81972 - 80100, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 128998 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter ''Z'' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): ZAWADI HEALTHCARE 
LIMITED of Maua Close, Westlands, P. O. Box 14629 - 00800, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129000 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrice) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Natural', 'Coco' and the devices of 'Coconut' and 'Leaf'' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): HARLEY'S 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 42718 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129001 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Bleaching preparations and other 
substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrice) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'M', 'C' 
and the device of 'Coconut' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): HARLEY'S LIMITED of P.O. Box 42718 - 
00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129004 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 31(Agricultural seeds) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'Sun' and 'Gold' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. (730): AGRIPACK SEEDS LIMITED, a limited liabilty 
company duly incorporated in Kenya of P. O. Box 14679 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SUNGOLD  
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(210): 129005 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 12(Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by 
land, air or sea) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the letters 'T' and 'S' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): TRANS - SOLUTIONS 
LTD of P. O. Box 17634 - 00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129009 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 39(Transport; packaging and storage of goods; 
travel arrangement.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words "CARGO", "LIMITED" and 
the devices of the "aeroplane" and "ship" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): KENZON CARGO LIMITE of 
P.O. Box 8150 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129010 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying 
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.) (526): None (730): TRUVETS 
TECHNO SYSTEMS LTD of P.O. Box 1451- 00618, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

HETOR  
 

(210): 129011 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying 
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.) (526): None (730): TRUVETS 
TECHNO SYSTEMS LTD of P.O. Box 1451- 00618, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

BRUTTO  
 

(210): 129012 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying 
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.) (526): None (730): TRUVETS 
TECHNO SYSTEMS LTD of P.O. Box 1451- 00618, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

SARVAR  
 

(210): 129013 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying 
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.) (526): None (730): TRUVETS 
TECHNO SYSTEMS LTD of P.O. Box 1451- 00618, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

KLESEDO  
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(210): 129014 (220): 18/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary 
use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and 
animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying 
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.) (526): None (730): TRUVETS 
TECHNO SYSTEMS LTD of P.O. Box 1451- 00618, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

BARIAR  
 

(210): 129027 (220): 19/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): MEDAFRIQ PHARMA 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 243 - 623, Parklands, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

PABRIVIT  
 

(210): 129029 (220): 19/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Veterinary preparations; amino acids for 
veterinary purposes, dietetic substances adapted for veterinary 
use, biological, bacterial and bacteriological preparations for 
medical and veterinary use, biological tissue cultures and 
chemical preparations for veterinary purposes, chemical reagents 
for medical or veterinary purposes, cultures of microorganisms 
for medical and veterinary use, enzyme preparations for 
veterinary purposes, greases and lotions for veterinary purposes) 
(526): None (730): MEDISEL (K) LTD of P.O. Box 540 - 01000, 
Thika, Kenya (740):  None 

ISOTRYP  
 

(210): 129030 (220): 19/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Acne', 'Clear' and 
'Cream' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): MEDCURE HEALTHCARE LIMITED of P.O. Box 14609 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129056 (220): 21/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Financial services, financial consulting and 
services, capital investment consulting, consulting and 
information concerning insurance, actuarial consulting and 
advisory services, consulting services relating to corporate 
finance, and investment banking consulting and advisory services) 
(526): None (730): PROSTERITY AFRICA LIMITED of P. O. Box 
13321 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 129059 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Mobile Accessories) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
'MOBILE', 'SPARES' and device of 'Mobile' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole. 'DAMA' is a coined word and has no 
meaning in English (730): DAMA MOBILE SPARES LTD of P. O. Box 
53238 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129065 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'KINGA' 
and "JOINT" separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'KINGA' is 'Prevent' 
(730): LABORATORY & ALLIED LTD of P.O. Box 42875 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

KINGAJOINT  
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(210): 129066 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABORATORY & ALLIED LTD of P.O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

CLARICYN  
 

(210): 129067 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABORATORY & ALLIED LTD of P.O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

MENOGEST  
 

(210): 129068 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABORATORY & ALLIED LTD of P.O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

TORICOX  
 

(210): 129069 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABORATORY & ALLIED LTD of P.O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

OLZAPYNE  
 

(210): 129070 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
LABORATORY & ALLIED LTD of P.O. Box 42875 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

TIBAMIN  
 

(210): 129080 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco; cigars; cigarettes; ashtrays for 
smokers; cigarette tips; cigarette cases; matches; lighters for 
smokers; cigarette filters; flavourings, other than essential oils, 
for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; liquid 
solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic devices for 
the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco for inhalation; oral 
vaporizers for smokers; tobacco products for the purpose of being 
heated; smokers' articles for electronic cigarettes) (526): None 
(730): CHINA TOBACCO FUJIAN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD of No. 118, 
Lian Yue Road, Xiamen, Fujian, P.R. China (740): Kieti Advocates 
LLP of P.O. Box 22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 129081 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco; cigars; cigarettes; ashtrays for 
smokers; cigarette tips; cigarette cases; matches; lighters for 
smokers; cigarette filters; flavourings, other than essential oils, 
for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; liquid 
solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic devices for 
the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco for inhalation; oral 
vaporizers for smokers; tobacco products for the purpose of being 
heated; smokers' articles for electronic cigarettes) (526): The 3 
Chinese characters have the transliteration of "QI PI LANG", which 
means "seven wolves", "QI" means "seven", "PI" is a classifier in 
Chinese and means nothing and "LANG" means "wolf". (730): 
CHINA TOBACCO FUJIAN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD of No. 118, Lian 
Yue Road, Xiamen, Fujian, P.R. China (740): Kieti Advocates LLP 
of P.O. Box 22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 129082 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco; cigars; cigarettes; ashtrays for 
smokers; cigarette tips; cigarette cases; matches; lighters for 
smokers; cigarette filters; flavourings, other than essential oils, 
for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; liquid 
solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic devices for 
the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco for inhalation; oral 
vaporizers for smokers; tobacco products for the purpose of being 
heated; smokers' articles for electronic cigarettes) (526): None 
(730): CHINA TOBACCO FUJIAN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD of No. 118, 
Lian Yue Road, Xiamen, Fujian, P.R. China (740): Kieti Advocates 
LLP of P.O. Box 22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 
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(210): 129083 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 34(Tobacco; cigars; cigarettes; ashtrays for 
smokers; cigarette tips; cigarette cases; matches; lighters for 
smokers; cigarette filters; flavourings, other than essential oils, 
for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; liquid 
solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic devices for 
the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco for inhalation; oral 
vaporizers for smokers; tobacco products for the purpose of being 
heated; smokers' articles for electronic cigarettes) (526): None 
(730): CHINA TOBACCO FUJIAN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD of No. 118, 
Lian Yue Road, Xiamen, Fujian, P.R. China (740): Kieti Advocates 
LLP of P.O. Box 22602 - 00505, Nairobi, Kenya 

 

210): 129084 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food 
for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth; 
dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 
fungicides, herbicides) and 44(Medical services; veterinary 
services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services.) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'PATIENT', 'ACCESS', 'PROGRAM' and 
device of a 'Heart' per se each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili 
word 'NURU' is ‘light’, 'Ray of light' or 'Illumination'. Registration 
of the trade mark is sought in the colours in which it appears but 
without any limitation as to colour so as to be deemed to be 
registered for all colours. (730): AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals 
Limited of L.R No. 1/1327, Avenue 5, 1F, Rose Avenue, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Kieti Advocates LLP of P.O. Box 22602 - 00505, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 

(210): 129086 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letter 'N' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): NATIONAL PHARMACY 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 17843 - 00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

GYNOLUT-N  
 

(210): 129087 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Cream' separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): NATIONAL PHARMACY 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 17843 - 00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MAXXI CREAM  
 

(210): 129087 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'Cream' separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): NATIONAL PHARMACY 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 17843 - 00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

MAXXI CREAM  
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(210): 129088 (220): 24/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants; sanitizers) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the word 'KIT' separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): NATIONAL PHARMACY 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 17843 - 00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

PRYME KIT  
 

(210): 129089 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Cosmetics) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'D' and 'R' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
ELLENA BEAUTY WORLD LIMITED of P. O. Box 3672 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

DR. DESS  
 

(210): 129093 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 38(Telecomunication) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'T', 
'V', 'C' per se and the words 'CANAAN' and 'KENYA' each separately 
and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): MBINJO FIRM LIMITED 
of P. O. Box 12, Kanjuku, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129094 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 32(Beers mineral and aerated waters and 
other non alcoholic beverages) and 33(Alcoholic beverages 
(except beers) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'KENYA' and 'QUEEN' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): LONDON 
DISTILLERS (K) LTD of P.O. Box 57387 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

KENYA QUEEN  
 

(210): 129106 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 37(Vehicle Service Station for fueling, 
maintenance and repair, Vehicle Lubrication Centre, Tyre Centre, 
Car Wash, Laundry and Dry-cleaning) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'ULTRA' 
and 'CITY' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. 
(730): VIVO ENERGY KENYA LIMITED of Vienna Court, East Wing, 
State House Cresent Road, P. O. Box 43561 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740): Majanja Luseno & Co., Advocates of P.O. Box 74580 
- 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 

  

(210): 129108 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 29(Edible oil) (526): Registration of this mark 
shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'GOLDEN', 
'SUNFLOWER' and 'OIL' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): RICHARD OWUOR of P. O. Box 614 - 00512, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

GOLDEN HARVESTS 

SUNFLOWER OIL  
 

(210): 129111 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer hardware 
and software.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'Global', 'Health' and 'Institute' 
and the device of 'Globe' per se'each separately and apart from 
the mark as a whole. (730): SAVANNAH INFORMATICS LIMITED of 
P. O. Box 5980 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129112 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 42(Scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer hardware 
and software.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right 
to the exclusive use of the words 'Claim', the letters 'P', 'S', 'T' and 
the numerals '0', '3' and '6' each separately and apart from the 
mark as a whole. (730): SAVANNAH INFORMATICS LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 5980 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129113 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' 
type; printing blocks.) and 42(Scientific and technological 
services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 
analysis and research services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the symbol '+' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SAVANNAH 
INFORMATICS LIMITED of P. O. Box 5980 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
 

(210): 129114 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' 
type; printing blocks.) and 42(Scientific and technological 
services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 
analysis and research services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the numerals '0', 
'3', '6' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SAVANNAH INFORMATICS LIMITED of P. O. Box 5980 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129115 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' 
type; printing blocks.) and 42(Scientific and technological 
services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 
analysis and research services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software.) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Case', 
'Manager' and the numerals '0', '3' & '6' and the device of the 'Tick' 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): 
SAVANNAH INFORMATICS LIMITED of P. O. Box 5980 - 00200, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129117 (220): 25/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paint 
brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic 
materials for packaging (not included in other classes); printers' 
type; printing blocks.) and 42(Scientific and technological 
services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 
analysis and research services; design and development of 
computer hardware and software.) (526): None (730): SAVANNAH 
INFORMATICS LIMITED of P. O. Box 5980 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  

(210): 129121 (220): 26/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Magnetic cards for unique personal 
identifier (UPI) for persons; computer software.) and 42(Software 
as a service [Saas] featuring software for identifying persons for 
effective management and administration.) (526): Registration of 
this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 
"KENYA", "UNIQUE", "IDENTIFIER" and "NAMBA" each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. The Swahili words "NAMBA" and 
"MAISHA" means "number" and "life" respectively in English (730): 
THE STATE DEPARTMENT FOR IMMIGRATION AND CITIZEN SERVICES 
of P.O. Box 30191 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129123 (220): 26/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(porridge, flour, maize flour, bread) (526): 
None The translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'TIBA' is 
'Healing'. (730): SALIM AHMED of P. O. Box 102081 - 00101, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

TIBA  
 

(210): 129125 (220): 26/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 43(Temporary accommodation reservation; 
Hotel reservations) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no 
right to the exclusive use of the words 'SLEEPING', 'WARRIOR', 
'CAMP' and the device of 'Human figure' each separately and apart 
from the mark as a whole (730): SLEEPING WARRIOR CAMP 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 22700 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129138 (220): 26/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(LCD Screen, Smart wearable, phone 
charger, phone battery) (526): None (730): PENGHUI 
TECHNOLOGY LIMITED of P. O. Box 51303 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740):  None 

  
(210): 129139 (220): 26/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
Dietects substances adapted for medical use; Food for Bables; 
Plasters, material for dressing, Materials for stopping teeth, 
Dental way; Disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin, 
fungicides; herbicides) (526): None (730): KINETIC BIOTECH 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 5186 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129140 (220): 26/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
Dietects substances adapted for medical use; Food for Bables; 
Plasters, material for dressing, Materials for stopping teeth, 
Dental way; Disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin, 
fungicides; herbicides) (526): None (730): KINETIC BIOTECH 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 5186 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129141 (220): 26/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
Dietects substances adapted for medical use; Food for Bables; 
Plasters, material for dressing, Materials for stopping teeth, 
Dental way; Disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin, 
fungicides; herbicides) (526): None (730): KINETIC BIOTECH 
LIMITED of P.O. Box 5186 - 00200, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129164 (220): 27/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'PARBOILED', 'RICE' 
and devices of 'Bowl with assorted food' and 'Rice plantation' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation 
into English of the Arabic word 'AL ANAB' is 'Collection of things' 
(730): YABAL AGENCIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 99177 - 80100, 
Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129165 (220): 27/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'BRAND', 'PURE', 
'PREMIUM', 'PARBOILED', 'RICE' and device of 'Plate with assorted 
food' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'SANA' is 'Very Much' 
(730): YABAL AGENCIES LIMITED of P. O. Box 99177 - 80100, 
Mombasa, Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129166 (220): 27/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'M’, 'R' and 
devices of a 'Chef' and 'Serving bowl with assorted food' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AGROCOM 
ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P. O. Box 16526 - 80100, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129166 (220): 27/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Rice) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the letters 'M and 'R' and 
devices of a 'Chef',' Serving bowl with assorted food' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): AGROCOM 
ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P. O. Box 16526 - 80100, Mombasa, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  
(210): 129169 (220): 28/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee, 
rice, tapico and sago flour and preparation made from cereals) 
and 31(Grains and artificial, horticultural and forestry products) 
(526): None (730): SARMA E.A FLOUR MILLS LTD of P. O. Box 127 
- 90131, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

SUNCORN  
 

(210): 129173 (220): 28/07/2023  
(300): None (511): 39(Air transportation of passengers, mail and 
cargo; airport passenger check-in services; tourism services; 
organization of excursions; travel agency services; storage of mail 
and cargo; surface transportation; services related to travel 
included in the class; providing transportation services and travel 
reservations services through informatics; providing flight arrival 
and departure information; organization of travel; provision of 
tourist travel information.) (526): Registration of this mark shall 
give no right to the exclusive use of the words "AIR" and "FLY" 
each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
application is in colour (730): AIR MORAN LIMITED of P. O. Box 
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25108 - 00603, Marula Lane, Karen, Nairobi, Kenya (740): Kamau 
K'anjejo & Kirigha Co. Advocates of P. O. Box 10957 - 00400, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

 

 
(210): 129213 (220): 01/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 16(Toilet Paper) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word ''Tidy'', 
''hygienic'' and the device of the ''tissue'' each separately and 
apart from the mark as a whole. (730): SARJUDAS INDUSTRIES 
LIMITED of P. O. Box 3144 - 00506, 00507, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None 

  

(210): 129243 (220): 02/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceutical and veterinary 
preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 
substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, 
materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; 
disinfectants, sanitizers) (526): None (730): NEXTGEN 
PHARMACEUTICALS (K) LIMITED of P.O. Box 20539 - 00100, 
Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

VONOMAX  
 

(210): 129245 (220): 02/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 37(Building Construction; repair; installation 
services.) (526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to 
the exclusive use of the words 'Jenga', 'Green' and 'Library' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The translation 
into English of the Kiswahili word 'Jenga' is 'Build' (730): KENYA 
GREEN BUILDING SOCIETY of P. O. Box 50865 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None   
(210): 129246 (220): 02/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(e- commerce and e-payment software 
Retail and whole sale services for web application and sever 
software Including e-commerce and e-payment software) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the words 'E-Commerce', 'Platform', 'Empowering', 'Business', 
'Grow' and letter 'I' each separately and apart from the mark as a 
whole. The translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'SAFI' is 
'Clean' (730): NASTEHA ENTERPRISES LIMITED of P. O. Box 18207 - 
00500, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129247 (220): 02/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 36(Insurance, Financial affairs, Monetary 
affairs, Real estate affairs, And Electronic Payment Services) 
(526): Registration of this mark shall give no right to the 
exclusive use of the words 'Pay', 'Fast', 'Payment', 'Secured' and 
letter 'I' each separately and apart from the mark as a whole. The 
translation into English of the Kiswahili word 'SAFI' is 'Clean' 
(730): NASTEHA ENTERPRISES LIMITED of TRV Centre, 3rd Parkland 
Avenue, P.O. Box 100353 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129248 (220): 02/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Electronics, Tvset, Woofers, HIFI Systems), 
11(Refrigerators, home Appliances) and 21(Household kitchen 
utensils and containers) (526): Registration of this mark shall give 
no right to the exclusive use of the words 'MR' and 'UK' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): POWER 
PLAY ELECTRONICS LIMITED of P. O. Box 1652 - 00100, Nairobi, 
Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129249 (220): 02/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 9(Electronics, Tvset, Woofers, Speakers), 
11(Refrigerators, home Appliances) and 21(Household kitchen 
utensils and containers) (526): Cemex is a coined word with no 
meaning(730): POWER PLAY ELECTRONICS LIMITED of P. O. Box 
1652 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 
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(210): 129292 (220): 03/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 11(Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam 
generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water 
supply and sanitary purposes) and 19(Materials, not of metal, for 
building and construction; rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; 
asphalt, pitch, tar and bitumen; transportable buildings, not of 
metal; monuments, not of metal.) (526): None (730): AURIC 
HARDWARE LIMITED of P. O. Box 39923 - 00623, Nairobi, Kenya 
(740): HKM Associates Advocates of P.O. Box 13583 - 00800, 
Nairobi, Kenya 

  
(210): 129325 (220): 07/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDIWELL HEALTHCARE K LTD of P. O. Box 1955 - 60200, Meru, 
Kenya (740):  None 

SEFLURANE  
 

(210): 129326 (220): 07/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 5(Pharmaceuticals) (526): None (730): 
MEDIWELL HEALTHCARE K LTD of P. O. Box 1955 - 60200, Meru, 
Kenya (740):  None 

IFLURANE  
 

(210): 129343 (220): 08/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 35(Advertising; business management; 
business administration; office functions) (526): ‘BODAFUND’ is a 
portmanteau from the words 'Bodaboda' and 'Fund' derived from 
the swahil and English languages respectively. ‘Bodaboda’ is a 
common term to refer to the motorcycle taxi business 
particularly in East Africa. (730): YOUTHPOINT LIMITED of P. O. 
Box 19725 - 00100, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  None 

  

(210): 129496 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Essential Oils and Cosmetics) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters 'A' and 'I' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): GOLDEN PLACE SPA LIMITED of, Embassy 
House, Harambee Avenue, P. O. Box 701, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None   
(210): 129496 (220): 14/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 3(Essential Oils and Cosmetics) (526): 
Registration of this mark shall give no right to the exclusive use 
of the letters 'A' and 'I' each separately and apart from the mark 
as a whole. (730): GOLDEN PLACE SPA LIMITED of, Embassy 
House, Harambee Avenue, P. O. Box 701, Nairobi, Kenya (740):  
None  
(210): 129507 (220): 16/08/2023  
(300): None (511): 30(Maize Flour) (526): Registration of this 
mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words 'Gold', 
'Premium', 'Maize', 'Meal' and the Device of ‘Maize cob' each 
separately and apart from the mark as a whole. (730): DIGITAL 
SUPER FLOUR MILL LTD of P. O. Box 2233 - 20300, Nyahururu, 
Kenya (740):  None  

 

 
14.2  Abandonment 
 

121461 23/02/2022 Covam Plus 5 GETZ PHARMA INTERNATIONAL FZ LLC 

122520 20/05/2022 Tama 15 SOUNDSKILLS LTD 

 
 
14.3  Corrigenda 
 
(111) Mark number: 126547 
 

(540) Trade Mark:  DISNEY 
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(511) Classes: 3, 5, 9, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 32 & 41 
 
(442) Date of advertisement: 30th April, 2023 
 
(580) Corrections 
 
Class 29 goods were omitted and should appear as below: 

29 (Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk, cheese, butter, yogurt and other milk products; oils and 
fats for food; applesauce; banana chips; butter, butter substitutes; candied fruit; cheese and cracker 
combinations; cheese spread; cheese; chili; chocolate milk; dips; dried fruit-based snacks; dried fruits; 
drinking yogurts; eggs; frozen, prepared or packaged entrees or meals consisting primarily of meat, fish, 
poultry or vegetables; frozen, prepared or packaged vegetable-based entrees; fruit peels and preserves; 
fruit salads; fruit-based snack food; uncooked hamburger patties; hot dogs; jams; jellies; margarine; 
marmalades; meat; fish, poultry and game, not live; nut butters; pickles; potato chips; potato salad; 
potatobased snack foods; processed, canned, bottled, dried, frozen, cooked, or preserved fruits and 
vegetables; processed fruits and vegetables; processed nuts: raisins; snack mix consisting primarily of 
processed fruits, processed nuts and/or raisins; soup mixes; soups; veggie burger patties; yogurt) 
 
……………………………………………………………. 
 
(111) Mark number: 126689 
(540) Trade Mark:   
 

 
 
(511) Classes: 16 & 35 
 
(442) Date of advertisement: 30th April, 2023 
 
(581) Corrections 
 
The Trade mark should appear as above 
 
 
14.4  Removal 
 

Section 23 of the Trade Marks Act provides that registration of a trade mark in Kenya shall expire after a period of 

ten (10) years. The Act also provides that the proprietor of a registered trade mark may make an application for 

renewal of the trade mark upon completion of the prescribed Form TM 10 and payment of the prescribed renewal 

fee.  

 

Rule 65 of the Trade Mark Rules provides that where no application for renewal of a registered trade mark is 

received upon expiry of the ten year period, the Registrar of Trade Marks shall notify the proprietor of this fact. 

Where no application for renewal of the registered trade mark is received within a period of sixty (60) days from 

the date of the notice for renewal by the Registrar, rule 67 of the Trade Mark Rules requires the Registrar of 

Trade Marks to publish this fact. 

  

In accordance with the above provisions, the Registrar of Trade Marks hereby notifies the public that the 

proprietors of the trade marks indicated below were duly notified and that they did not file applications for 

renewal of their respective trade marks.  
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In accordance with the provisions of rules 67 and 68 of the Trade Mark Rules, the public is hereby notified as 

follows: 

(a) Where the proprietor of a registered trade mark makes an application for renewal of a mark that has 

been published herein and pays the renewal fee together with the additional prescribed late renewal fee 

within thirty (30) days from the date of this publication, the trade mark shall be renewed and shall not 

be removed from the Register of Trade Marks; 

(b) Where no application for renewal of a trade mark published herein is received within thirty (30) days 

from the date of this publication, the trade mark shall be forthwith removed from the Register of Trade 

Marks; and 

Once the trade mark is removed from the Register of Trade Marks, the proprietor may thereafter make an 
application for renewal of the mark upon payment of the prescribed renewal fee together with the 
additional prescribed restoration fee. The trade mark shall then be restored to the Register of Trade Marks 
upon the Registrar of Trade Marks being satisfied that it is just to do so and upon imposing such conditions as the 
Registrar may deem fit. 
 

TM. 
No. 

Date of 
Application 

Trade Mark Class Registered Proprietor Expiry Date 

20312 22/05/1973 WIN (and logo) 34 WIN LIGHTER CORPORATION May 22, 1983 

50607 15/09/2000 RAYZON 5 G. D. Searle LLC September 15, 2017 

59765 05/09/2006 WONDERFUL 
(and logo) 

30 WONDERFUL FOOD & BEVERAGE 
CO. LTD 

September 5, 2016 

 
 
14.5  Madrid Applications accepted for registration 
 

The following are the marks whose international registration has been notified to Kenya as a designated 
contracting Party by the International Bureau, World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and which are 
governed by the Madrid Agreement and the Madrid Protocol. The prescribed period of twelve (12) months and 
eighteen months (18) respectively for refusal of the marks commences from the notification date indicated 
herein for each mark. 
 
NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the registration of any of the marks may, in 
accordance with the provisions of rule 11(1) of the Trade Marks (International Registration) Rules 2003, file a 
notice of opposition within sixty (60) days from the date of this Journal on form TM. No. 6 (in duplicate) 
together with a fee of Ksh 5,000/= (Kenyan residents) or US$ 250 (non residents). 
 
The period of filing the notice of opposition may be extended by the Registrar of Trade Marks as prescribed in 
the Trade Mark Rules. Any request for such extension should be made to the Registrar before the expiry of the 
sixty (60) day statutory period. 
 
All the details of the marks advertised herein are available on WIPO’s website www.wipo.int/romarin 

 
(210): 563161 (151): 20/12/2022  
(511): 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
38, 39, 40, 41 and 42 
(732): CARREFOUR of 93 avenue de Paris F-91300 MASSY, France   

 

(210): 596329 (151): 07/03/2023  
(511): 32 and 33 
(732): LISTEL SAS of Château de Villeroy,  Route d'Agde D612 F-34200 
SETE, France  

 

 
 

http://www.wipo.int/romarin
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(210): 599733 (151): 15/03/2023  
(511): 30 
(732): Ahmad Tea Limited of AHMAD TEA ESTATE WINCHESTER ROAD, 
CHANDLER'S FORD EASTLEIGH, HAMPSHIRE S053 2PZ, United Kingdom  

 
(210): 642614 (151): 13/03/2023  
(511): 33 
(732): BARON PHILIPPE DE ROTHSCHILD S.A., Société anonyme of F-
33250 PAUILLAC, France  

  
(210): 648666 (151): 27/03/2023  
(511): 6 and 20 
(732): BERICAP Holding GmbH of 5, Kirchstrasse 55257 Budenheim, 
Germany  

 
(210): 682745 (151): 07/02/2023  
(511): 32 
(732): THUNDER KINGS, S.L. of Calle Guillem De Castro N° 70 Puerta 14 
E-46001 VALENCIA, Spain  

 
(210): 709386 (151): 16/03/2023  
(511): 35, 41 and 42 
(732): InterSearch Worldwide Ltd. of The Old Council Chambers, 
Halford Street Tamworth, Staffordshire B79 7RB, United Kingdom  

InterSearch  

 

(210): 745321 (151): 21/02/2023  
(511): 42 
(732): secunet Security Networks AG of Kurfürstenstr. 58 45138 Essen, 
Germany  

secunet  

 

(210): 777154 (151): 24/03/2023  
(511): 34 
(732): Heupink & Bloemen Tabak B.V. of De Mors 120 NL-7631 AK 
Ootmarsum, Netherlands  

BLACK DEVIL  

 

(210): 828152 (151): 22/03/2007  
(511): 14 
(732): GFPI S.A. of Eplatures-Grise 16 CH-2301 La Chaux-de-Fonds, 
Switzerland  

  

(210): 885373 (151): 17/03/2023  
(511): 16, 35, 41 and 43 
(732): RELAIS & CHATEAUX of 58-60 Rue de Prony F-75017 PARIS, 
France  

  
(210): 897015 (151): 21/12/2022  
(511): 5, 10 and 17 
(732): Heraeus Medical GmbH of Philipp-Reis-Str. 8/13 61273 
Wehrheim, Germany  

Palacos  

 

(210): 1068840 (151): 03/02/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): CHIESI FARMACEUTICI S.P.A. of Via Palermo, 26/A I-43122 PARMA 
(PR), Italy  

PEYONA  

 

(210): 1119633 (151): 01/03/2023  
(511): 16, 41 and 45 
(732): BEIJING YING TIAN KE DI INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 
AGENCY CO., LTD. of Room C502, Tower C, No. 76, East 4th Ring Middle 
Road, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  
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(210): 1153191 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 3, 5, 10 and 30 
(732): LABORATORIOS CINFA, S.A. of Travesía de Roncesvalles, 1 Polig. 
Ind. de Olloki E-31699 OLLOKI (NAVARRA), Spain  

  

(210): 1164321 (151): 21/02/2023  
(511): 9, 38 and 42 
(732): secunet Security Networks AG of Kurfürstenstr. 58 45138 Essen, 
Germany  

SINA  

 

(210): 1169848 (151): 16/02/2023  
(511): 16, 36, 41, 42 and 44 
(732): INSTITUT GUSTAVE-ROUSSY of 39 rue Camille Desmoulins F-94805 
VILLEJUIF CEDEX, France  

  
(210): 1212604 (151): 27/04/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): FUJIFILM KYOWA KIRIN BIOLOGICS Co., Ltd. of 1-6-1 Ohtemachi, 
Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8185, Japan  

HULIO  

 

(210): 1277062 (151): 20/02/2023  
(511): 7, 9, 11 and 37 
(732): Gerdes Holding GmbH & Co. KG of Pirolweg 1-5 21337 Lüneburg, 
Germany  

 

 

(210): 1280002 (151): 25/04/2023  
(511): 14 
(732): GFPI S.A. of Eplatures-Grise 16 CH-2301 La Chaux-de-Fonds, 
Switzerland  

GREUBEL FORSEY  

 

(210): 1284735 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 8 
(732): LORD for Trade and Industry S.A.E. of 12, Safia Zaghloul St. East 
Port Said, Egypt   
(210): 1333962 (151): 14/03/2023  
(511): 1, 2 and 19 
(732): DAW SE of Roßdörfer Str. 50 64372 Ober-Ramstadt, Germany  

Muresko  

 
(210): 1353221 (151): 20/02/2023  
(511): 6, 7, 12, 25, 35, 40 and 41 
(732): IGOR AKRAPOVIC of Rožna Dolina C.VIII/10A SI-1000 LJUBLJANA, 
Slovenia  

 
(210): 1363623 (151): 29/03/2023  
(511): 34 
(732): Joh. Wilh. von Eicken GmbH of Drechslerstrasse 1-3 23556 
Lübeck, Germany  

Chapman  

 

(210): 1363678 (151): 23/02/2023  
(511): 5 and 30 
(732): A.Vogel AG of Grünaustrasse  CH-9325 Roggwil TG, Switzerland  

A. VOGEL  

 
(210): 1374832 (151): 14/03/2023  
(511): 9 and 42 
(732): Roche Diagnostics GmbH of Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 
Mannheim, Germany  

NAVIFY  

 

(210): 1400580 (151): 13/01/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): AGG POWER EQUIPMENT (FUZHOU) CO.,LTD of 17#1701, 1702, 
1703, 1705, 1706 Haixia Tech & Development Zone Block D, No. 30 
WuLongJiang South Avenue, Shangjie Town, Minhou County, Fuzhou 
Fujian Province, China  

 

 

(210): 1429369 (151): 01/02/2023  
(511): 16, 35, 36, 41, 42 and 45 
(732): International Business Machines Corporation of New Orchard 
Road, Armonk New York  NY 10504, United States of America  

SKILLSBUILD  
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(210): 1433297 (151): 14/03/2023  
(511): 35 
(732): Roche Diagnostics GmbH of Sandhofer Str. 116 68305 Mannheim, 
Germany  

NAVIFY  

 

(210): 1515577 (151): 15/09/2022  
(511): 42 
(732): Claris International Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 
95014, United States of America  

CLARIS CONNECT  

 

(210): 1517727 (151): 02/03/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Seiko Instru Kabushiki Kaisha,  also trading as Seiko Instruments 
Inc. of 8, Nakase 1-chome, Mihama-ku, Chiba-shi Chiba 261-8507, Japan  

SEIZAIKEN  

 

(210): 1530294 (151): 25/02/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): BELGRAVIA WOOD LIMITED of VISTRA CORPORATE SERVICES 
CENTRE, WICKHAMS CAY II, ROAD TOWN TORTOLA VG1110, Virgin 
Islands (British)  

LUMATIONS  

 

(210): 1567684 (151): 24/03/2023  
(511): 30 
(732): Mitsubishi Corporation Life Sciences  Limited of 1-3, Yurakucho 
1-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-0006, Japan  

RIBOTIDE  

 

(210): 1574342 (151): 17/03/2023  
(511): 36 
(732): Nasco France of 171 Rue de Buzenval F-92380 Garches, France  

  

 
(210): 1590144 (151): 30/03/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): SUBARU CORPORATION of 1-20-8, Ebisu, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-
8554, Japan  

  
(210): 1603145 (151): 09/03/2023  
(511): 25 and 35 
(732): EKREM UYANIK AYAKKABI  DERI ÜRÜNLERI TEKSTIL GIDA  SANAYI 
VE TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI of Fevzi Çakmak Mahallesi, Medcezir 
Caddesi, No:22 Karatay Konya, Turkey  

 

 

(210): 1604119 (151): 29/03/2023  
(511): 21 
(732): STEPHANIE CHUA of 1 Mazaraga Street, Quezon City 1115 Metro 
Manila, Philippines  

  
(210): 1607417 (151): 25/02/2023  
(511): 26 and 28 
(732): Belgravia Wood Limited of Vistra Corporate Services Centre, 
Wickhams Cay II, Road Town Tortola VG1110, Virgin Islands (British)  

LUMATIONS  

 

(210): 1607599 (151): 30/01/2023  
(511): 5 and 10 
(732): InTec PRODUCTS, INC. of 332 Xinguang Road,  Xinyang Industrial 
Area, Haicang, Xiamen 361028 Fujian, China  

 
(210): 1616521 (151): 13/02/2023  
(511): 34 
(732): Shenzhen iMiracle Technology Co. Ltd of RM 306-311, 
Tianshuzuo, No.6099, Bao’an Avenue, Bao’an District, Shenzhen 518000 
Guangdong, China  

  

 

(210): 1646261 (151): 09/03/2023  
(511): 35, 36 and 41 
(732): Citigroup Inc. of 388 Greenwich Street New York NY 10013, 
United States of America  

CITI LATITUDE  
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(210): 1647533 (151): 07/02/2023  
(511): 1 
(732): SYNGENTA PARTICIPATIONS AG of Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 
Basel, Switzerland  

ATUVA  

 

(210): 1650195 (151): 08/02/2023  
(511): 20 
(732): Guangzhou Mastela Commodity Co., Ltd. of Room 1603, No. 166, 
Huangpu Avenue Middle Road, Tianhe District, Guangzhou City 510630 
Guangdong Province, China  

 
(210): 1655514 (151): 03/03/2022  
(511): 12 
(732): HANKOOK & COMPANY CO., LTD. of 286, Pangyo-ro, Bundang-gu, 
Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea  

 

 
(210): 1660563 (151): 06/03/2023  
(511): 32 and 33 
(732): Global Wine House OÜ of Lõõtsa tn 8a EE-11415 Tallinn, Estonia  

  
(210): 1665995 (151): 28/02/2023  
(511): 36 and 41 
(732): Sebastian Kulczyk of Im Rötel 10a CH-6300 Zug, Switzerland  

  
(210): 1676639 (151): 09/11/2022  
(511): 9 
(732): Hero MotoCorp Limited of The Grand Plaza, Plot No.2, Nelson 
Mandela Road, Vasant Kunj - Phase -ii New Delhi 110070, India  

  

(210): 1676707 (151): 16/02/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Bayer Aktiengesellschaft of Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 
Leverkusen, Germany  

ELZULISSE  

 

(210): 1676708 (151): 16/02/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Bayer Aktiengesellschaft of Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 
Leverkusen, Germany  

WYMJI  

 

(210): 1676711 (151): 16/02/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Bayer Aktiengesellschaft of Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 
Leverkusen, Germany  

LYNKUET  

 

(210): 1676713 (151): 16/02/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Bayer Aktiengesellschaft of Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 
Leverkusen, Germany  

JOULIXXI  

(210): 1683262 (151): 01/03/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): Janssen Pharmaceutica NV of Turnhoutseweg 30 B-2340 Beerse, 
Belgium  

TALVEY  

 

(210): 1689487 (151): 03/04/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): FONTAINE LIMITED of C/O TMF Group, 8th Floor, 20 Farringdon 
Street LONDON EC4A 4AB, United Kingdom  

LOVE IN WHITE  

 

(210): 1691758 (151): 26/09/2022  
(511): 9 
(732): Claris International Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 
95014, United States of America  

CLARIS GO  
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(210): 1692463 (151): 08/03/2023  
(511): 5 and 10 
(732): EXPHAR of Avenue Thomas Edison 105 Thines B-1402, Belgium  

 
(210): 1693305 (151): 26/09/2022  
(511): 9 and 42 
(732): Claris International Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 
95014, United States of America  

CLARIS 

WEBDIRECT  

(210): 1697022 (151): 14/03/2023  
(511): 9, 35 and 42 
(732): Roche Diagnostics GmbH of Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 
Mannheim, Germany  

  

(210): 1701173 (151): 13/03/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): PEIMAR S.r.l. of Via Cefalonia 70 I-25124 Brescia, Italy  

PEIMAR  

 
(210): 1701408 (151): 13/03/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): PEIMAR S.r.l. of Via Cefalonia 70 I-25124 Brescia, Italy  

  

 
(210): 1706349 (151): 22/02/2023  
(511): 12 
(732): SUMITOMO RUBBER INDUSTRIES, LTD. of 6-9, Wakinohama-cho 3-
chome, Chuo-ku Kobe-shi Hyogo 651-0072, Japan  

SPORT MAXX  

 

(210): 1707566 (151): 10/10/2022  
(511): 9 
(732): Fast Charging Alliance of Room 305, 3F, Building Y4, Creative 
Park, No. 5 Yayuan Road, Nankeng Community, Bantian Jiedao, 
Longgang District, Shenzhen 518100 Guangdong Province, China  

  

 

(210): 1708748 (151): 01/03/2023  
(511): 45 
(732): BEIJING YING TIAN KE DI INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 
AGENCY CO., LTD. of Room C502, Tower C, No. 76, East 4th Ring Middle 
Road, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  

  

210): 1710668 (151): 16/12/2022  
(511): 3 
(732): HERMES INTERNATIONAL of 24, rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré F-
75008 PARIS, France  

 
(210): 1712320 (151): 01/03/2023  
(511): 45 
(732): BEIJING YING TIAN KE DI INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 
AGENCY CO., LTD. of Room C502, Tower C, No. 76, East 4th Ring Middle 
Road, Chaoyang District Beijing, China  

         

 

(210): 1715235 (151): 29/09/2022  
(511): 36 
(732): Shoaib Abedi of Level 17, Dashwood House, 69 Old Broad Street 
London EC2M 1QS, United Kingdom  

  

 

(210): 1716633 (151): 14/11/2022  
(511): 9 
(732): OnePlus Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. of 18C02, 18C03, 
18C04, and 18C05, Shum Yip Terra Building, Binhe Avenue North, Futian 
District, Shenzhen Guangdong, China  

  
(210): 1716898 (151): 08/11/2022  
(511): 9, 28 and 41 
(732): Euro Games Technology Ltd. of 4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-
Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia, Bulgaria  

Clover Coin Jackpot  
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(210): 1717465 (151): 23/11/2022  
(511): 9, 14, 18, 25 and 35 
(732): HUGO BOSS  Trade Mark Management GmbH & Co. KG of 
Dieselstraße 12 72555 Metzingen, Germany  

  

(210): 1717848 (151): 07/03/2023  
(511): 32 
(732): ÇELIKLER GROUP DIS TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI of GÖKEVLER 
MAH. 563. SK. 9 F Esenyurt Istanbul, Turkey  

  

(210): 1717932 (151): 26/10/2022  
(511): 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 14, 18, 21, 24 and 25 
(732): First Hawk Street LLC of 15821 Ventura Blvd., Suite 370 Los 
Angeles CA 91436, United States of America  

CÉCRED  

 

(210): 1718590 (151): 18/11/2022  
(511): 37, 38, 40, 42 and 44 
(732): African Asset Finance Company Inc. of Carnegie Hall Tower, 152 
West 57th Street #25W New York NY 10019, United States of America  

EASE  

 

(210): 1719545 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 3 
(732): Jinhua Vikiyi Arts & Crafts Co., Ltd. of Floor 1, Unit 3, Building 
30, District 2, Dasanlitang, Beiyuan Street, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province, 
China  

  

(210): 1720812 (151): 02/11/2022  
(511): 9, 28, 41 and 42 
(732): EGT DIGITAL LTD. of 6, "Panorama Sofia" Str., Business Center 
"Richhill", block A BG-1766 Sofia, Bulgaria  

  
(210): 1721108 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 5 
(732): YANTAI DONGCHENG BIOCHEMICALS CO., LTD. of No. 7, 
Changbaishan Road, Yantai Development Zone, Yantai 264000 
Shandong, China  

  

(210): 1721285 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 9 and 42 
(732): Honor Device Co., Ltd. of Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum 
Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West Road, Xiangmihu Street, Futian 
District, Shenzhen 518040 Guangdong, China  

MagicGuard  

 
 

(210): 1721510 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): HollySys Group Co., Ltd. of Room 1501, Building 1 No. 2 Di Sheng 
Middle Road, Economic-Technological Development Area Beijing, China  

  
(210): 1722104 (151): 21/11/2022  
(511): 1, 2, 9 and 17 
(732): TOYO INK SC HOLDINGS CO., LTD. of 2-1, Kyobashi 2-chome, 
Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-8377, Japan  

  
(210): 1722445 (151): 16/12/2022  
(511): 9, 35, 38, 41 and 42 
(732): GSM Association of 1 Angel Lane London EC4R 3AB, United 
Kingdom  

GSMA  

 

(210): 1722847 (151): 26/11/2022  
(511): 9 
(732): Apple Inc. of One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, United 
States of America  
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(210): 1722872 (151): 25/10/2022  
(511): 35, 36, 41 and 42 
(732): ClimatePartner GmbH of St.-Martin-Str. 59 81669 München, 
Germany  

ClimatePartner 

Impact  

(210): 1722876 (151): 20/09/2022  
(511): 6, 7, 9, 19, 36, 37, 39 and 42 
(732): Ed. Züblin AG of Albstadtweg 3 70567 Stuttgart, Germany    
(210): 1723044 (151): 09/10/2022  
(511): 7 
(732): SHEN ZHEN WESORT OPTOELECTRONIC CO.,LTD of 101-401 
(whole building), Bldg.29, Longwangmiao Ind, Eastern District of 
Baishixia, Fuyong Street, Bao’an Dist., Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong, 
China  

WESORT  

 

(210): 1723201 (151): 15/11/2022  
(511): 9 and 35 
(732): Honor Device Co., Ltd. of Suite 3401, Unit A, Building 6, Shum 
Yip Sky Park, No. 8089, Hongli West Road, Xiangmihu Street, Futian 
District, Shenzhen 518040 Guangdong, China  

  

 

(210): 1723275 (151): 23/12/2022  
(511): 16, 17 and 24 
(732): ARMOR of 20 rue Chevreul F-44100 NANTES, France  

ATX  

 
(210): 1723674 (151): 25/10/2022  
(511): 26 
(732): Shaoyang Sunshine Hair Products Co., Ltd. of Plot H-06-01 at the 
intersection of Shaoyang Avenue and Baodong Road, Shuangqing 
District, Shaoyang City 422000 Hunan Province, China  

  
(210): 1723748 (151): 10/02/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD. 
of No. 18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang’an, Dongguan Guangdong, China  

Find N Flip  

 

(210): 1723935 (151): 06/03/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Shenzhen Sinoband Electric Co., Ltd. of Room 603, 6th Floor, 
Building 1, Jiali Industrial Zone, Queshan Road, Taoyuan Community, 
Dalang Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen Guangdong, China  

xdobo  

 

(210): 1724026 (151): 23/02/2023  
(511): 9 and 10 
(732): Zhejiang Orient Gene Biotech Co., Ltd of 3787#, East Yangguang 
Avenue, Dipu Street, Anji Zone, Huzhou City 313300 Zhejiang Province, 
China  

  

(210): 1724131 (151): 24/02/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): NINGBO DEYE INVERTER TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. of No. 26, 
Southern YongJiang Road, Daqi, Beilun, NingBo Zhejiang, China  

  

 
(210): 1724158 (151): 10/03/2023  
(511): 10 
(732): Shenzhen Comen Medical Instruments Co.,Ltd. of Floor 10-11, 
12C, Building 1A, and Floor 1-5, Building 2, Feiyada Clock Building, 
Nanhuan Avenue, Matian Street, Guangming District, Shenzhen 
Guangdong Province, China  

  

 

(210): 1724172 (151): 05/10/2022  
(511): 3, 14, 18, 25, 43 and 44 
(732): Holinvest of 5, avenue de la Princesse Lalla Meriem, Souissi 
Rabat, Morocco  

Lobotomy  

 

(210): 1724173 (151): 05/10/2022  
(511): 3, 14, 18, 25, 43 and 44 
(732): Holinvest of 5, avenue de la Princesse Lalla Meriem, Souissi 
Rabat, Morocco  

Made in Love  
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(210): 1724185 (151): 22/09/2022  
(511): 9, 35, 36 and 42 
(732): Lightspark Group, Inc. of 8605 Santa Monica Blvd, PMB 64461 
West Hollywood CA 90069, United States of America  

LIGHTSPARK  

 

(210): 1724194 (151): 30/12/2022  
(511): 7, 8, 9, 11 and 35 
(732): NIDA IÇ VE DIS TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI of MALTEPE MAH.  ESKI 
ÇIRPICI YOLU SK. 4 A 68 Zeytinburnu Istanbul, Turkey  

  

 
(210): 1724345 (151): 02/11/2022  
(511): 9, 28, 41 and 42 
(732): Euro Games Technology Ltd. of 4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-
Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia, Bulgaria  

 
(210): 1724349 (151): 12/10/2022  
(511): 8 
(732): VISAGE LINES PERSONAL CARE PRIVATE LTD of B3/190, Paschim 
Vihar New Delhi 110063, India  

  
(210): 1724383 (151): 11/01/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): Fujian Xinyuan Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. of Hardware And 
Electrical Industrial Park, Luojiang Economic Development Zone, 
Quanzhou City 362012 Fujian Province, China  

  

 

(210): 1724445 (151): 08/03/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Xiamen Leelen Technology Co., Ltd. of No. 001, Room 101, No. 
128, Fengqi Road, Software Park Phase III, Torch Hi-Tech Zone 
Industrial Zone, Xiamen Fujian, China  

  

 

(210): 1724620 (151): 14/10/2022  
(511): 25 
(732): PT. PORTO INDONESIA SEJAHTERA of Komp. Duta Harapan Indah 
Blok KK No. 111, Kel. Kapuk Muara, Kec. Penjaringan, Kota Administrasi 
Jakarta Pusat DKI Jakarta 14460, Indonesia  

  
(210): 1724695 (151): 20/12/2022  
(511): 9, 28 and 41 
(732): Euro Games Technology Ltd. of 4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-
Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia, Bulgaria  

FIRE HOT  

 

(210): 1724735 (151): 18/10/2022  
(511): 31 
(732): Jilin Hongxiang Agricultural Group Hongxiang Seed Industry Co., 
Ltd of Xincheng Bureau, Agricultural High-tech Development Zone, 
Songyuan 130000 Jilin, China  

  
(210): 1724788 (151): 01/11/2022  
(511): 5 and 30 
(732): JIANGSU ALPHAY BIOLOGICAL TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. of No. 68-
A, Zhongyang Road, Economic & Technological Development Area, 
Nantong City 226009 Jiangsu Province, China  

  
(210): 1725217 (151): 21/12/2022  
(511): 9, 38 and 42 
(732): True Software Scandinavia AB of Kungsgatan 15 SE-111 43 
Stockholm, Sweden  

OPEN DOORS  

 

(210): 1725261 (151): 01/11/2022  
(511): 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 18 and 20 
(732): Suzhou Dake Investment Consultation Co., Ltd. of Room 618, 
Building Number 1, Lucky City Commercial Center, Suzhou Industrial 
Park, Suzhou City 215000 Jiangsu Province, China  

OSBURK  
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(210): 1725453 (151): 31/10/2022  
(511): 9, 35, 36, 38, 41 and 42 
(732): Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, 
SC of Avenue Adèle 1 B-1310 La Hulpe, Belgium  

 

 
(210): 1725504 (151): 11/01/2023  
(511): 7 
(732): Fujian Xinyuan Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. of Hardware And 
Electrical Industrial Park, Luojiang Economic Development Zone, 
Quanzhou City 362012 Fujian Province, China  

  
(210): 1725597 (151): 23/11/2022  
(511): 29 and 30 
(732): OTG Enterprise Pte. Ltd. of 138 CECIL STREET, #12-01A CECIL 
COURT SINGAPORE 069538, Singapore  

  

 
(210): 1725918 (151): 16/12/2022  
(511): 7, 9, 12, 35, 36, 37, 39, 41, 42, 43 and 44 
(732): KUBOTA Corporation of 2-47, Shikitsuhigashi 1-chome, Naniwa-
ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 556-8601, Japan  

 
(210): 1726046 (151): 18/10/2022  
(511): 31 
(732): Jilin Hongxiang Agricultural Group Hongxiang Seed Industry Co., 
Ltd of Xincheng Bureau, Agricultural High-tech Development Zone, 
Songyuan 130000 Jilin, China  

HONSOAR  

 

(210): 1726201 (151): 14/12/2022  
(511): 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 
25, 26, 27, 28 and 40 
(732): TOYOBO CO., LTD. of 13-1, Umeda 1-chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi 
Osaka 530-0001, Japan  

TOYOBO MC  

 

(210): 1726656 (151): 19/12/2022  
(511): 35 and 42 
(732): BUREAU VERITAS of Immeuble Newtime, 40-52 boulevard du Parc 
F-92200 NEUILLY-SUR-SEINE, France  

V-TRACE  

 

(210): 1726722 (151): 11/11/2022  
(511): 1, 2, 5, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35, 40 and 42 
(732): Stern-Wywiol Gruppe GmbH & Co. KG of An der Alster 81 20099 
Hamburg, Germany  

SternIngredients  

 

(210): 1726788 (151): 22/12/2022  
(511): 20 and 35 
(732): GABBA KOLTUK TEKSTIL MOBILYA SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM 
SIRKETI of HAMZABEY OSB MAH. 1. CAD. 17 INEGOL BURSA, Turkey  

  

 

(210): 1726834 (151): 20/10/2022  
(511): 35, 36, 38, 41 and 42 
(732): STATION F - SDECN of 16 rue de la Ville l'Evêque F-75008 PARIS, 
France  

STATION F  

 

(210): 1726934 (151): 28/11/2022  
(511): 1, 3 and 4 
(732): GardX International Limited of Lake House 2, Port Way Port 
Solent Portsmouth, Hampshire PO6 4TY, United Kingdom  

  

 

(210): 1727108 (151): 06/10/2022  
(511): 9 
(732): OBL Holdings, LLC of 1880 Century Park East, #1600 Los Angeles 
CA 90067, United States of America  

ONES BASKETBALL 

LEAGUE  

(210): 1727406 (151): 13/10/2022  
(511): 35, 37 and 39 
(732): John Menzies Limited of 2 Lochside Avenue, Edinburgh Park 
Edinburgh, Scotland EH12 9DJ, United Kingdom    
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(210): 1727409 (151): 30/09/2022  
(511): 1, 6 and 19 
(732): Inner Mongolia Erdos Electric Power And Metallurgy Group Co., 
LTD. of Qipanjing Industrial Park, Etuoke Banner, Ordos City Inner 
Mongolia, China    

(210): 1727536 (151): 05/10/2022  
(511): 9, 28 and 41 
(732): Euro Games Technology Ltd. of 4, "Maritsa" Str. "Vranya-Lozen-
Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia, Bulgaria    
(210): 1727540 (151): 06/10/2022  
(511): 9 
(732): OBL Holdings, LLC of 1880 Century Park East, #1600 Los Angeles 
CA 90067, United States of America  

OBL  

 

(210): 1727831 (151): 29/12/2022  
(511): 1, 5 and 42 
(732): ELEPHANT VERT SA of Place de Longemalle 1 CH-1204 Genève, 
Switzerland  

 
(210): 1728028 (151): 18/01/2023  
(511): 9, 28 and 41 
(732): Drustvo za trgovija i uslugi EVRO GEJMS TEHNOLODŽI DOOEL 
Skopje of Ul. Boris Trajkovski br.214 A 1000 Skopje, The former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia  

Flaming Fortuna  

 

(210): 1728029 (151): 18/01/2023  
(511): 9, 28 and 41 
(732): Drustvo za trgovija i uslugi EVRO GEJMS TEHNOLODŽI DOOEL 
Skopje of Ul. Boris Trajkovski br.214 A 1000 Skopje, The former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia  

Fortunator  

 

(210): 1728031 (151): 18/01/2023  
(511): 9, 28 and 41 
(732): Drustvo za trgovija i uslugi EVRO GEJMS TEHNOLODŽI DOOEL 
Skopje of Ul. Boris Trajkovski br.214 A 1000 Skopje, The former 
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia  

Burning Fortuna  

 

(210): 1728044 (151): 13/12/2022  
(511): 3 
(732): JACOBS GLOBAL Szolgáltató és Kereskedelmi KFT of József krt. 
44. H-1085 Budapest, Hungary  

  
(210): 1728238 (151): 05/10/2022  
(511): 9, 28 and 41 
(732): Euro Games Technology Ltd. of 4, "Maritsa" Str. "Vranya-Lozen-
Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia, Bulgaria  

  
(210): 1728534 (151): 12/01/2023  
(511): 9 
(732): Chen Wei of Group 9, Sihousheng Vill., Futian St., Yiwu 322000 
Zhejiang, China  

 

 

(210): 1728661 (151): 27/12/2022  
(511): 9, 35, 36, 38, 39, 41 and 42 
(732): RAKUTEN SYMPHONY SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. of 138 MARKET 
STREET, #32-01 CAPITAGREEN SINGAPORE 048946, Singapore  

  

(210): 1728730 (151): 02/12/2022  
(511): 5 and 10 
(732): LODY SAGLIK GIDA TARIM ÜRÜNLARI SANAYI VE TICARET LIMITED 
SIRKETI of OFISOSB MAH. O.S.B 2. BULVAR BLV. 31 Artuklu Mardin, 
Turkey    
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(210): 1728793 (151): 08/11/2022  
(511): 7, 12, 35, 37, 39, 41 and 42 
(732): SABENA AEROSPACE ENGINEERING, SA of Avenue Emmanuel 
Mounier 2 B-1200 Woluwe-Saint-Lambert, Belgium  

SABENA 

ENGINEERING  

(210): 1728824 (151): 21/09/2022  
(511): 5 
(732): Pacific Pharmaceuticals Pte Ltd. of 101 CECIL STREET, #17-07 
TONG ENG BUILDING SINGAPORE 069533, Singapore  

  

 

(210): 1728825 (151): 21/09/2022  
(511): 5 
(732): Pacific Pharmaceuticals Pte Ltd. of 101 CECIL STREET, #17-07 
TONG ENG BUILDING SINGAPORE 069533, Singapore  

  

 

(210): 1728828 (151): 21/09/2022  
(511): 5 
(732): Pacific Medical Industries Limited of No.209/210/211 Corner of 
Kwan At Mintharkyi Road and Strand Road Industrial Zone, Dagon 
Seikkan Township Yangon, Myanmar  

 

 

(210): 1728829 (151): 21/09/2022  
(511): 5 
(732): Pacific Pharmaceuticals Pte Ltd. of 101 CECIL STREET, #17-07 
TONG ENG BUILDING SINGAPORE 069533, Singapore  

  

 

(210): 1728989 (151): 21/09/2022  
(511): 3 
(732): PACIFIC PHARMACEUTICALS PTE LTD of 101 CECIL STREET, #17-07 
TONG ENG BUILDING SINGAPORE 069533, Singapore  

 
(210): 1729483 (151): 30/11/2022  
(511): 35 
(732): Zhuhai Fohow Health Food Research Institute Co., Ltd. of No. 
245-3, Longxia Road, Jing’an Town, Doumen District, Zhuhai City 
Guangdong Province, China  

  

(210): 1729677 (151): 18/01/2023  
(511): 11 
(732): Xiamen Xinkeli Lighting Technology Co., Ltd. of Room 401, No. 
21, Jiutianhu Sanli, Jimei District, Xiamen City 361000 Fujian Province, 
China  

  

 

(210): 1729702 (151): 21/12/2022  
(511): 9, 28 and 41 
(732): Euro Games Technology Ltd. of 4, "Maritsa" Str., "Vranya-Lozen-
Triugulnika" BG-1151 Sofia, Bulgaria  

Emperor’s Power  

 

(210): 1730024 (151): 29/09/2022  
(511): 36 
(732): Shoaib Abedi of Level 17, Dashwood House, 69 Old Broad Street 
London EC2M 1QS, United Kingdom  

ICM.com  

 

(210): 1730079 (151): 09/09/2022  
(511): 9, 38 and 42 
(732): RAKUTEN SYMPHONY SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. of 138 MARKET 
STREET, #32-01 CAPITAGREEN SINGAPORE 048946, Singapore  

  

 

(210): 1730083 (151): 09/09/2022  
(511): 9, 35, 38 and 42 
(732): RAKUTEN SYMPHONY SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. of 138 MARKET 
STREET, #32-01 CAPITAGREEN SINGAPORE 048946, Singapore  

  

 

(210): 1730265 (151): 21/12/2022  
(511): 25, 28 and 35 
(732): Individual entrepreneur Movsesyan Artur Armenovich of 
Pervomayskaya St., 28/24 h., 54 Appart. RU-105037 Moscow, Russian 
Federation  

JÖGEL  

 

(210): 1730296 (151): 09/09/2022  
(511): 9, 38 and 42 
(732): RAKUTEN SYMPHONY SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. of 138 MARKET 
STREET, #32-01 CAPITAGREEN SINGAPORE 048946, Singapore  
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(210): 1730487 (151): 08/12/2022  
(511): 9, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42 and 45 
(732): VeriFone, Inc. of 251 Little Falls Drive Wilmington DE 19808, 
United States of America  

  

 
(210): 1730504 (151): 20/12/2022  
(511): 9, 17, 18, 24, 25, 28, 35, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42 and 44 
(732): On Clouds GmbH of Förrlibuckstrasse 190 CH-8005 Zürich, 
Switzerland  

  
(210): 1730525 (151): 17/01/2023  
(511): 12 and 42 
(732): Guangzhou Haojin Motorcycle Co., Ltd. of Shangshao Industrial 
District, Lixin Road, Xintang Town, Zengcheng, Guangzhou City 511340 
Guangdong Province, China  

  

 

(210): 1730616 (151): 09/09/2022  
(511): 9, 35, 38, 41 and 42 
(732): RAKUTEN SYMPHONY SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. of 138 MARKET 
STREET, #32-01 CAPITAGREEN SINGAPORE 048946, Singapore  

  

 

(210): 1730755 (151): 08/12/2022  
(511): 9, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 42 and 45 
(732): VeriFone, Inc. of 251 Little Falls Drive Wilmington DE 19808, 
United States of America  

  
(210): 1730758 (151): 09/09/2022  
(511): 9, 37, 38 and 42 
(732): RAKUTEN SYMPHONY SINGAPORE PTE. LTD. of 138 MARKET 
STREET, #32-01 CAPITAGREEN SINGAPORE 048946, Singapore  

  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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15.0 General Information 

 
1. Patent, Utility Models and Industrial Design fees. 
 
The following is a list of various fees payable under the Industrial Property Regulations, 2002 
 
Patents 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee (full specification) 3, 000 150 

Provisional application filing fee 1, 000 50 

Substantive examination request 5, 000 250 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Grant fee 3, 000 150 

Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years) 2, 000 300 

 
Utility Models 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee (full specification) 1, 000 50 

Provisional application filing fee 500 50 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Registration fee 3, 000 150 

Annual renewal fee -2nd year – (varies according to years) 1, 000 50 

 
Industrial Designs 

 Local (Kshs) Foreign USD 

Filing fee 3, 000 150 

Publication fee  3, 000 150 

Registration fee 1, 000 50 

Renewal fee (after five years from application date) 10, 000 500 

 
The complete list of fees is available on the Institute website: www.kipi.go.ke. 
 
2. African Regional Intellectual Property Organization (ARIPO) 

ARIPO is a regional body established by African governments to have a central office to among other things, 
process and grant industrial property rights on behalf of member states. ARIPO grants patents, utility models 
and industrial designs on behalf of Kenya. Currently, ARIPO consists of the following 16 member states; 
Botswana, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia Sierra Leone, Sudan, 
Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Kenyan applicants are required by law to first file with 
the Institute before filing with ARIPO. ARIPO secretariat is located in Harare Zimbabwe. 

The complete fee schedule for ARIPO is available on their website http://www.aripo.org. The following are 
the fees an applicant is required to pay immediately on application. 

 Patents Utility Models Industrial Designs 

Filing fee  USD 250   USD 100  USD 50 

Designation fee (multiply with 
no. of designated countries) 

 USD 75   USD 20  USD 10 

Transmission fee  Kshs 5000 Kshs 5000 Kshs 5000 

 
3. Patent Cooperation Treaty 

The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is an international patent protection treaty consisting of over 140 
member states. PCT is administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva Switzerland. 
PCT makes it possible for an applicant to seek patent protection for an invention simultaneously in any of the 
selected member states by filing one application. PCT is a filing system and does not grant patents on behalf of 
the member states. Applications must enter national phase in the selected member states. In the national 
phase, the applicant is required to pay the prescribed national fees in the said member states. Further, in 

http://www.kipi.go.ke/
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=37:botswana&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=38:gambia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=39:ghana&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=40:kenya&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=41:lesotho&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=67:liberia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=42:malawi&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=43:mozambique&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=44:namibia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=45:sierra-leone&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=47:sudan&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=48:swaziland&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=49:tanzania&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=50:uganda&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=51:zambia&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=52:zimbabwe&Itemid=13&layout=default
http://www.aripo.org/
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some member states, a foreign applicant is required to have a resident agent. The PCT fees as of 1st May 2011 
are as follows: 

Type of fee Fee Fee waivers 

International filing fee USD 1, 367 or CHF 1330 90% waiver for a natural person from 
Kenya 

Search fees 

(only one search 
authority needs to be 
selected by applicant) 

Austria  USD 2, 443  75% waiver for natural a person from 
Kenya 

Australia USD 1, 837 None 

China USD 314 None 

European 
Patent 
office 

USD 2, 443 75% waiver for a natural person from 
Kenya 

Sweden USD 2, 443 None 

Transmittal fee Kshs 5000 - 

More information is available on the PCT website www.wipo.int/pct/en  

4. Kenya is a signatory to the following Treaties related to industrial property rights: 

 
No. Treaty Year of accession/ratification  

1. 1
. 
The Lusaka Agreement, establishing the African 
Regional Intellectual Property Organization 

15th February 1978 

2.  The Protocol on Patents and Industrial Designs 
(Harare Protocol)  

24th October 1984 

3.  The Paris Convention for Protection of Industrial 
Property 

14th June, 1965 

4.  The World Intellectual Property Organization 
Convention  

5th October 1971 

5.  Nairobi Treaty on the Protection of the Olympic 
Symbol 

25th September 1982 

6.  The Patent Cooperation Treaty  8th June 1994 

7.  The Madrid Agreement Concerning the 
International Registration of Marks 

26th June 1998 

8.  The Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement 
Concerning the International Registration of 
Marks 

26th June 1998 

9.  The Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 
Property Rights Agreement 

1st January 1995 

 
5. Trade Marks Forms and Fees 

The following are some of the prescribed forms and the respective fees under the Trade Marks Rules: 

 

 Description of fee Local Fee 
Kshs 

Foreign Fee 
US$ 

Corresponding 
form 

1. Application fee for an application to 
register a trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
4, 000 
3,000 

 
  
200 
150 

 
 TM 2 

2. Fee for registration of a trade mark 
under r. 60(1): 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 
 

 
 
2, 000 
1, 500 

 
 
150 
100 

 
- 

http://www.wipo.int/pct/en
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3. Fee for filing a notice of opposition to 
an application to register a trade 
mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
5000 
4000 

 
 
 
250 
200 

TM 6 

4. Fee for filing a counter statement: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
4, 000 
3, 000 

 
200 
150 

TM 7 

5.  Fee for renewal of a registration of a 
trade mark under r.64(1), 67 or 68 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
4, 000 
3, 000 

 
 
200 
150 

TM 10 

6.  Application fee for an application, 
under r. 71, to register an assignment 
or transmission, for each trade mark 
assigned or transmitted: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
3, 000 
2,000 

 
 
 
 
150 
100 

TM 14 

7 Application fee for an application, 
under r. 95, to register a person as a 
registered user of a registered trade 
mark, for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
6, 000 
5,000 

 
 
 
 
300 
250 

TM 48 

8. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 81(1), 85(2) or 101(2), to 
alter the trade or business address of 
the proprietor or a registered user, 
for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
100 
  50 

TM 17 

9.  Application fee for an application, 
under r. 82(1) and section 29, 30, 35 
or 36 of the Act, for the making, 
expunging or varying of an entry in 
the register, for each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
6, 000 
5, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
300 
250 

TM 25 

10. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to make a 
correction to the Register for which a 
fee is not otherwise specified, for 
each trade mark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
150 
  50 

TM 19 

11. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 85(2) or 101(2), to change 
the name or description of the 
proprietor or a registered user: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
3, 000 
 500 

 
 
 
 
150 
 50 

TM 20 

12. Fee for appointing an agent, under r. 
14(2), to act in a proceeding or 
matter before or affecting the 
Registrar 

 
 
1, 000 
 

 
 
50 

TM 1 

13. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 102, for an extension of 
time, other than an extension of time 
prescribed by rule 76: 
 
a. extension not exceeding 30 days  

 
 
 
 
 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
 
50 

TM 53 
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b. extension exceeding 30 days but 
not exceeding 60 days  
 
c. extension exceeding 60 days  

 
2, 000 
 
3, 000 

 
100 
 
150 

14. Application fee for an application, 
under r. 108, to amend a document 
or drawing or other representation, 
for each trademark: 
 for the first class  
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
 
 
2, 000 
1, 000 

 
 
 
 
100 
  50 

TM 19 

15. Fee for preliminary advice of the 
Registrar under r. 20(1): 
 for the first class 
 for each subsequent class 

 
 
3, 000 
2, 000 

 
 
150 
  50 

TM 27 

 
Notes:  
1. A foreign fee is payable if the person paying the fee or on whose behalf the fee is being paid does 

not reside in Kenya and does not have a principal place of business in Kenya. 
2. All the prescribed forms and the respective fees payable for matters under the Trade Marks Act and 

Rules are available at www.kipi.go.ke 
 
6. The International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks 
(Nice Classification) 
 
The Nice Classification is established under the Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification of 
Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks, one of the treaties administered by the World 
Intellectual Property Organization. The Nice Classification was established by an Agreement concluded at a 
Diplomatic Conference held in Nice on 15th June 1957. Kenya has not ratified the Agreement. However, section 
6 of the Trade Marks Act provides that goods and services in respect of which registration of a mark is applied 
for shall be classified in accordance with the Nice Classification. The following are the class headings under 
the Nice Classification:  
 
Nice Classification (10th Edition) 
C L A S S H E A D I N G S 
 
GOODS 
 
Class 1 Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 

forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing 
compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving 
foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry 
 

Class 2 Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; 
colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, 
decorators, printers and artists 
 

Class 3 Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 
abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices  
 

Class 4 Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels 
(including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting 
 

Class 5 Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; 
dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary 
supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides 
 

Class 6 Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; 
materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; 
ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; safes; goods of 
common metal not included in other classes; ores 

http://www.kipi.go.ke/
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Class 7 Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling 

and transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than 
hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic vending machines 
 

Class 8 Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors 
 

Class 9 Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating 
machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing 
apparatus 
 

Class 10 Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and 
teeth; orthopedic articles; suture materials 
 

Class 11 Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, 
water supply and sanitary purposes 

 
Class 12 

 
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water 
 

Class 13 Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; fireworks 
 

Class 14 Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included 
in other classes; jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments 
 

Class 15 Musical instruments 
 

Class 16 Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed 
matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not 
included in other classes); printers’ type; printing blocks 
 

Class 17 Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not 
included in other classes; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping 
and insulating materials; flexible pipes, not of metal 
 

Class 18 Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other 
classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; 
whips, harness and saddlery 
 

Class 19 Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and 
bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal 
 

Class 20 Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of pearl, meerschaum and 
substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics 
 

Class 21 Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint 
brushes); brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-
worked glass (except glass used in building); glassware, porcelain and earthenware not 
included in other classes 
 

Class 22 Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other 
classes); padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile 
materials 
 

Class 23 Yarns and threads, for textile use 
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Class 24 Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers 

 
Class 25 Clothing, footwear, headgear 

 
Class 26 Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial 

flowers 
 

Class 27 Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall 
hangings (non-textile) 
 

Class 28 Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; 
decorations for Christmas trees 
 

Class 29 Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats 
 

Class 30 Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made 
from cereals; bread, pastry and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-
powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice 
 

Class 31 Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included in other classes; live 
animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; 
malt 
 

Class 32 Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit 
juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages 
 

Class 33 Alcoholic beverages (except beers) 
 

Class 34 Tobacco; smokers’ articles; matches 
 
SERVICES 
Class 35 Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions 

 
Class 36 Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs 

 
Class 37 Building construction; repair; installation services 

 
Class 38 Telecommunications 

 
Class 39 Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement 

 
Class 40 Treatment of materials 

 
Class 41 Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities 

 
Class 42 Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial 

analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software 
 

Class 43 Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation 
 

Class 44 
 
 
Class 45 

Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services 
 
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; security 
services for the protection of property and individuals 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------- 
END OF DOCUMENT 

 
 


